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that I have had to face. One is the fact that I have gone through the studies after a prolonged
absence from academic work. After my Bachelor’s degree I went straight into employment, and
thereafter I believed that I had hung up my academic boots. My colleagues and superiors at
work, and members of my profession generally, had the idea that as an engineer all that I
needed was a first degree. The belief was that the rest of my career advancement would come
from practical work, and I went along with this line of thinking Therefore, it was only after a
lengthy period in the power industry and a decision to diversify from engineering that I found
myself back in academia. It was not easy to come back as a full-time student but I found it
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and tackle.
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career with a strong engineering bias to a field that is focused more on socio-economic
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accommodate the view that a spade can be a big spoon!
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the thesis work. The exposure to the non-academic world has enabled me to know the real life
situation, and this has to a large extent assisted in making the thesis work practicable. I am also
able to appreciate academics from a more worldly or grounded point of view, and this has made
it possible for me to have a more balanced thesis. Noting that socio-economic studies are
generally carried out by specialists in the social sciences, I have been able to add flavour to the
social scientists’ work by bringing in natural science aspects to the studies.
It has been possible to tackle the challenges and make use of the opportunities, through the
facilitation of many individuals and institutions. I am greatly indebted to all those who have
provided the facilitation, and I wish to thank them most heartily. In this connection, I would
like to single out the following people for their outstanding contribution.
The first person I would like to express my gratitude to is Professor Frede Hvelplund of
Aalborg University who has not only been my thesis supervisor, but has also been a mentor in
my conversion to the social science persuasion. Being an economics professor, he has enabled
me to appreciate my engineering profession in the light of economics and other branches of
social science. In the same vein, I acknowledge the role played by Associate Professor Poul
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and Wilson Wasike of KIPPRA, Kenya, who inspired the theoretical and practical aspects of
my thesis respectively. I wish to express my gratitude to these fellow Kenyans, and the other
compatriots who helped in my field work in Kenya generally and specifically within the
communities at Mumias and Isoge (Nyansiongo). While on the subject of field work, I would
like to acknowledge and express my appreciation for the partial funding support that I received
from DANIDA, through its Travel Grant Programme. The support gave a sizeable
contribution to financing of the field work.
As I acknowledge the contributions of all the people I have mentioned, I would like to take full
responsibility for the thesis work, and absolve all those who have assisted me from any errors
of commission or omission.
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___________
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview
To many Kenyans, the word “Harambee” evokes feelings of solidarity with fellow countrymen,
and a sense of achievement through self-help. As observed by Ngau (1987), and is attested by
the thesis author as a Kenyan, this is a motto that literally means “let’s all pull together” towards
a common development goal; and was made a national call by the first president of Kenya,
Jomo Kenyatta. Although by many standards Kenya is a poor country, and there are significant
socio-political problems, through the “Harambee” spirit the Kenyan people have made good
progress in socio-economic development. This is particularly so in the rural areas where
government presence in development affairs is insignificant, and in there resides the largest
proportion of the country’s population and the poor. Despite the fact that in recent times the
“Harambee” goodwill has been misused by some politicians, it has been possible for Kenyans to
build many and some huge social facilities and infrastructure, and rescue people with hardships,
through “Harambee” contributions. Most importantly, the contributions come from the rich and
poor, in the form of money, material, labour, or other support.
In view of the cooperative culture that has been built over the years through the “Harambee”
spirit, the existence of a large cooperative movement in Kenya can easily be understood.
Indeed, the movement is ranked as the topmost in Africa and seventh in the world. (Nyatichi1,
2006). Cooperatives are in the form of savings and credit societies (SACCOs), agricultural
production and marketing associations, consumer organizations, and other groupings. SACCOs
are mostly urban based, professionally manned, and cater chiefly for salaried staff. In terms of
financial resources, they make the largest contribution to the cooperative movement, and are
the fastest growing. Agricultural cooperatives used to lead but have declined significantly due to
political and management factors (Nyatichi, 2006; Gamba and Komo, 2005).
Notwithstanding the upward drive to the Kenyan economy by high achievers like the
cooperatives, there are impediments that weigh down growth of the economy. A key obstacle in
1

Mr Nyatichi is a scholar and the Assistant Commissioner of Cooperatives, his position being the third most important
functional rank in the Kenya ministry of Cooperative Development and marketing
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this regard is the very low availability of electricity in the country generally, and specifically in
rural areas. Obviously, there are many similar obstacles particularly related to infra-structural
under-development, but as an important element of the overall barrier to development, electric
power is given weight in this thesis. The gist of the argument presented in the thesis study is
that the cooperative culture that permeates the Kenyan society can actually be harnessed to
enhance rural electrification, and alleviate poverty afflicting the rural population.
Empirical evidence that the author has come across in countries like Bangladesh and Denmark,
shows that it is feasible to improve access to electricity through cooperative organization, and
involve rural communities in the supply of electric power. Hence, the thesis investigations
borrow from experiences of such pioneering countries, and seek to explore evidence of the
Kenyan cooperative culture in relation to its suitability for electrification. The envisaged
electrification is the type that would have the participation of rural people, so that the people
would benefit from electricity and improve their livelihoods and social conditions.
Analytically, the thesis study is guided by a social capital and cooperative theoretical perspective,
and the Cooperative Principles as stipulated by the International Cooperative Alliance (2005).
The main theoretical argument advanced is that the cooperative type of organization is ideal for
self-electrification by communities, as this organization style aims at both economic and social
goals for the cooperating members (Birchall, 2003). This is in contrast to cases where, like in
Kenya, power utilities that would otherwise provide electricity to the communities are driven by
commercial motives; and as far as the utilities are concerned socio-economic welfare is largely
secondary. A major proportion of the evidence in the study consists of peoples’ perceptions
and interpretations as obtained through the interview method (Kurt, 1998). Accordingly, there
is a significant qualitative content in the study.
While the thesis task is an academic effort within a Master’s degree course, it also aims at
contributing to a corporate project at the UNEP Risoe Centre, Denmark, to which the author is
attached. The corporate initiative is known as the PACEAA (Poverty Alleviation through
Cleaner Energy from Agro-industries in Africa) project, and it entails facilitation of poverty
reduction through rural electrification, using renewable energy from agro-industries. It targets
eleven countries in eastern and Southern Africa, including Kenya; and is cosponsored by the
European Commission (COOPENER funding) and UNEP (GEF funding). Within the context
of the latter sponsorship the project is also linked to two other projects on power generation
from agro-industries. Additionally, the thesis study is linked to the generation projects and the
PACEAA project, to the extent that community cooperative electrification targeted by the
study may use agro-industrial electricity envisaged in the projects.
An important point to note is the author’s extensive contribution to the evidence used in the
study. This is on account of more than 20 years exposure to the electricity sector in Kenya,
while on service to the KPLC. Since the employer was previously the only power generator and
supplier, and since 1997 has been the only power transmitter and distributor in Kenya, the long
public service experience attained by the author is a key input to the study.
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Salient features of the thesis study and other introductory information are underscored and
outlined in the remainder of this chapter.

1.2 Goal and objectives
The ultimate aim of this study is to seek knowledge and action on creation of cooperatively
organized and community based rural electrification (RE) that can lead to poverty reduction in
Kenya. With this in mind, the main objectives of the study are:
• To investigate the state of rural cooperatives in Kenya relative to similar cooperatives in
other countries
• To seek general information about RE cooperatives and the possibility of Kenyan
communities forming such cooperatives
• To explore the possibility of using renewable energy from agro-industries in community
based RE
• To disseminate information and seek action on the study findings through the study
report

1.3 Significance
Apart from the chance that the study gives the author to undertake an academic research, the
thesis study comes at an opportune time when it stands to benefit a number of emerging
initiatives. Firstly, there is the PACEAA project which is expected to start by the middle of this
year. The project is expected to pave the way for use of energy from agro-industries to provide
supply for RE. The findings from the thesis study can therefore be applied in the project.
Secondly, there is a new RE authority being implemented in Kenya. Since the main mandate of
the authority would be to accelerate the rate of provision of power to rural areas, it could be of
interest to the authority to know the possibility of community based and cooperatively
organized RE as considered in the study. Implementation of some of the study results could
constitute the first activities of the authority.
Thirdly, there are a number of rural energy initiatives being pursued in the East Africa subregion, which can benefit from the study. For example, there is the ongoing Uganda Energy for
Rural Transformation Project. This project has an RE component that is promoting the use of
renewable energy and the involvement of private power producers in RE, in a similar way to
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what this study wishes to promote. Results from the study could therefore be of interest to the
project.
Finally, there is the general research on rural energy for sub-Saharan Africa and other
developing countries, which could draw from the study. Little research has been done on the
potential involvement of agro-industries in RE, and therefore the study can make a significant
contribution to this field.

1.4 Scope
The thesis task, being under a Master’s degree academic programme, has a limited scope. It is
being done with the author’s own sponsorship mainly, and some assistance from DANIDA,
UNEP Risoe Centre (URC), and Aalborg University. The total duration of the study is 10
months from 1st August 2006 to 31st May 2007, and within this period there are internship tasks
performed at the URC. Nevertheless, it has been possible to have a substantial output, where
there has been an in-depth coverage of socio-economic issues surrounding electrification.
Geographically, the study covers Kenya in general, and at a detailed level it encompasses two
communities in north-west and west Kenya respectively. The field aspects of the study work
have been carried out through a two month visit to Kenya, while the rest of the study time has
been spent at URC.
Supervision for the study and associated internship has been provided from Aalborg University
and URC respectively. However, most of the study time has been spent at URC, where the
internship has been taking place.

1.5 Layout of Study Report
The report is divided into seven chapters, the first three of which introduce the study and the
frameworks within which the study is carried out. The key aspects of the problem being
addressed are included in the second chapter, while the theoretical basis and methodology for
the study are incorporated in the third chapter. Also included in the third chapter are the
relevant contextual parameters for the study; and relevant geographic, socio-economic, and
other national data on the study country.
The fourth chapter gives brief descriptive details and analyses typical cooperative movements
around the world. However the case of RE cooperatives is examined at length, and so is the
cooperative movement in Kenya. Apart from giving an overall picture of typical cooperative
movements and the experiences they have undergone, the chapter provides some details on
specific cases of interest, and replication possibilities for Kenya especially in connection with
RE.
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Primary data obtained during field work is mostly included in chapter five. The data from
interviews and focus group discussions is organized according to themes that were identified
during evidence compilation, and is presented with some analytical observations. In addition,
data from technical and site observations is included.
In chapter six a summary of the study up to the end of the data collection stage is given,
followed by an analysis of findings from the study. Possible explanations of the important
revelations in the study are offered. Correlations are also made between the theoretical
arguments in the study and evidence collected, and foundations for the recommendations of
the study are laid.
Finally, in the seventh and closing chapter the study’s research question is revisited, and an
answer to it provided. Objectives of the study are also re-examined in the light of the findings
of the study, and highlights of the strong areas of the study as well as aspects that may need
further work are reflected upon. At the end of the chapter, conclusions and recommendations
are given along with indications of steps that are expected to follow the study.
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2
___________
PROBLEM BACKGROUND AND HIGHLIGHT
The situation giving rise to the problem studied in this thesis has its genesis in the 1970’s when
Kenya’s development course to a great extent disengaged from that set by the colonial
administration. Previously, the development agenda was largely the one set by the British
government, which ruled the country up to 1963, and maintained its economic influence after
handing over political power. The agenda was also determined by foreign powers that
controlled the country’s agenda through a deluge of development aid that came in after the
colonial rule ended. Presented in this chapter is background information on the problem
studied, and then the problem itself is considered at length. Ensuing from the problem analysis
is the research question that will be used for guiding the thesis study. In addition, the actors or
stakeholders who are deemed to be central to the problem studied and possible solutions to the
problem are taken into account. The information about the stakeholders will facilitate
knowledge of their inter-relations, and how they influence or contribute to the problem, and
how they can play part in solving the problem.

2.1 Background
Since Kenya secured political independence in 1963, the country has been dominated by a strong
central government and mode of planning. As Wanyama (2005) has noted, the centrist style was a
worldwide trend between the 1950’s and 1970’s, and thus Kenya was following the fashion at the
time it acquired independence. In the early years of the country’s democracy, the capacity for
national development was very low. It therefore made sense to pool planning resources and deploy
them centrally.
While considering the planning and governance model adopted by the independent Kenyan state at
its infancy, it may be worth mentioning that there are countries like Denmark which have thrived
on a contrasting model for most of their histories. What distinguishes Denmark, where this thesis
study is being conducted from, is the existence of an empowered and egalitarian society predating
modern history. Analysts of the Danish system (e.g. Olsen and Skytte, 2001; and Hadjilamrinos,
1999) observe that Danish development has been shaped principally by bottom-up forces including
the democratically capacitated and enlightened rural masses. In chapter 4, section 4.2.1 of this
report light will be shed on how this system has shaped the Danish electricity industry.
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The rationale for central planning in Kenya worked well in the first decade, and in fact there was
the highest post-independence national economic growth of 7% (Freeman et al, 2004). However,
by mid-1970’s, the negative aspects of top-down planning started manifesting themselves through
social exclusion that beset certain sections of society, especially those in the rural areas. Since the
planning did not pay sufficient attention to the needs of rural people, there was a relatively low level
of economic growth outside cities and towns. The number of rural poor accordingly increased with
time.
By the 1980’s neo-liberalization came into force, and it brought with it the dismantling of state-led
development around the world. Involvement of non-state players and communities in local
development also evolved (Wanyama, 2005). For Kenya, the need for local people’s participation in
planning for their own development, and the necessity of bringing government services closer to
the people, were recognized by the country’s political authorities earlier in 1974. Hence, attempts at
decentralization were made. One of the measures taken was the creation of the offices of District
Development Officers, to coordinate district planning Tokida (n.d.)
Nonetheless, the initial decentralization steps were largely inadequate, and as a result new strategies
were formulated, the most important of which was the introduction of the District Focus for Rural
Development in 1983 (ibid). The latter strategy aimed at giving each district an opportunity to decide
on its development agenda, and use more of its resources for its growth. The aim was well intended
but, as Tokida (n.d.) contends, the strategy has been ineffective in the face of the weakness of
government structures.
While efforts were made to generally improve rural development, sectoral measures for uplifting
the standards of rural people were also undertaken. Among the latter measures was the
establishment of a rural electrification programme. It was necessary to have this programme
because electricity is an essential element for modern socio-economic growth, but for rural people
this form of energy is far too expensive, and generally investment in it gives low or no returns.
Based on the author’s own experience, those who have been fortunate to get electric power under
the programme have been able to enhance their socio-economic positions, but despite the
programme running for over thirty years it has made little overall impact. It is argued in this thesis
study that organizational problems have a large part to play in realization of rural electrification
goals. Overcoming the problems should be a challenge for the programme.

2.2 The current situation
What has been presented in the preceding section mainly relates to the post-independence period
leading up to the beginning of the new millennium, when in 2002 a new pro-reform government
came to power. Although some signs of socio-economic changes have started showing, most of the
challenges facing the rural people in the past are still persisting. The need for more meaningful
decentralization of national planning and government services is therefore growing along with the
challenges.
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To scholars like Wanyama (2005) the major barrier to effective devolution of planning and
governance functions to people at the grassroots is patronage by the elites. Patronage or corruption
networks on which the elites thrive greatly obstruct the necessary empowerment of people in the
rural areas, and the upward flow of ideas from local communities. Through the networks, the
bureaucrats and politicians gain from material and other resources meant for the people; and they
achieve the gains by inter alia giving favours or buying loyalty of those who can pervert systems that
are designed to give access of the resources to the people. However, there is now hope for a break
from captivity by the elites, as the new government has shown resolve towards fighting corruption.
Within the first three years after coming to power, the government took important steps towards
dismantling corruption networks, when it among other things removed from the judicial system
and civil service elements that were perceived to be corrupt. There was also general awareness
created that people engaged in underhand activities would be severely punished. Although in recent
times the drive towards curtailing economic malpractices has waned, there are improvements that
will in the long run benefit the people in rural communities.
Among the positive measures undertaken by the new government is the enactment of the Energy
Act, 2006. This act proposes to set up a Rural Electrification Authority, to take over the function
of supplying electric power to rural areas. This function which has hitherto been to a large extent
handled by the Kenya Power & Lighting Company, the national power distributor, has not achieved
much. The under-achievement has been because the power utility has been preoccupied with
providing electricity to profitable areas in cities and towns. The new authority, whose formation is
currently underway, should be able to meet the needs of the rural people more effectively as its
proposed specific mandate is to provide service to non-urban communities.
Against the background and indication of the country’s current situation as described above, the
problem examined in this thesis study is analyzed.

2.3 The Problem and Research Question
For Kenya, and most developing countries, poverty and socio-economic deprivation are
characteristic of rural areas, where about three-quarters of the population dwells (World Bank,
2006). Indeed, much of the under-development of the third world is associated with the
impoverished conditions of the rural people. Any effort for ensuring sustainable development in
the countries must therefore have a strong element of poverty alleviation. Although there is urban
poverty as well, the thrust of the development initiatives should be on rural areas.
One of the important factors contributing to poverty in the rural areas of Kenya is the lack or
under-provision of key resources, like modern energy, that could be used for economic activities
and social advancement. General unavailability of suitable energy, especially electricity, has meant
absence or very slow rate of: modernization of farming which is the most import economic activity
in the rural areas, industrialization, commerce and social undertakings, and general development
(Barnes et al, 1996. See also Ailawadi, et al, 2006)
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From the point of view of the environment-health link, the World Health Organization (2007),
among others, observes that insufficiency of modern clean energy indirectly contributes to health
problems arising from woody biomass smoke. The biomass, which is usually in the form of
firewood, and may include agricultural residues, emits smoke when burnt for cooking or heating,
the consequence of which are diseases of the respiratory system and eyes. In rural households,
where most of the woody biomass is used, modern biomass-based fuels are largely not available;
and other modern energy alternatives like liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and electricity are rare and
expensive (Barnes et al, 1996).
Furthermore, electricity non-availability also contributes to the continued use of fossil fuel in the
form of kerosene for lighting, with its problems of poor illumination and fire hazards. Another
fossil fuel that is widely used due to very low availability of electricity is diesel for motive power.
Although in a small way, the use of diesel and other fossil fuels in rural areas contributes to carbon
dioxide emissions that cause global warming. Overall, therefore, lack of modern clean energy in
rural areas is a source of negative environmental impacts, and therefore an impediment to
sustainable development (ibid).
Here, and in later parts of this thesis report, the definition of sustainable development is as given by
the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED, 1987), which states that:
“Sustainable Development is the ability to meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs”, and further stresses: “the essential needs of the world’s poor, to
which overriding priority should be given”, and “the environment’s ability to meet present and future needs”.
Thus, present and future poverty reduction and soundness of the environmental are key
features of the definition
The scale of modern energy scarcity, and hence low level of development, can be appreciated by
noting the low level of access to electricity. Compared to some developing countries in Asia and
Latin America where the populations have nearly 100% access to electricity (GNESD, 2004),
Kenya has a very low rural electrical energy access of less than 5%. Rural electrification has
therefore not had any significant impact, and there is need for stepping up the rate of electrification
so as to achieve sustainable poverty reduction and development (UNDP & GTZ, 2005).
In this research inquiry, a way of addressing the key challenges to rural electrification in Kenya is
being pursued. In this connection it is noted that there are a number of underlying causes for the
very low rate of electrification. Analysts that include Freeman et al (2004), Murphy (1999), and
Garuraja (2003), have identified the causes as, inter alia:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Low power demand and high capital costs
Government support lacking or insufficient
Weak political representation
Generally under-developed rural infrastructure
Most capital resources are used in urban areas
Intellectual resources attracted by urban opportunities
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o
o
o
o

General ignorance of rural population
Appropriate technologies for rural areas are not available
Limited or no international support
The level of priority given to energy issues is relatively low

All the indicated causes lead to a general lack of an enabling environment for development and
implementation of rural electrification. The capacities that are lacking are mainly institutional,
financial, human, and technological. Of greatest concern in this study are the institutional and
financial capacities, as with sufficient strengths in these the others can be built (UNDP & GTZ,
2005). On account of scope limitations, it is proposed to focus the present research on examining
the institutional aspects, particularly with regard to RE through community cooperatives, and
institutional factors affecting this organizational approach to RE.
A major drive for the community involvement and empowerment is to engender a bottom-up
approach to provision of electricity, which would address the failures of top-down approaches to
RE. At present, nearly all rural electrification is planned and implemented centrally by the
government. However there has not been really concrete action in rural power provision since
efforts are being concentrated on supplying power to urban areas and high impact economic
projects. Through decentralization of rural electrification, and letting people in the rural areas take
part in supplying their own power, a significant difference would be expected in rural power
supplies (Ailawadi, et al, 2006; and Practical Action, 2006)
Meaningful community participation is required where the people who are expected to benefit are
fully involved in electrification projects from conception, to execution, and up to the evaluation
stages. Such participation can enhance poverty reduction in a sustainable way, as the spirit of
ownership and business or employment incentives for the communities would strongly enhance the
electrification and its benefits (Armstrong et al, n.d.). Overall, the desired building of institutional
and financial capacities for rural electrification would be largely achieved through community
driven initiatives.
In Figure 1 below, the problems considered above are depicted and complemented graphically:
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Fig 1: CENTRAL FACTORS IN RURAL ELECTRIFICATION DEVELOPMENT
FOR POVERTY REDUCTION
(Compiled by author)
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RESEARCH QUESTION
Based on the problem analysis presented above, and based on the premise that community
cooperatives can play a part in rural electrification for sustained poverty reduction and
development, the pertinent question that is expected to guide the study research is:

Are cooperatives suitable for development of rural electrification in Kenya, and how can the
suitability be achieved or enhanced?
It is reckoned that the other types of organizations that could be used instead of cooperatives
are companies and social groups. However, it is assumed that the suitability of these in
community RE development and management is lower than that of cooperatives. This is on the
grounds that companies tend to be too commercial and therefore neglect the social aspects of
community welfare, and social groups have the opposite problem of promoting social wellbeing
at the expense of business prosperity. In this regard, the balanced nature of cooperatives is an
asset that is examined at length in this study, and is discussed in the sections of this report
covering theoretical aspects -- chapters 3 and 6.

2.4 Stakeholders
Having in the previous sections identified the problem to be addressed and the research
question to be answered in the thesis study, it is important to take stock of the stakeholders
who are key to the study. An early identification is required of the individuals and institutions
involved, their roles, and their status in matters of community-based rural electrification. Hence,
a list of the relevant actors and related information are given in the following (Table 1).

Table 1: Stakeholders in Community Cooperatives’ Electrification
(Author Compilation)
Stakeholder

Role

Status/Remarks

1. Community
Members

The rural people would be
responsible for electrification
and be beneficiaries of electricity
supplied
Represent the communities in
regard to specific activities
Directors, managers, and
supervisors of cooperatives

Initially support from government and
other bodies would be needed to build
community capacity

2. Community Leaders
3. Cooperative Leaders

Elected or appointed by the people
Directors elected by members of
cooperatives, while managers are
appointed by the directors. Government
officers do the supervision

……………..Table Contd.
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Table 1 (Continued)

Stakeholders in Community Cooperatives’ Electrification
(Author Compilation)
Stakeholder

Role

Status/Remarks

4. Local
Administration

Government representatives and
regulation enforcers at local level

5. Local Politicians

Provide political leadership and
representation in parliament, and
at local councils
Provide electricity at distribution
level
Utilize community produce and
labour in their industries, and
can possibly produce electricity

May be chiefs, district officers and
commissioners, and provincial
commissioners
Members of parliament and councilors

6. Power Utility
7. Rural Industries

8. Ministry of Energy

9. ERB

10. Ministry of
Cooperatives

10. Ministry of Planning
and National
Development
11. Development Aid
Agencies
12. Energy Consultants
and contractors
13. Cooperatives
Consultants

Provide legislative, regulatory,
and policy facilitation for
electrification, and directly or
indirectly implement relevant
projects and programmes
Implement the rules and
regulations of electricity
distribution, supply, and use to
and within the communities
Provide legislative, regulatory,
and policy facilitation for
cooperatives, and give support
for development of peopledriven cooperatives
Inclusion and coordination of
community electrification plans
within the overall economic
development plans
Direct and indirect support of
development of community
cooperatives and electrification
Design and implementation of
energy interventions for the
communities
Design and implementation of
the right cooperatives for the
communities

Carrying out rural electrification on
behalf of government
Agricultural industries are the main focus

Some of the ministry functions may be
delegated to an appropriate body or
agencies
Functions of ERB include
recommendations to the Minister for
Energy regarding special electrical needs
of the communities (The ERB is in the
process of being converted to the Energy
Regulatory Commission)
Development of autonomous
community cooperatives would be one
of the ministry’s key challenges

Support may be through the government
and/or NGOs
May work with government, aid
agencies, and others
May work with government, aid
agencies, and others
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___________
3
___________
STUDY FRAMEWORKS AND CONTEXT
The sections included here examine the philosophical and theoretical perspectives, methodology,
and context within which the study is being carried out. The standpoints included in the scope of
the perspectives will inform the study generally, and specifically will facilitate the discussion towards
the end of the research task. The qualitative methodology described in the chapter entails case study
and ethnographic approaches, and will guide conduct of the study, particularly data collection and
analysis. Ultimately, the main contextual aspects that pertain to the study will be presented, with a
view to facilitating the understanding of parameters within which the study is being done
3.1 Philosophical and Theoretical Background
Electrification of rural areas in developing countries is primarily aimed at addressing socioeconomic challenges such as poverty facing the large populations in the areas. Unlike in urban
areas, the challenges have a strong social element, and therefore the electrification must go way
beyond the satisfaction of economic or commercial demands. This is why RE in developing nations
should be seen in a wider socio-economic perspective and not simply as a business undertaking
where profit-making is paramount.
The situation facing the rural masses in non-industrialized countries has parallels with the one faced
by the working class and peasantry in Britain in the early part of the 19th Century. Details that are
given in the following section give a picture of multitudes of lower class members of society
struggling to survive in the face of loss of employment and under-pricing of their farm produce.
Like those in developing countries, the biggest assets that the marginalized British people had were
their numbers and their community bonds.
Literature (e.g. Bowman, 2005) points out that one of the leading social philosophers of 19th
Century Britain was William Thompson, who recognized and actively promoted the social aspects
of poverty alleviation and other interventions for ameliorating the lives of the underprivileged. He
was strongly opposed to Owenism, which advocated for improvement of the welfare of the people
through capitalistic entrepreneurship. He correctly argued that the purely capitalistic approach
enhanced individual wealth, often at the expense of the general society membership. He argued for
utilitarianism, which propagates the ideal of “the greatest good for the greatest number”
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Reflecting on Thompson’s philosophies, it can easily be seen why the rural people in developing
countries can benefit from a social approach to electrification. Instead of having large amounts of
power supplies benefiting relatively few people, as happens in urban areas, rural people can do with
much less electricity and use the power for considerable gain. In this regard, it should be borne in
mind that the individual power requirements for rural dwellers are quite small. However, the small
quantities of power can go along way into meeting the people’s socio-economic needs.
In later years, some of the philosophers who advanced the case for the social dimensions of
alleviation of poverty afflicting the poor majority included Putnam (1995) and Bourdieu (1986).
Both of these philosophers recognized that the social institution can be used as a resource, which
can be converted into a capital good as understood under classical economics. They termed the
resource as social capital which, according to Putnam (2001), refers to: “features of social organizations
such as networks, norms, and social trust that facilitate cooperation and coordination for mutual benefit”. They
argued that social capital abounds within large populations, and can be used alongside other capital
in advancing the wellbeing of the majority of the populations. The view held by Putnam could be
summed up in his statement:
Historically, social capital has been the main weapon of the have-nots, who lacked other forms of capital.
“Solidarity forever” is a proud, strategically sensible rallying call for those, such as the working class, who
lack access to political clout – quoted from Smith and Kulynch (2002)
Bourdieu and Wacquant (1992) gave other principal forms of capital as economic, human and
cultural; and asserted that all types of capital can be converted into economic capital. They also saw
social capital as a source of power just as is the case with economic capital. The latter attribute is
used particularly well by those, like politicians, seeking power through the masses.
Based on the philosophical viewpoints of people like Thompson, Putnam, and Bourdieu, tools have
been developed for using the strengths of needy but populous members of society to overcome
socio-economic challenges. One of the most important tools is the cooperative organization, which
effectively and in a balanced way deploys social and economic capital. In the following section,
characteristics of the cooperative are examined, and merits of using this type of organization are
analyzed. Overall, the cooperative is explored as a possible means for community based RE leading
to poverty reduction and sustainable development.
3.2 The cooperative organization
As literature indicates (eg Birchall, 1994), this form of organization, simply referred to as a
cooperative, had its origins in Europe, and flourished during the industrial strife of the 19th
Century. At the time, the working class, made up of peasants and workers, had great difficulties
earning a living due to growing capitalism. The capitalistic system created increasingly wealthy
merchants, who included industrialists and traders. Members of the working class were forced to
sell their labour or produce under conditions dictated by the merchants. Cooperatives were
therefore formed as parallel organizations to counter the injustices of the system, and had a socialist
leaning.
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Over time, the cooperative movement has outgrown its leftist standing to become a common and
worldwide workers’ small-scale business organization, specializing in micro-entrepreneurship,
savings, and credit. However, it still serves the dual purpose of seeking economic gain on one hand,
and social advancement for its members and the community on the other. For this reason, it falls
within the class of the so-called social enterprises (Gertler, 2006).
The International Cooperative Alliance (ICA) acts as the apex body for all cooperatives globally,
and sets overall standards. Apparently, due to a void in theoretical works on cooperatives, the ICA
also informs policy with regard to cooperative operations and development. This fact may be
discerned from the provision by the alliance of the only widely accepted definition and principles of
a cooperative [see Box 3.2].
Due to the importance of the seven cooperative principles to this study, they are reproduced below
from ICA (2005):

Box 3.2
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATIVE ALLIANCE
Definition of a cooperative
A co-operative is an autonomous association of persons united voluntarily to meet
their common economic, social, and cultural needs and aspirations through a jointlyowned and democratically-controlled enterprise.
(ICA 2005)

“ 1st Principle: Voluntary and Open Membership
Co-operatives are voluntary organizations, open to all persons able to use their services and willing to accept the
responsibilities of membership, without gender, social, racial, political or religious discrimination”
“2nd Principle: Democratic Member Control
Co-operatives are democratic organizations controlled by their members, who actively participate in setting their
policies and making decisions. Men and women serving as elected representatives are accountable to the
membership. In primary co-operatives members have equal voting rights (one member, one vote) and co-operatives
at other levels are also organized in a democratic manner”
“3rd Principle: Member Economic Participation
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Members contribute equitably to, and democratically control, the capital of their co-operative. At least part of
that capital is usually the common property of the co-operative. Members usually receive limited compensation, if
any, on capital subscribed as a condition of membership. Members allocate surpluses for any or all of the
following purposes: developing their co-operative, possibly by setting up reserves, part of which at least would be
indivisible; benefiting members in proportion to their transactions with the co-operative; and supporting other
activities approved by the membership”
“4th Principle: Autonomy and Independence
Co-operatives are autonomous, self-help organizations controlled by their members. If they enter to agreements
with other organizations, including governments, or raise capital from external sources, they do so on terms that
ensure democratic control by their members and maintain their co-operative autonomy”
“5th Principle: Education, Training and Information
Co-operatives provide education and training for their members, elected representatives, managers, and employees
so they can contribute effectively to the development of their co-operatives. They inform the general public particularly young people and opinion leaders - about the nature and benefits of co-operation”
“6th Principle: Concern for Community
Co-operatives serve their members most effectively and strengthen the co-operative movement by working together
through local, national, regional and international structures”
“7th Principle: Concern for Community
Co-operatives work for the sustainable development of their communities through policies approved by their
members”
On the basis of these principles, it is easily understandable why community businesses carried
out through the cooperative would be sustainable, as observed by Schmidt (2004). Unlike their
purely profit-making company equivalents, the cooperatives aim for the double bottom-line,
namely: equitable economic and social advancement of members. Going by the principles, no
member is expected to have disproportionate economic gains as happens in commerciallyoriented firms.
Further, the targeting of community development is a measure towards an even higher level of
sustainability. By virtue of policies and actions that help in developing communities which they
are a part of, cooperatives engender support of the communities. The support comes in the
form of, for example, provision of inputs like labour and materials, and markets for the
cooperatives’ goods and services. In this way, the reinforcing synergies between the
cooperatives and the communities ensure sustainability.
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At this point, and with recourse to the definition of sustainable development given earlier in
chapter 2, section 2.3, it is worth considering the environmental aspect of sustainability. This is
as relates to the envisaged use of cooperatives for electric power business. Evidently,
cooperatives are not designed to directly address environmental concerns. However, the
business carried out by a cooperative can be directed towards environmental protection. This
environment-friendly approach is being contemplated in respect of electric power cooperatives.
The cooperatives would be expected to obtain energy from renewable energy sources available
locally. In the process, the environment would be protected, the energy resource would be
continually available, and sustainability would hence be ensured.
Finally in this subsection, empowerment for and by cooperative members is considered. As
observed by Gessner (1996), the cooperative has the core of its powers in its membership and,
according to the democratic nature of the organization, each member is expected to share the
powers equally. Therefore, the stronger the individual members, and the more cohesive the
membership, the more robust the cooperative is. Powers of the membership will be greatly
dependent on the cooperative’s most important asset: social capital, as explained in the last
section. Other key assets that will determine the powers are human, legal, financial, physical,
and political resources.
Figure 2 below illustrates the empowerment flows:
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Fig. 2 : Structure of Cooperative with Empowerment Flows
[Inspired by Gessner (1996)]

The illustration shows how cooperative members are at the heart of the organization. They get empowered
by the state or national government through cooperative legislation. They may also get government support
in the form of, for example, cooperative extension and education; and other support from bodies like Nongovernmental Organizations. Members then empower the board of directors with authority to govern the
cooperative on their behalf, and in turn directors hand down policies and regulations to management and
staff (working team). The empowerment loop is completed by services provided by the working team to
customers, and revenue from customers to members (indirectly).

Drawing from theory (ibid) and the illustration, it is clear that for the cooperative to function
there must be power flows to and from the cooperative membership. Critical among the inputs
are legal powers vested in the cooperative by the national legislature through government.
Depending on the legal provisions governing the cooperative, the degree of effectiveness of the
membership and hence the cooperative will vary. In addition, if the cooperative is deficient in
resources it may rely on external means for supplementation of some or all resources.
Obviously, the more dependent the organization is on external empowerment, the more it is
exposed to influences and control from its benefactors.
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Proper functioning of the cooperative is also determined by empowerment of the cooperative’s
board of directors by the members (ibid). Election of the directors, on the one man one vote
basis, is the most crucial of the empowerment steps. If voting is poorly done or the wrong
directors are voted in the empowerment is accordingly hampered, and weakness occurs in the
whole cooperative structure. Then, attendance at cooperative general meetings, and
participation in passing of critical decisions, are the other key empowerment steps. If these
steps are not taken diligently the board cannot function effectively, and amongst the
consequences could be the board assuming its own powers at the expense of the members and
cooperative staff. It would also be possible for the staff to allocate themselves powers, misuse
resources of the cooperative, or fail to give services to customers, ending in falling revenues and
performance of the cooperative.

3.3 Theoretical Basis for Research
From the above philosophical and theoretical perspectives, the basis for the research to be
carried out can be derived in the form of a priori or predetermined themes (Kurt et al, 2006).
The themes are the hypothesized guidelines within which research outcomes are expected to
fall and analyzed. Thus they are useful in pointing the directions which the research should take.
It is according to the themes that such research instruments as questionnaires can be designed,
and indeed this has been done in this study. On the other hand, emerging themes are expected
to evolve from research evidence (Kurt et al, 2006). Analysis of data is expected to be done
through correlation of the predetermined and emerging themes, and in case there is no
correspondence between the two, the latter themes override the former for analysis purposes.
The predetermined themes that are considered appropriate for this study are:
1. The cooperative concept theme is expected to capture the spirit of community members
working together for their common wellbeing, economically and socially. Under the
theme, issues of togetherness, trust, cohesion, commonality of purpose, and care for
each others welfare would be included. The balancing of economic and social
dimensions in community members’ common pursuits is embraced in this theme
2. The cooperative principles theme would be covering such aspects as the existence of a
true form of cooperative where the principles enunciated by the International
Cooperative Alliance are honoured and effectively practiced. Issues related to
compliance or non-compliance with the principles are included
3. The empowerment theme is in relation to how well cooperative members are able to
drive their cooperatives using the rights vested in them by the cooperative principles;
and how effectively the empowerment chain functions from members, to directors, and
down to cooperative staff. Issues of legal, financial, and other means of empowerment
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of the cooperative organization so as to function effectively come within the scope of
this theme Additionally, existence or otherwise of interference in the affairs of
cooperatives comes under this umbrella
4. The investment issues theme is expected to cover the business aspects of community
endeavours, particularly communities’ capacity for involvement in such business as rural
electrification. Under the same theme, matters to be considered include needs and plans
for rural electrification in the areas occupied by the communities. Similarly, issues of
rural electrification partnership between communities and stakeholders like rural
industry power producers fall within this theme’s coverage
Further, from the theoretical points and the indicated objectives of the study, the theoretical
framework in Figure 3 is deduced. The illustration, in a simplified way, shows the theoretical or
predetermined themes as forming the baseline for research. The themes can also be visualized
as the foundation upon which the cooperative organization lies. For the cooperative
organization, there are the two pillars of economic aspects on one hand, and social aspects on
the other. These are the same pillars that would support an RE organization based on the
cooperative concept, and poverty reduction and sustainable development resulting from RE
cooperatives.
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Fig. 3: Theoretical Framework for Rural Electrification through Cooperatives
(Compiled by author)

3.4 Methodology
The two parts of this section will respectively cover structural and procedural aspects of the
methodology being employed. Firstly, the structural aspects will be considered by examining the
use of the case study approach generally and as it applies to this inquiry. Then will follow a
description of the procedures that will be used for data collection and analysis; and closure of
the inquiry through data interpretation, and discussion of research findings.
3.4.1 Case Study Approach and Qualitative Research
Investigation of the application of cooperatives as community business organizations, along the
lines pursued in this research task, lends itself to the case study research strategy due to the real
life and contextual nature of the subject under examination (as adapted from Yin, 2003). It
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relates to real life since it targets empirical evidence from everyday life; and it is expected to
involve specific locations and people, who in this regard are the rural communities of Kenya.
The practical situation of the research task also calls for the use of the case study methodology,
where an in-depth sample of one or a few cases is sufficient for the inquiry (Flyvbjerg, 2006). A
short explanation to the latter aspect of the qualitative method is that by selecting a strategic
sample that would yield the best or most information, it is possible to use that sample for
generalization.
Coming back to the practical situation referred to above, it is important to note that this
research task is tied to three other projects as described in later in section 3.5 of this chapter.
The projects respectively explore electricity generation by sugar and tea industries. It is
envisaged that the outputs of these industries could be bought and used by potential electric
power cooperatives within the vicinity of the industries. Thus, it would be prudent for the
inquiry on cooperatives to be based on one or two case studies, involving separate power
purchases from the sugar and tea industries.
However, there is also the constraint of the resources of this research task. Because of low
budget, it is considered practical to carry out one case study which will embrace the whole of
Kenya. The separate contexts of sugar and tea generation sources are expected to be catered for
by having two embedded units of analysis (Yin, 2003). Although each context will have data
collection and analysis done separately in its unit, the same methods will be applied and final
results will be unified.
On account of the selected qualitative approach, it is deemed appropriate to use field evidence
from samples of people who have experiences in rural cooperatives and electrification. Under
the circumstances, qualitative data in the form of outputs from personal interviews, focus group
discussions, and observations is considered suitable (Flick, 1998). Thus, within the units of
analysis mentioned above, people will be the main source of evidence. The units of analysis and
people who will provide evidence will be selected through purposive sampling (ibid). This
means that the samples shall be such that they yield maximum amount of required information,
based on a qualitative scale.
After data collection, qualitative analysis will be carried out on the basis of predetermined and
emerging themes as pointed out in section 3.3. A manual method of analysis will be employed,
chiefly because of resources constraints, and the presence of a high proportion of observational
and experiential input from the thesis author. The alternative would have been to use qualitative
data analysis software the cost of which would be too high for the available resources, and the
software’s handling of observational data would be doubtful
It is important to note that although the methods of data collection and analysis indicated
above will be applied to primary investigations in Kenya, to a minor extent the methods will be
used in respect of secondary data, principally from worldwide cooperative and RE experiences.
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3.4.2 Procedures
This part of the methods subsection describes the actual procedure that was used in field
investigations, as this was the most critical part of the study. In addition to the primary data
whose collection is the subject of the subsection, there was secondary data mentioned in the last
subsection. The latter data was collected generally from literature prior to the primary
investigations, and throughout the study period.
Sample selection
In accordance with the alignment of this study to the PACEAA project, which is described in
sub-section 3.5.4 of this chapter, it was desirable that the study samples selected yield
information that would be useful to the project. Purposive sampling according to Flick (1998)
was therefore done where sugar and tea agro-industries were respectively included in the scope
of the samples. The agro-industries are being specifically considered under the project as
possible sources for clean energy that can be used for RE. Therefore, the project provided one
criterion for sampling, and communities living adjacent to one sugar factory, and one tea
factory, were selected for study.
The second criterion was that the selected communities be eligible for RE, but have no power
supply yet. This basis was meant to ensure that it is practicable to provide power to the
communities. Other criteria included the availability of people with experiences on rural
cooperatives or similar community based organizations; this being necessary due to the
objectives of the study.
After investigations that were carried out prior to and during field work, two communities were
identified for the study, and these were:
1. The Mumias Nucleus Community, whose members live and own farms in the Mumias
area of north-west Kenya – the nearest major town being Kakamega. The community
neighbours the Mumias sugar factory, which is already generating power from sugar cane
waste (bagasse)
2. The Isoge Community, which is in the Nyansiongo area of west Kenya – the nearest
major town being Kisii. The community neighbours the Nyansiongo tea factory, for
which there is a proposal to generate power from hydro-electric sources.
Field Work Programme
The work was done in Kenya, and the programme took approximately two months, from
January to March 2007. The duration fell within the study period falling between 1st August
2006, and 31st May 2007. Some of the field work was done in Nairobi, the country’s capital city.
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In the city, it was possible to meet and interview national officials of various government bodies
and private organizations, and collect some secondary data.
The rural communities that were studied are more than 300 km from Nairobi, and therefore
special arrangements had to be made to travel and stay with the communities, as evidence was
collected. While visiting the communities, the respective sugar and tea industries were visited,
and data collected from the factory sites.
Detailed Data Collection
The main methods of data collection were personal interviews and focus group discussions,
where in both cases semi-structured interview questions were used as guides; participant as well
as other observations; and document data extraction. Questions that were asked are in a
questionnaire whose copy is included in the Appendix to this report. Since the most widely
spoken and understood language in Kenya is Kiswahili, this is what was used in the interviews
and discussions. It was an advantage for the author that due to knowledge of the language, no
interpreter was necessary.
There were a total of three focus group meetings, two at Mumias, and one at Isoge; and 14
main personal interviews, eight at Mumias and six at Isoge; and during most of the discussions
recording was done. There were other interviews at the two study areas and in Nairobi, but
these were informal. Duration ranged between 45 to 90 minutes and 2 to 3 hours for the
interviews and focus group meetings respectively. On the whole, most weight was placed on
the focus group discussions, for which there was good attendance by both men and women,
and there was active participation. The first focus group meeting was at Mumias and was the
most well attended, with a total of 21 participants. The group had 8 women, 5 and 3 of them
being above and below 30 years respectively. There were 13 men, 9 and 4 of them being above
and below 30 years respectively. The picture in Figure 5 shows the participants at the Isoge
focus group meeting.
At the factories, discussions were held with managers and other senior officers. Tours of the
factories were arranged for the author, which provided an opportunity for site observations and
familiarization with possible power supply options. In addition, site visits and inspections were
carried out at farms, people’s houses, and business premises. As the visits were made, copies of
relevant documents were obtained.
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Fig. 4: Focus Group Meeting at Isoge
(Picture by author)

3.5 Study Context
The key parameters and circumstances within which the thesis study is being carried out are set
out in this chapter. To start with, geographic information and economic indicators of Kenya as
the study country are described. Other general country information that is given includes
political and social facts pertaining to the study. Additionally, some details of the locations of
the communities that are closely studied are provided. Separately from the geographic and
economic information, the energy situation in the country is indicated with particular regard to
rural electrification. Finally in the chapter, the technical facts are complemented with
information about projects within the scope of which the study is carried out.
3.5.1 National setting
The country focus is on the republic of Kenya, home to the thesis author. One of the key
reasons for selection of the country for the thesis study is the familiarity of the geographical
area to the author, and in the following the writer’s own knowledge is extensively used. Other
sources of information include data collected during field investigations, the Kenya Economic
Survey Report (2006), and various Kenya country reports.
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Kenya lies on the east coast of Africa, with the Equator transecting the land about midway. It
borders Tanzania to the south, Uganda to the west, Sudan and Ethiopia to the north, and
Somalia and the Indian Ocean to the east. It occupies a strategic position with respect to trading
across the Indian Ocean, especially between Asian and African countries, and as a sea outlet for
landlocked states to its west and north. A map showing the country’s location is in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5: Location of Kenya within Africa and East Africa
(Source: SatelliteViews.net)

The Kenyan economy is the largest in the east and central Africa sub-regions, and within the
East African Community: an economic and political union of Tanzania, Uganda, Kenya, and
Rwanda. It also ranks highly in sub-Saharan Africa. Based on the Kenya Economic Survey
Report (2006) the country’s population in 2005 was approximately 33.4 Million. The report also
indicates that the economy grew by an average of 3.76% in the five years spanning the period
2001 to 2005. Over the same period, the income per capita of GDP averaged USD 448 per
annum – just above the average least developed countries’ GDP of 382 USD per annum as
given by the World Bank (2005).
Like in other developing countries, the national economy depends substantially on rain-fed
agriculture. Tea, coffee, and horticultural produce are the top export commodities, whose
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foreign exchange earnings are only equaled or surpassed by those from tourism. For the
domestic market, key agricultural and related products include maize (corn), wheat, rice, sugar
cane, beef, milk, and fish. Maize being a staple food for most Kenyans is grown through large
as well as small scale farming, and is produced as a subsistence crop in most parts of the
country where farming is carried out. While farming principally takes place in the agriculturally
rich areas of the central and western highlands, livestock rearing is the main occupation in the
arid and semi-arid eastern, northern and south-western areas. Wildlife resources, which are the
main tourist attraction, are found in many of the parts where livestock rearing is predominant.
There are very limited mineral resources, and nearly all metals and fossil fuel (petroleum oil)
requirements are imported. While the imported oil provides for most of the commercial and
transport needs, non-commercial energy is largely supplied from local biomass sources. Forests
are therefore critical for supplies of the latter category of energy, particularly in rural areas
where most of the population lives, and fuel wood is the main source of energy for homes.
Bearing this in mind, the country faces a dilemma because forest cover is very minimal, the total
of which is about 3% (Library of Congress, 2005). Some of the efforts that are being made to
contain this challenge include afforestation and reforestation programmes by the government
and NGOs such as the Green Belt Movement. The endeavours are not only expected to cater
for energy needs but also to reduce pressure on the environment by cutting down on
deforestation. .
For the environment, one of the positive aspects is that there are enough water resources to
cater for current electricity needs through hydro-electric generation. Geothermal resources with
significant potential also exist in the parts of the country within the Great Rift Valley. For
future energy demands local renewable energy resources are being explored. In addition, plans
are being made to import power from countries within the region, some of which have an
enormous hydro-power potential.
As one moves from the urban centres to the rural parts of the country, there is a notable drop
in the level of economic development. Conversely, the population increases appreciably
towards the rural areas. It is estimated that 67% of the country’s population is rural, and more
than half of the rural dwellers live below the UN’s poverty level of 1 USD per day (Freeman et
al, 2004; World Bank, 2006). Consequently, there is a growing rural-urban migration and urban
slums are increasing in numbers and sizes. Overall, the poverty level in the country is growing
due to factors like adverse climatic and political conditions, and unemployment. Statistics show
that officially the unemployment stands at 15%, but the actual level could be as high as 40%
(Library of Congress, 2005).
Administratively, the country is divided into eight provinces, namely: Coast, Eastern, North
Eastern, Central, Rift Valley, Nyanza, Western, and Nairobi (encompassing the capital city).
Further sub-divisions include districts, divisions, locations, and sub-locations. It is through
these administrative structure that the government exercises authority, and full power at village
or community level is vested in a Chief, who is the head of a location.
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Initially, there were forty districts overall, corresponding to the forty main ethnic groups to
which Kenyans belong. The number of districts has subsequently been increased to about 160,
the number being inexact because the allocation of some of the districts is disputed. The large
increase in the number is in response to political demands for the larger ethnic groups to be
given more districts.
Although each ethnic group has its own language or set of languages (depending on sub-ethnic
present), most Kenyans speak Kiswahili. This is the second national language after English. It is
also the de facto lingua franca of east Africa and serves as a uniting factor in this sub-region. Some
central and southern Africans understand the language due to ethnic ties among the peoples of
the sub-regions.
3.5.2 Detailed study locations
The two locations selected for study consist of Mumias, within reach of Mumias sugar cane
milling factory; and Isoge, which is a short distance from the Nyansiongo tea processing
factory. The choice of these locations that are in close proximity to the factories is deliberate,
and the criteria for selection is as explained in the methodology section (3.4) of this thesis
report.
Mumias
This rural market centre, occupied by people of the Luyia ethnic group, is about 480 km to the
north-west of the capital city of Nairobi. As shown in Figure 6 (a), it lies close to the KenyaUganda border, and less than 100 km from Lake Victoria (the largest lake in Africa). Most
importantly, the centre is at a distance of less than 5 km from the principal sugar production
factory in Kenya, namely Mumias Sugar Company factory.
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Fig. 6(a): Location of Mumias
(Source: SatelliteViews.net)

Fig. 6(b): Location of Isoge
(Source: SatelliteViews.net)

The community studied in this location is within the periphery of the market centre, and has for
purposes of the thesis been given the name “Nucleus Community”. This is because the people
here are associated with the Mumias Sugar Company’s nucleus estate. The nucleus label in turn
arises from the fact that for nearly 90% of its cane supply, the company relies on small-holder
farmers (out-growers), scattered over several districts. However, the balance of approximately
10% of its cane requirements comes from its own sugar cane farm (the nucleus estate), in the
vicinity of the factory (see Figure 15 in Chapter 5). In addition, the government administrative
unit occupied by the “Nucleus Community” is called the Nucleus Sub-location.
The people in the study area are generally engaged in peasant farming. They own between five
and ten acres of land and sugar cane growing is their main source of income. A private
company, the Mumias Outgrowers Company (Moco) assists them in sugar cane farming
through supply of inputs, harvesting, and transportation. The company meets the costs
involved and treats the costs as loans to the farmers, to be recovered from payments for cane
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they deliver to Mumias Sugar Company. The company therefore acts as a credit supplier and
agent for the farmers.
A small fraction of the “Nucleus Community” has minor businesses at the market centre, where
there is electricity. They however find the cost of renting premises at the business centre too
high, and would prefer to conduct their businesses at their farms. They are constrained by the
lack of electricity at their farms.
On account of the sugar cane growing, the community members are able to meet their basic
socio-economic needs. They are therefore not within the category of the very poor. On the
other hand, they are still within the bracket of poverty due to cash flow and other problems
associated with sugar cane business. It takes 18 months on average from planting to harvesting
of the cane. After harvesting there are delays in receipt of payments, such that counting from
planting time it can take more than two years for a farmer to get an income from the cane.
Moreover, incomes earned are small as there are many deductions on payments receivable, for
recovery of credits provided to the farmers mainly by MOCO.
Isoge
This is an area occupied by a community of farmers within the Kisii ethnic group who moved
into the place within the last twenty years. It is referred to as a settlement scheme due to the
fact that the farmers were moved from a water-logged nearby area and settled here by the
government. The distance from Nairobi to the area is about 350 km, and about three km away
is Nyansiongo or Kijauri market centre which serves the community. Maps showing the
locations of Isoge area and Nyansiongo market are in Figure 16 (Chapter 5)
Isoge is located in a tea growing zone with fertile land, but the farmers in the settlement scheme
have generally not taken up tea farming. There is a tea processing factory at Nyansiongo market
and any tea from Isoge can conveniently be handled by the factory. Instead of tea farming the
farmers, who are largely poor compared to neighbouring communities, engage in dairy
production. Previously, they were involved in pyrethrum farming but due to marketing
frustrations they replaced their pyrethrum with subsistence crops.
Apart from having a lower level of economic production than their neighbours the Isoge
community members do not have an electric power reticulation. They are therefore forced to
do without services that need electricity or have to go to Nyansiongo centre for some of the
services.
3.5.3 Rural electrification setting
For a clear visualization of the context, the setup of the power sector in Kenya is presented
first. This is according to knowledge acquired by the author while working as a power engineer
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for the country’s main power company (the Kenya Power & Lighting Company Ltd, or KPLC)
for over two decades, and information available from public documents (e.g. KPLC, 2006; and
Ministry of Energy, 2004).
Matters of energy in the country are all within the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Energy. The
power sector is one of the two major divisions of the ministry, the second one being the oil
sector. Further, after recent unbundling of the sector, key responsibilities are on three principal
entities, namely: the Electricity Regulatory Board (ERB) whose mandate is regulation of the
sector, the Kenya Electricity Generating Company Ltd (KENGEN) which is the largest power
producer and a public company, and KPLC which is the sole transmission and distribution
company in the country. Other notable constituents of the power sector are the independent
power producers (IPPs) who, together with KENGEN, are KPLC’s suppliers. Then there are
those who cater for non-grid power supplies at the individual level, and those who are involved
in electrical equipment vending and installation.
Up to the end of last year, there were several laws that specifically governed activities in the
energy sector. One of the laws was the Electric Power Act (1997), which brought with it the
unbundling of the power sector to create separate generation functions on one hand, and
transmission and distribution functions on the other. It also provided for liberation of the
generation business such that KENGEN and IPPs took over the business from KPLC, and the
same KPLC became their sole customer. Under the law no producer was allowed to sell power
to other customers either at bulk or retail level, except with special approval from the Minister
for Energy. This aspect of the law is in force up to now.
A new law, the Energy Act (2006), was enacted at the end of last year, and it takes over all the
other energy sector laws. This is the law that has provided for the formation of the Rural
Electrification Agency as mentioned in section 2.2 of Chapter 2 of this report. Rules for the law
are being formulated, and there is expectation that the rules may introduce liberalization in
power distribution, where power producers would be free to sell and distribute electricity to
customers of their choice.
With reference to Table 2 the types of electricity sources are large scale hydro, thermal or oilbased, geothermal (natural steam), and others (mainly renewable). The contributions from these
categories to the total electrical energy production are: 53.5%, 28.5%, 17.8%, and 0.2%
respectively. In terms of capacity, the total from all sources is 1135 MW, against a recorded
maximum demand of 920 MW. There is therefore enough power to meet the country’s known
demand. However, during droughts that occur periodically, sharp drops in hydro-power
generation are experienced, leading to widespread power rationing or increased use of
expensive thermal generation.
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Table 2: KENYA ELECTRIC POWER SOURCES AND PRODUCTION

Hydro
Power
KENGEN

Capacities (MW)
Totals (MW)
Totals (%)
Overall (MW)
Max** Demand (MW)
Production (GWh)
Totals (GWh)
Totals (%)
Overall (GWh)

657

[Source: KPLC (2006)]

Thermal (Oil Fired)

Geothermal Renewable

KPLC
135

IPPs

Governme
nt REP*

KENGEN

IPPs

Bagas
se

Wind

208

5

115

13

2

0.4

657

348

128

2.4

58

30.5

11.3

0.2
1135.4

3025

626

977

11

886

117

9

920
0.4

3025

1614

1003

9.4

53.5

28.5

17.8

0.2
5651.4

*
REP is Rural Electrification Programme
**Max is Maximum

Based on KPLC statistics, by June 2006 there was a total of 802,249 electricity consumers in
Kenya, with 13.8% of them being in rural areas. At the same time, the total national electricity
consumption was 4,606 GWh out of which 4% was attributable to rural dwellers. By slightly
earlier statistics (GOK, 2005; and Ministry of Energy, 2004) the proportion of the total
population with access to electricity countrywide was estimated at between 9.5% and 15%,
while in rural areas the corresponding access rate was about 5%.
The heavy electricity consumption by the urban people relative to those in non-urban localities
is a reflection of the level of urban/rural economic imbalance. It is also a comparative indicator
of the extent to which the electricity grid has been developed in the cities and towns relative to
the farms and villages. Indeed, the levels of development of different parts of the country are
depicted by the spread of the grid as shown on Figure 7.
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Fig. 7: Overview of the Kenya Power Transmission System
[Source: KPLC(2006)]

It is important to note that the majority of urban centres are like islands of high development
surrounded by poor rural conditions. Electricity supplied to the islands bypasses many rural
residents along the power line routes. Why then are rural areas so disadvantaged? An explanation
can be found in the following.
Towards the end of the first ten years of the post-independence period, it became evident that
amalgamated plans for supplying electricity to urban as well as rural areas were biased towards the
former. Therefore, a Rural Electrification programme was started in 1973 to ensure accelerated and
more effective electrification for rural people (Ministry of Energy, 2004). The programme was and
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continues to be under the Ministry of Energy. However KPLC is its implementing agency. Funding
for the programme comes from international aid, and a rural electrification levy. The latter source is
paid for by every KPLC consumer through a deduction of 5% of monthly electricity bills. REP
funds are applied in the construction of power grid extensions for supply to rural consumers, and
for operation and maintenance costs of the rural power system. In turn, those who are fortunate to
be supplied through the programme are charged highly subsidized connection costs, but pay bills
under the same tariffs as their urban counterparts. No subsidization is available to urban
consumers.
The thesis author was involved in the programme while working for the Kenya Power & Lighting
Company Ltd (KPLC). During the exposure to the programme, it became clear to the author that
the undertaking has great potential in boosting socio-economic development within the
countryside, and for the nation as a whole. Substantial gains were made by the people who were
fortunate to get electricity under the programme and were also ready for opportunities provided by
the power.
The primary target for electrification under the programme has been public service and social
welfare facilities, and individual community members are served alongside the facilities. Since the
emphasis has been more on the social aspects, the economic dimension has not received much
attention, and poverty has therefore been one of the aspects that have not been impacted by the
programme.
Since REP funds are very limited and large capital resources are needed due to the high costs of
extension of the grid to rural areas, priority criteria are applied in selecting beneficiaries of the
programme. Each district in the country is given the opportunity to draw up a list of its high
priority through its District Development Committee (DDC). The latter is a general purpose
development group chaired by the district head (commissioner), and attended by political as well as
other leaders in the district.
Proposals from the DDCs are forwarded to a special committee of the Ministry of Energy, known
as the Electricity Development Committee. This is a team of government officers, civil society
representatives, and leaders appointed and given the responsibility of filtering the proposals from
districts and other sources. Their output is supposed to be a list of rural electrification projects for
implementation, taking into account the need for equitable balancing of socio-economic
development nationwide. Rural electrification master plans are prepared on the basis of the
committee’s decisions.
Unfortunately, judging from the nature and spread of the electrification that has taken place in the
rural areas, there is a clear lack of equitability in the selection of REP beneficiaries. There are
indications that political power has been influencing the selection. Yet another problem is the noninvolvement of many potential beneficiaries in planning for electrification. While deserving people
with pressing needs for electricity are often left out of electrification schemes, there are others who
are not ready to take power and yet they get supply up to their door steps. It is not uncommon to
find supplies provided under such circumstances remaining unutilized for years.
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Apart from unbalanced electrification under REP, there has been a problem of low rate of
connection. For example, according to statistics from KPLC annual reports and accounts, from
1995 to 2006 the number of REP connections has risen from about 44,000 to 110,700, giving an
average annual connection rate of about 6000 per annum. Within the same period the non-rural
connections have risen from about 327,000 to 802,200, indicating an average connection growth of
about 43,200 per annum.
Evidently, very concrete steps are necessary for accelerated and equitable rural electrification. This
may not be possible under the current arrangement where power supply to rural areas is
marginalized and political considerations override fair play. Although elaborate rural electrification
master plans have been prepared and executed earlier, and new ones are in the pipeline, the impact
of these plans will continue to be minimal for as long as the status quo in the institutional and policy
setup remains in force.
Perhaps, some of the problems would be addressed by the proposed Rural Electrification
Authority, which is in the process of being created after provision for it was made in the new
Energy Act 2006. There is a chance that the authority can make a difference as, unlike KPLC, its
sole concern would be provision of power for rural people, and it can therefore be expected to
perform better in serving the people. Definitely, if it is properly supported and left to perform its
functions without undue influence, it is bound to make a major impact in electrification and socioeconomic advancement of rural areas.
Another positive development is the granting of ministerial authority to rural communities that
undertake private power generation and distribution for their own power needs. To-date, these
community ventures have come up and been permitted on an ad hoc basis. Some of these are briefly
described in Chapter 5 of this report. It is most desirable that the new energy legislation be applied
towards institutionalization of such ventures.

3.5.4 Project Setting
The thesis study project is incorporated in a virtual hybrid project with three components, namely:
GTIEA (Greening the Tea Industry in East Africa), Cogen A (Cogeneration Africa), and
PACEAA.(Poverty Alleviation through Cleaner Energy from Agro-industries in Africa). The
conceptual linkages of the projects are depicted in Figure 8, and are derived from UNEP Risoe
(2006) information.
The first two components are primarily for development of power generation from renewable
energy sources available at or around agro-industries. The power produced at the industries would
be available for the needs of the industries, and the production above these requirements would be
sold to the national power grid. There would also be a further possibility for excess power to be
used under rural electrification for supply to communities neighbouring the industries
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GTIEA: Greening the Tea Industry in East Africa

COGEN A: Cogeneration in Africa

PACEAA: Poverty Alleviation through Cleaner Energy from Agro-industries in Africa

Fig. 8: Conceptual Setup of the Combined Projects
(Constructed by the author from UNEP Risoe (2006) information)

The third (PACEAA) component aims at facilitating the rural electrification aspect, particularly
with a view to enabling communities obtain electric power that would lead to poverty alleviation as
indicated in arguments presented previously. For meaningful sustainable poverty reduction it would
be prudent to involve the benefiting communities in the electrification activities. Most importantly,
it would be necessary for the communities to join together for purposes of undertaking
electrification in an organization that would enable them to attain maximum benefits. Therefore the
thesis project was instituted to look into an appropriate organizational model that would achieve
the desired goal.
An elaboration of the components of the hybrid project follows in subsequent sections.
Greening the Tea Industry in East Africa
Tea is one of the most important cash crops in eastern Africa countries, and contributes a sizeable
part of export earnings. For instance in the case of Kenya, the leading tea producer in the subregion, about 20% of all the earnings is contributed by tea exports (UNEP Risoe, 2006). On this
account, a great deal of attention is being paid to development of the tea industry in the sub-region.
One of the initiatives being pursued towards this end is provision of adequate energy for tea
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processing, which is one of the most energy intensive agricultural industry activities. Unfortunately,
tea factories in the sub-region are not able to get steady electricity supplies from the supply
authorities, and have to rely on fossil fuels or scarce wood-fuel to meet some of their energy
requirements. As a consequence, energy development pursuits are to a large extent being directed
towards improvement of electricity supplies.
According to UNEP Risoe (2006) information, the search for an energy solution has led to the
identification of the possibility for generating power from within the tea estates. The possibility
arises from the fact that tea growing areas are endowed with rivers that have enough water and
gradient changes that are suitable for small hydro-power production. It is estimated that the hydropower resources are sufficient for generating enough power to meet the needs of tea factories, and
an excess that can be sold to other parties.
As a result of studies on the feasibility of power production in the tea farming areas in eastern
Africa, the GTIEA project has been mooted to support the tea industry in tapping the power
potential. The project seeks to build the capacities of tea industry stakeholders and remove policy,
regulatory, financial and other constraints impeding uptake of the small hydro power production
opportunities. Implementers of the project are the East African Tea Trade Association (EATTA)
with the facilitation of AFREPREN/FWD (the African Energy Policy Research
Network/Foundation for Woodstove Development).
Although the core countries in the project are within eastern Africa, there are some southern
African ones included, and in all the following are listed by UNEP/GEF (2005): Burundi, Kenya,
Malawi, Mozambique, Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. Funding for the project
has been secured from GEF through UNEP, and implementation is expected to start from the
middle of this year. Availability of electricity from hydro power sources would substantially reduce
use of energy from fossil fuel sources, thus cutting down on carbon dioxide emissions. It is on the
basis of the emissions reduction that GEF funds have been obtained for the GTIEA project.

Cogen Africa
Drawing from the UNEP Risoe (2006) PACEAA proposal document, and the UNEP/GEF
(2006), studies show that the potential for energy cogeneration in African sugar industries has been
recognized for sometime, and pioneers in tapping the potential have been companies in South
Africa and Mauritius. Recent new comers are, for example, Mumias Sugar Company in Kenya, and
Kakira Sugar Works in Uganda. The latter two have been motivated to start cogeneration mainly by
shortage of reliable and clean energy supplies in the respective countries. Although in East Africa it
has been proven that the sugar industries can produce power for their own requirements and excess
for sale, the market for the excess has not been sufficiently attractive. Development of cogeneration
has also been constrained by low technical and business capacities of developers and other
stakeholders, and absence an appropriate policy and regulatory climate.
The Cogen Africa project was conceived with a view to promoting cogeneration in sugar industries
in eastern and southern Africa with particular regard to removal of the identified barriers.
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Implementers of the project are AFREPREN/FWD, and countries covered by the project are:
Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, Sudan, Swaziland., Tanzania, and Uganda.
Funding for the project has been secured from UNEP and GEF. As such activities for
implementation are underway, and full execution is expected to commence from the middle of this
year. Since reduction of carbon dioxide emissions is expected from implementation of the Cogen
(A) project, GEF funds have been obtained in the same way as for the GTIEA project.

PACEAA
Again drawing from UNEP Risoe (2006) information, there is good potential for clean power
production from agro-industries like tea and sugar factories. However, there are significant
limitations on the use of the power outside the industries. This is in spite of the dire shortage of
power in rural areas where the industries are located, and the need for injection of power to
stabilize the national power grid. Action towards overcoming the limitations would therefore be
very desirable.
In the PACEAA project the need for promoting the use of energy from agro-industries for the
benefit of both industrialists and potential rural energy users has been recognized. The project aims
at facilitating use of power produced through the GTIEA and the Cogen (A) projects for rural
electrification, with the ultimate aim of poverty reduction among the local communities. It is
intended that the industrialists will through relevant policy, regulatory, and capacity support
mechanisms be involved in electrification whilst partnering with benefiting communities and public
authorities.
The project is being implemented by two European institutions, namely: UNEP Risoe Centre of
Denmark which is coordinating all the activities, and IED (Innovation Energie Developpment) of
France which is an independent energy and engineering consultancy firm. Locally in Africa, there
are two partners, i.e. AFREPREN/FWD and EATTA who are the coordinators of Cogen (A) and
GTIEA projects respectively.
The countries to be covered by the project are: Burundi, Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, Mozambique,
Rwanda, Sudan, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda, and Zambia. In support of the project, funding has
been secured from the European Commission under the COOPENER programme, and from
UNEP – using GEF funds that are tied up with those available for the GTIEA and Cogen (A)
projects. The funding is on the basis of a co-financing arrangement by the two bodies. Since the
project contract has been finalized, preparations are underway to start execution by the middle of
this year. The author has been assisting as an intern at the UNEP Risoe Centre, specifically in the
preparations for the PACEAA project. This thesis study is being conducted in conjunction with the
assistance so that in due course the findings of the study may be incorporated into the project.
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___________
4
___________
COOPERATIVE EXPERIENCES
The genesis of the cooperative form of business organization can be traced to the 19th Century,
as mentioned in Chapter 3 of this thesis report. Birchall (1994) goes on to explain that the
beginning was closely associated with the industrial revolution in Europe within the century.
People who had been driven to economic misery by conditions that prevailed then were at the
core of the establishment of cooperatives. The motivation for starting the cooperatives was the
conviction that this type of organization would rescue them from the exploitations of the rich,
and would be a means for getting them out of poverty. Peasants and other people in the lower
classes of society were to varying degrees involved with the formation and running of
cooperatives, with little or no intervention from the state. However, over time the character of
the cooperative changed. In this chapter, the cooperative transformation is tracked generally,
specific experiences from electricity cooperatives are explored, and the cooperative movement
in Kenya is considered.

4.1 General experiences
4.1.1 Industrialized countries
From a historical perspective, literature on cooperatives (e.g. Birchall, 1994) associates the first
successful attempt at organizing the cooperative type of business with the British workers
commonly known as Rochdale Pioneers. Prior to the emergence of the pioneers, towards the end
of the 18th century, there were people like Robert Owen who tried the idea of uplifting socioeconomic conditions of communities around Britain using collective organizations. However, little
was achieved as many political realities were not taken into account.
The success of the textile workers at Rochdale stemmed from the fact that the workers were
enlightened, were very familiar with the business they ventured into, and were already organized
along trade union lines. Thus when in 1844 they broke away from their employers and started their
own business, the pioneers were well prepared and were able to prosper. They in addition set pace
for organization of other cooperatives, through a set of guidelines that came to be known as the
Rochdale Principles. These are the principles that laid the foundation for the Cooperative Principles
that today form the basic tenets of all cooperative organizations.
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The appeal of the cooperative form of business was very quickly identified by other working class
people and peasantry around Britain in the 1800’s. As noted by Birchall (2003), the industrial
revolution around then had forced skilled trades people into working class conditions, and were
impoverished. Industrialists took advantage of the high levels of under-employment and
unemployment to pay low wages. They also underpaid farmers for their produce leading to poverty
among farmers as well. The ultimate result was a struggle by the less privileged to break away from
the stranglehold of the industrialists, and cooperative societies became the solution to the workers
and peasants problems.
The situation in Britain occasioning the start of cooperatives was also present in a large number of
countries in Europe in the 18th and 19th centuries, and later in the USA. It was therefore logical that
formation of cooperatives followed suit in the affected countries. Nevertheless, different countries
largely adopted specific categories of cooperatives depending on their type of economies; for
example, Denmark had a predominantly agricultural (rural) type of cooperative. This is due to the
agrarian orientation of the country during the formative years of the cooperative style of
organization.
In subsequent years, people in the West saw opportunity in cooperative societies beyond the
poverty reduction and welfare advancement ideals (ibid). The societies were increasingly seen as
organizations through which pooling of resources from large numbers of people could be achieved,
with a view to using the resources for business pursuits. The societies therefore attracted more of
the people in the middle class. Concurrently, their sizes grew tremendously and they came into
direct competition with commercial enterprises. Hence, the societies gradually shed their social and
democratic character and adopted a more profit-oriented approach. Some of them even converted
to private companies so as to pursue profits unrestricted. It is only in countries like Spain, France,
Belgium, and Italy where cooperatives retained their social form.
The development of cooperatives in the West called for inter-linkages not only among cooperators
within nations, but also globally. The international networking came as a result of close interaction
of cooperatives among nations, especially involving industrialized countries. Thus originated the
need for association of cooperators worldwide, and on this basis the International Alliance of
Cooperatives (ICA) was conceived in 1895, with offices in the United Kingdom. The aims of the
ICA are information dissemination, definition and defence of cooperative principles, and
development of international trade. Additionally, there is an allied apex organization known as the
World Council of Credit Unions, Inc (WOCCU). The latter organization specializes in providing
technical assistance to savings and credit societies (SACCOs) in developing countries, and
coordinates the activities of SACCOs all over the world.

4.1.2 Developing and Former Communist Countries
With recourse to analyses by cooperative development observers (e.g. ILO, 2001; and Birchall,
2003), it is noted that cooperatives have a fairly recent history in the developing world. The
majority of the organizations were started by colonialists in the 20th Century, when they
occupied lands in their empires; and the main aim of forming the cooperatives was for
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organizing growing and marketing agricultural products destined for overseas consumers. The
colonizers ensured that the cooperatives were in their control, unlike in the colonizers’
countries where cooperatives remained fully free from such domination. The controls were
considered necessary not only in exercise of economic power, but also to stop the cooperatives
from becoming sources of political opposition.
During the colonial era, there was comparatively limited growth of cooperatives in the occupied
lands. It was in the 1950’s and 60’s after grant of political independence when an explosion
occurred in the number of cooperatives (ibid). The new governments took the responsibility of
starting and promoting cooperatives as a way of stimulating economic production, and
propagating political rule. Little attempt was made to sensitize the citizens on the need to form
cooperatives on their own, and run the enterprises as people-driven units in line with
cooperative principles. The government led organizations were therefore what Rouse (1995)
calls pseudo-cooperatives. Ultimately, the situation was such that people, especially in the rural
areas, came to view cooperatives as government instruments of power.
One reason why cooperative societies thrived in the beginning of the post-independence period
was the abundance of economic aid. Governments of the new states were able to get foreign
aid easily, and they channeled some of the assistance to economic production through
cooperatives. The situation continued until late in the 1980’s when in many developing
countries there were sudden cuts in economic aid. At the same time, structural adjustments and
economic liberalization were imposed on the countries. Consequently, governments were
forced to relinquish the greater part of control and support to cooperatives.
With the advent of liberalization, cooperatives found themselves in competition with
commercial enterprises carrying out the same trade as they did. This was due to removal of
government protection that shielded cooperatives previously. The end result was widespread
decline and winding up of cooperatives and a great deal of hardships for cooperative members.
Some cooperatives that went down during that time have not recovered up to now.
Unlike in developing countries, cooperatives existed in the communist countries long before the
20th Century. The organizations were however not cooperatives in the sense understood by the
capitalist world. They were what were called Collectives, and their design was that of state
agencies acting as vehicles for articulating communist policy (ILO, 2001). They also catered for
the welfare of the masses, and their economic objectives were minor. Nevertheless, the ICA
recognized the Collectives and treated them as cooperatives.
Upon the break-up of the Soviet Union, and the adoption of free market policies by former
communist states, Collectives started embracing the capitalist form and are becoming
cooperatives as those in non-communist countries. Many of the new cooperatives are still in
their transformation stages, and they retain some of the socialist characteristics. The ILO (2001)
notes that the transformation is a difficult one after many decades of dependence on welfare
support. It is therefore, to be expected that the conversion process will take a long while.
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4.2 Electricity Cooperatives
4.2.1 The early starters
Some of the best documented and successful electricity cooperatives can be found in the USA
and Denmark. In the USA they started in the 1930’s as indicated by Woolman (2003), who also
points out that in those years the rural areas in the states were very similar to those found in
many developing countries today. The rural population had limited access to electricity and,
while only 10% of the people had the privilege of this form of energy, in urban areas the access
level was around 84%. Power utilities had no interest in rural electrification, thus leaving
farmers and others located in remote areas to fend for themselves. In fact, the words of one
power utility official punctuated the situation when he remarked: “rural electrification is a relatively
unimportant and very difficult business undertaking, if not outright utopian ambition to remake rural life”
(ibid).
As cooperatives in USA had already been well established in farming and other rural ventures,
some rural entrepreneurs took the challenge of electrification through this type of organization.
They started individual rural electric cooperatives (RECs), but soon found it necessary to join
hands so as to achieve economies of scale, and thus the Rural Electrification Administration
was created with the help of a government order. Subsequently, they formed the National Rural
Electric Cooperatives Association (NRECA), which became a strong lobby and marketing
body; and with funding support from national bodies like USAID, the body also became a
financier for the RECs. It is worth noting that the RECs were given impetus through very high
level support. The backing included that of the then American President, Franklin Roosevelt,
who saw “electricity as a means to human happiness”, and was the one who issued an executive
order setting up REA (ibid).
Other motivations spurring on RECs included: the proper functioning of the organizations
through close observance of the cooperative principles, low cost financing from government,
provision of electrical appliances by NRECA, and in later years diversification of the business
to electricity generation. The last factor was especially important as it enabled RECs to take
control of prices at the production end, and not be subject to manipulation by power utilities.
(ibid). Tumiwa (2002) adds that membership in RECs was actively promoted by NRECA
permanent representatives located around the countryside.
The momentum of RECs continued to a level where, by 1953, almost 90% of rural USA farms
had obtained electricity. NRECA (2007) goes on further to report that to-date 40 Million
people in 47 states are receiving electricity through the cooperatives, about 99% of farms have
electricity, and 12% of total national power supply comes from these organizations. At the same
time, the USA model of RECs, unlike equivalents in the developed world, has been widely
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promoted amongst developing countries, and a number of these nations have firmly adopted
the model.
Although the Danish type of REC’s has been confined to Denmark, impact of the cooperatives
on the state economy has been substantial. Based on accounts by Danish electricity industry
analysts (e.g. Hadjilambrinos, 1999; see also Olsen and Skytte, 2001; and Vleuten and Raven,
2005), cooperatives are intrinsic to the Danish system. Due to the strong belief that the Danish
people have in this type of organizational form, and the egalitarian nature of the population, the
whole power industry is built on a cooperative framework. 75% of the power industry is owned
and controlled by a national cooperative partnership of consumers, municipalities, and central
power utilities. The balance of the power industry is in the hands of unaffiliated consumers
consisting mainly of large farms and industries.
At the base of the national partnership structure are rural cooperatives, which form 50% of all
the distribution utilities in the country, and municipal power utilities which make up the rest of
the power distributorship. At the second or regional level, cooperative and municipal
distribution utilities join up to form regional associations that own and run power plants. Then,
at the apex of the national structure, regional associations form two national organizations
(ELKRAFT and ELSAM), which are cooperative in nature. While ELKRAFT owns and
manages the main centralized power plants and transmission system in one part (East) of
Denmark, ELSAM is the owner and operator of the key central power plants and transmission
system in the other part (West). Through a hierarchy of representation, consumers or electricity
cooperators in the country have a stake in the entire power industry.
It is obvious that there are fundamental differences between the USA and Denmark REC’s.
Like developing countries’ REC’s, the ones of USA were created so as to provide an electricity
service that the government and other power suppliers were unable or unwilling to provide. On
the other hand, Danish REC’s were stimulated by the potential of REC business that was
envisioned by the Danish cooperatives’ enthusiasts (ibid). Additionally, the cooperative
organizational style was started from the bottom by consumers, and propagated upwards to
reach the owners of centralized power plants and transmission systems. For both the USA and
Denmark, cooperatives were fostered by an enabling political environment and a high general
level of enlightenment that permeates urban as well as rural populations. Thus, there are
important lessons in the two countries that can be useful to developing countries like Kenya.
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4.2.2 Follow-on in developing countries
Extensive literature (Gullberg et al, 1999; see also Tumiwa, 2002) traces replication of the USA
REC model around the world, and notes that the model found favour particularly in places
where the USA had strong political and economic influence. The usual approach to the
introduction has been an NRECA study of the feasibility of starting RECs in the candidate
country. One or several pilots would be part of the study, and if successful USAID assistance
would be given to commence REC creation activities. Subsequently, USA support would
continue until RECs are well established, or for as long as the assistance is needed.
The first region to benefit from the USA model was Latin America where studies started
around 1964. Included in this group of countries were Nicaragua, Colombia, Ecuador, and
Costa Rica. Then followed Asian countries which were led by The Philippines, where RECs
were established initially through pilots in 1966. India’s turn was in 1969, while Bangladesh
came much later in 1976. In Africa, cases that have followed the USA example are hardly
known. One case that can be considered an REC, but with little similarity to the USA type, is
Urambo Electricity Consumers’ Cooperative Society in Tanzania (ibid).
The RECs in developing countries have had mixed levels of success. On average, the most
successful are those in Costa Rica and Bangladesh. According to World Bank (1999), between
1964 and 1995, Costa Rica RECs helped to raise the level of electricity access in rural areas
from 43% to 95%, and to-date membership in the RECs has risen to 140,000.
The case of Bangladesh does not seem impressive when access rate improvement is considered
in percentage terms. Between 1978 and 2004, the rate had increased from 8% to 24% (Barnes
2004). However, it is important to remember that Bangladesh is one of the most densely
populated countries in the world, currently with a total population of about 140 Million and a
population density of approximately 1050 per sq. km. (USAID, 2006). Therefore, in absolute
terms, the number of people with access to electric power has risen considerably, and literature
(eg. Zomers, 2001; see also Tumiwa, 2002) gives the number of RECs’ consumers at over 15
Million in 2001.
RECs in the Philippines started quite well, but due to accumulated indebtedness and general
indiscipline they came to a near total collapse by the end of 1980’s. At their peak in the late
1970’s, there were 120 healthy cooperatives with about 3 Million members, and the rate of
access had improved from about 15% to 76%. The viable cooperatives had reduced to about 25
when the overall performance hit the bottom, and just before the ongoing revival attempts and
reforms were started (adapted from World Bank, n.d.). A similar situation beset India’s RECs.
However, the main reason why performance was poor in India was because the cooperatives
were under the control of State Electricity Boards (power utilities organized on a federal basis),
and political influences present in these boards were detrimental to the RECs (Core
International, 2002).
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The Urambo cooperative is one among the very few in Africa. As Gullberg (1999) reports, it
was initiated through the joint efforts of the Swedish Environmental Institute (SEI) and
Tanzania Electricity Supply Company (TANESCO). The point of the initiative was to pilot
local management of power supplies in Tanzania. It had been observed earlier that the local
community in the pilot area had made an effort to run a government owned diesel-powered
local electricity business that had stalled. Through the joint initiative, the community members
were organized into a cooperative, and they were given support to buy out and continue with
the business in 1993, as consumers and suppliers. By the standards of the RECs in Asia and
Latin America the cooperative is very small having just about 250 consumers, and it took time
to get the cooperative approach inculcated into the community. Nevertheless, the effort is a
good starting point and the power business has remained afloat, a sign that the cooperative may
be sustainable in the long run.
4.2.3 Government role and national organization
Most analysts of electricity cooperatives (eg. Tumiwa, 2002; see also Barnes, 2004; and Foley
1999) are in agreement that for these organizations to be successful, it is necessary for them to
have strong support from state and national governments, as well as umbrella bodies or major
power utilities. This is especially so for cooperatives in developing countries, and may be
attributed to the low capacities of its members, and the large resources that are needed for
developing and running electricity systems. In any case, as indicated in sections of this thesis
report on the general organization of cooperatives, governments of developing nations have
largely been instrumental in starting and controlling cooperatives.
Even in the case of industrialized nations, the hand of the government has to come in firmly for
electricity cooperatives to thrive. Where the government does not intervene directly, at least it
plays a part through legislative empowerment. Woolman (2003) clearly comes out with this fact
where he affirms that, in the case of USA, it was after President Roosevelt facilitated the
establishment of the Rural Electrification Administration through an executive order that the
RECs picked full momentum. Provision of USAID loans and other assistance through NRECA
also contributed enormously to the success of RECs.
Another example is that of electricity cooperatives in Denmark, which is cited in literature, by
e.g. The Danish Wind Industry Association (2007). In this country, local communities
cooperatively, and acting on their own initiative, made large investments in small wind turbines
from the 1970s. The investments were spurred by among other things an unequivocal support
for wind power cooperatives by the Danish government through investment and tariff
subsidies. It was to a large extent due to the encouragement given to the cooperatives that the
wind power programme became one of the most successful the world over. The programme
performance continued on an upward trend up to 2001 when reduction in subsidies started.
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Since then, and as shown in Figure 9 an appreciable drop in wind power investments has taken
place.
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Fig. 9: Danish Cooperatives’ Wind Turbines
[Source: Danish Wind Power Association (2007)]

Literature by, for example, Tumiwa (2002) and Barnes (2004) indicates that government
facilitation of electricity cooperatives in developing countries takes different forms, including
securing bilateral and multilateral aid for the cooperatives, formation and maintaining efficiency
of quasi-government umbrella bodies like the Rural Electrification Board of Bangladesh, getting
national institutions to give the necessary backing, and creating the right policy and legislative
frameworks. Nearly all these lines of support are present in countries with successful RECs
such as Bangladesh and Costa Rica. An interesting example of decline of RECs as a result of
weakening government backing occurred in the Philippines towards the end of 1980’s. The
weakening was not caused by the state’s own decision, but by withdrawal of bilateral funds
from USAID.
4.2.4 Other common features
Besides the factor of government facilitation, there are a number of other features that
determine the performance of electricity cooperatives. These are widely documented by
scholars and practitioners (ibid), and they include those listed in the following.
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a. Application of cooperative principles
Where rural communities are enlightened, like in industrialized countries, it has been possible to
start electricity cooperatives or RECs on the initiative of members themselves. Since the
members are aware of their rights and obligations within the context of the cooperative
principles, they participate effectively in the democratic formation and running of the RECs.
Voluntary membership is exercised, attendance at general meetings is normally good, and
voting is done by most of the members. Therefore, generally the RECs perform well, and this
has been the case with RECs in the USA, and to a small extent in those developing countries
that have RECs with a high degree of autonomy.
However, the majority of RECs in non-industrialized countries are formed on the basis of
pseudo cooperatives (Rouse, 1996), where cooperative principles are only partially applied. The
organizations are usually originated by governments or other bodies, and are structured in a
top-down manner. Therefore, those that do well are strongly dependent on the effectiveness of
government or agency representing the RECs at the national level. In the latter category are
RECs in Bangladesh and Costa Rica.
The lack of effectiveness of the controlling body is illustrated by the unsatisfactory performance
of RECs in India; and the Urambo Cooperative in Tanzania is an example of a case where
imposition of an organization on the people caused many teething problems. In India, State
Electricity Boards many of which are inefficient on account of their bureaucratic nature manage
RECs. Their inefficiency is passed on to the RECs, and performance of these cooperatives is
therefore wanting (Core International, 2002)
In the Urambo case, TANESCO, the state power utility in Tanzania, with external assistance
initiated the formation of a cooperative society for power supply to the local people.
Recruitment became a problem since there wasn’t enough done to convince potential members
to join. Attendance at general meetings and voting were also way below expectations.
Consequently, in the initial years after formation of the cooperative there was poor
performance by the organization. The situation was corrected much later after lengthy training
of members (Gullberg, 1999)
b. Political support and interference
Where political support is provided to RECs, this is most likely the same thing as government
backing described above. The support is desirable and has helped many RECs to prosper.
However, in some instances involvement of politicians and the government in the affairs of
RECs is accompanied by undue influence or interference. Problems arise when the controlling
forces dictate how the RECs should be run; or when the forces try to win favours from the
RECs for themselves and their friends or kinsmen.
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RECs in some countries have been particularly affected by political interference, examples of
which are in India and the Philippines. Tumiwa (2002) analyses the RECs in India and
concludes that the RECs that are under State Electricity Boards (SEBs) fare badly not only
because of bureaucracy of the SEBs but also due to political patronage. He contrasts these
RECs with those that were started and guided by NRECA. In the case of Philippines, the
World Bank (n.d.) traces the decline of RECs in the 1980’s to among other things political
interference, where power lines were built and financial discipline sacrificed at the behest of
politicians.
The exemplary performances of Bangladesh and Costa Rica RECs are attributed in part to
protection against politicians’ influences. Choudury (2003) gives an example of the protection
by stating that under REB (Rural Electrification Board--of Bangladesh) they ensure REC
directors are not affiliated to any political parties. The many international aid donors who
support Bangladesh RECs also put pressure on REB to ward off undue influences. Rural
Infrastructure Services (1999) report similar type of protection for RECs in Costa Rica.
c. Support from international sources
As pointed out above, the origin of many RECs in Third World nations is stimulus from USA
through NRECA. The stimulus is partly through financial and other support for setting up the
RECs. Indeed, nearly all electricity cooperatives are started and run through funding from
international aid. An example of a country with a very large number of supporters in this regard
is Bangladesh. According to e,g. Choudury (2003) the country receives assistance for REB from
among others: USAID, World Bank (IDA), Japan (JDRG and OECF), OPEC, Asia
Development Bank, Canada (CIDA), Norway (NORAD), Netherlands, and Arabic countries.
So far the dependence on aid seems inevitable. Bad experiences have been had by some
countries which have had withdrawal of large donors. A case in point is the Philippines, whose
RECs suffered a substantial decline when USAID cut off support (World Bank, n.d.). Further
research in this matter is needed to find out the possibility of weaning off developing countries
from continued aid for its RECs.
d. Technical and financial success factors
A major consideration in the extension of power systems to rural areas is the high cost involved
and low if any returns on investment. This is one of the main reasons why commercial firms
and utilities are usually reluctant to undertake rural electrification. However, there are ways of
reducing the costs and make power more affordable to rural consumers. Based on empirical
evidence (e.g. Foley, 1999), one of the ways to lower costs is to use single wire earth return
systems. In these systems, a single wire takes the place of the usual two or three wires, with the
ground being used as an electricity return path.
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Other methods used are for example extensive use of single phase low loss transformers, and
single pole instead of multi-pole supporting structures. Where RECs are in a position to
generate their own local power they have substantially lower costs due to the avoidance of costs
associated with purchased power, and in some cases doing away with costs of long lines that
may have to be extended from utility grids. In Bangladesh, RECs have had a history of high
costs and unreliability problems associated with power purchased from national utilities. It is
for this reason that they set up their own independent power producer in 1998, and from this
source the RECs are able to get up to 140 MW (Mahmood, 2002)
Interestingly, according to Woolman (2003), when RECs were started in the USA they were
able to construct power lines at nearly half the costs of equivalent lines built by commercial
power utilities. Applying low cost construction designs, the RECs constructed lines at about
USD 800 per mile as opposed to USD 1500 per mile for lines built by commercial utilities. The
same USA technical standards have been cost-effectively used in Bangladesh and other
countries with similar RECs.
Another factor affecting performance and survival of RECs is a suitable financial policy,
encompassing the right tariffs and revenue management. Tumiwa (2002) puts forward some
requirements of the policy. He underscores the need for tariffs that recover costs in full, and
the avoidance of masking costs through subsidies. He rightly argues for the use of subsidies to
offset construction costs, which are normally the main obstacle in rural electrification. Also
critical is the REC’s effectiveness in collecting revenues, and he makes it clear that a culture of
discipline must be inculcated in consumers and revenue collectors for the revenues to
consistently flow into the RECs. Gullberg (1999) confirms the policy requirements through
citation of experiences of the Urambo Cooperative. She points out that the cooperative was
able to set up a functional business through proper design of tariffs, and collection of dues.
Although many RECs are set up as profit-making entities, few of them actually end up making
profit in their businesses. This is understandable in the light of the risky nature of the REC
business, and the satisfaction that social services are delivered even in the absence of financial
return. In the case of Bangladesh, Choudury (2003) quantifies low business performance
amongst RECs, by stating that only 20 out of 67 RECs are having a positive balance sheet. The
ones that are not making a profit are fully dependent on government assistance and a revolving
fund that relies heavily on the financially sound RECs.
e. Technical and business capacity building
Taking into account that a major aim of an REC is to cater for the socio-economic dimension
of poverty reduction, it is important to develop through the REC suitable human capacity
within the communities. The measure would achieve the twin goal of having a sustainable
human capacity for the REC, and providing a livelihood for members of the communities.
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Technical and business skills are critical for proper functioning of the RECs, but unfortunately
there is an inadequate supply of these skills in rural areas. Therefore, assistance to RECs usually
has a training component to cater for these skills.
Choudury (2003), among others, acknowledges the essential nature of the training given by
NRECA to staff of the Rural Electrification Board and RECs in Bangladesh. The training not
only provided the right caliber of staff for the entities but also ensured high technical and
commercial standards. The same can be said of the Urambo Cooperative, which Gullberg
(1999) affirms has performed well due to good training from TANESCO and international
sources.

4.3 Cooperatives in Kenya
Through the cooperative movement, Kenya has in the past achieved substantial economic and
social gains. On the basis of available information from Nyatichi (2006) and WOCCU (2006), the
movement is ranked as topmost in Africa and seventh in the world. From the same sources, in the
African context, the number of cooperatives in Kenya constitutes 67% of the continent’s total, and
stands at about 11,000.The International Cooperative Alliance (2007) also places Kenya in the list
of those that have large segments of the population holding cooperative membership, with 1:5 ratio
of membership to population, and 20 Million out of a total of 33.4 Million people being directly or
indirectly economically dependent on cooperatives.. It would therefore be pertinent to examine the
movement to determine forces driving the success. Equally important will be the need to find out if
the momentum can be sustained in the face of weaknesses in the movement that have been
observed in recent times (by eg. Gamba and Komo, 2005). Ultimately, with the information
obtained from examination of the movement, it would be possible to gauge the feasibility of
diversifying the cooperatives’ line of business to electricity supply. The feasibility will be discussed
towards the end of the thesis report.
As part of the introduction, the setup of the cooperative movement in Kenya is shown on Figure
10. Within the country, individual cooperators (cooperative members) are at the base, while at the
apex is the Kenya National Federation of Cooperatives. The latter is the top organ responsible for
the affairs of cooperatives. Although for the sake of simplification the Ministry of
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Fig. 10: Hierarchy of the Kenya Cooperative Movement
(Courtesy of Ouma 1980)

Cooperative Development and Marketing is not included in the illustration, the ministry is the
regulator and top policy making entity for the entire cooperative movement. Within the
government’s administrative hierarchy at the local level, there are representatives of the ministry
who supervise and coordinate cooperative activities. The International Cooperative Alliance, the
World Council of Cooperative Unions, and the Africa Cooperative Savings and Credit Association
are bodies to which the cooperative movement is affiliated outside the country.
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Within the movement, there are three distinct groups of cooperatives, namely, those in the
agricultural, SACCO, and other categories. The agricultural ones are of greatest interest in this
thesis study as they are producer organizations with a fully rural representation, and may therefore
be appropriate for conduct of electrification by rural communities. At district level, the agricultural
cooperatives are represented by unions; while at the national level their processing and marketing
operations are handled by secondary cooperatives like the Kenya Planters Cooperative Union, and
the Kenya Cooperative Creameries. In turn, the secondary cooperatives are coordinated by the
Kenya National Federation of Cooperatives.
For the thesis study, SACCOs are also of interest since they support agricultural production. Some
farmers who are SACCO members obtain from these cooperatives loans or other assistance for
their farming activities; and in a similar manner financing for shares in an electricity cooperative can
be secured. It is however important to note that the majority of SACCOs has working class
members who are based in urban areas.

4.3.1 Historical perspective
Literature on Kenya’s cooperatives (eg. Ouma, 1980), indicates that the movement was
introduced to the country when European settlers started agricultural produce and marketing
associations in the early 1900’s. The cooperatives were initiated along the lines of the British
equivalents. They remained outside government control until 1946, when a cooperative
department was formed. Subsequently, the department was placed under various ministries,
until 1974 when the Ministry of Cooperative Development was established.
The first enactment of a law for government’s specific regulation of cooperatives took place in
1966. The law was known as the Cooperatives Societies’ Act, CAP 490 of the Laws of Kenya
(1966). The law was also an embodiment of socio-economic development ideals that were
mooted by the government soon after Kenya’s independence in 1963. Some of the ideals were
contained in a key government paper: Sessional Paper No. 10 of 1965 on “African Socialism and its
Application to Planning in Kenya”, which essentially indicated that Kenya’s planning path would be
a middle one, lying between capitalism and communism (Nyatichi, 2006). Another important
ideal that was embraced in the law was the rallying call of Harambee, which was undescored by
the first president of Kenya, Jomo Kenyatta.
The Harambee ideal, is one that calls for people to “pull together” in a self-help effort. It was in
existence in many Kenyan ethnic groups well before the first president popularized it as a
national call (Ngau, 1987). In essence, the president used the motto or ideal to have Kenyan
people pool endeavours and resources with a view to attaining common development and other
goals, or to assist the less advantaged in society. Through the ideal, the Kenyan people have
been able to contribute tremendously to socio-economic development. Many and some huge
social facilities and infrastructure have been put up through the ideal. The cooperative spirit is
clearly evident in the contributions as the rich and poor give whatever they can, in cash, in kind,
or through labour.
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From mid 1960’s up to the end of 1980’s the cooperative movement went through rapid
growth, when the government put up a number of measures to stimulate its growth. According
to Ouma (1980), the measures included the enactment of the Cooperative Societies’ Act of
1966, and the setting up of a full-fledged ministry to cater for development of cooperatives and
marketing of their products. The government also spread its presence in the cooperative sector
to the rural areas, where it could effectively coordinate and control cooperative activities. It was
during the same period that there was very active support from international donors to the
cooperative sector and the country’s economy generally.
While growth of cooperatives was generally upwards, that of agricultural cooperatives
proceeded in tandem with that of the national economy. This is because of the close linkage
between agriculture, which is the basic economic activity in the country, and national
development. Thus, when the economic downturn of the 1990’s occurred many such
cooperatives also experienced problems. Gamba and Komo (2005) have traced this history, and
they indicate that the cooperatives that were most affected were those dealing in coffee,
pyrethrum, and milk. Marketing for these products was in the hands of quasi-government
bodies, which like many government agencies were ran down by the political mismanagement
noted in chapter 2 of this report. The wave of liberalization that swept the country during the
period of economic distress did not make matters any easier. As cooperatives were exposed to
competition from private sector firms, their business practice shortcomings and previous
reliance on government protection presented a sizeable handicap.
Literature and mass media sources (e.g. Gamba and Komu, 2005) further point out that the
Kenya Cooperative Creameries (KCC), which processes and markets milk and related products,
was closed down in the later half of 1990’s. Unfortunately, the closure affected the majority of
Kenyan farmers, as many of them own dairy cows and have been selling milk to KCC. Other
bodies affected by the economic decline of the 1990’s were the Coffee Board of Kenya (CBK),
which regulates and organizes marketing of Kenya coffee; and the Pyrethrum Board of Kenya
(PBK), which processes and markets pyrethrum. The PBK ceased operations within the last six
years, and up to now it has not been revived. The CBK is still functioning but is faced with a lot
of leadership problems and cannot fetch previously good prices for coffee. Many small holder
coffee farmers have been disillusioned by low returns and long delays in payments for their
produce, and have uprooted their coffee plants.
Although the KCC was revived with the incoming of the current government, farmers’
confidence in agricultural cooperatives has up to now been seriously undermined by the fate
that befell marketing bodies. Farmers have also stopped or considerably reduced production of
crops that were affected by the failures of the bodies. On the other hand, the functions that
were previously performed by KCC have to a large extent been taken over by private
companies. Overall, therefore, productivity and performance of agricultural cooperatives have
dropped appreciably.
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Fortunately for Kenya, the overall situation in the cooperative sector continued on a positive
path even as agricultural cooperatives experienced problems. Nyatichi (2006) observes that this
trend can be explained by the continued good performance of SACCOs, which in terms of
membership form a major part of the cooperative movement. Most workers in urban centres
and farmers in rural areas have been attracted to the SACCOs due to the affordable savings and
credit terms that they offer. This has especially been so because commercial banks that could
offer alternative financial services prefer large and corporate customers, and they have
increasingly adopted policies that drive away small savers. The problem posed by commercial
banks to the savers became particularly acute when during the peak of the economic upheaval
the banks closed many of their branches in rural areas. This move by the banks forced rural
people to turn to SACCOs in large numbers, and the latter experienced a windfall.
Also associated with the economic shakeup of the 1990’s were demands for liberalization of the
cooperative movement, to cut down on government control and allow cooperatives to run their
affairs freely. Mude (2005) puts it more plainly by indicating that some cooperators felt
government meddling was responsible for bad performance of some of their cooperative
societies, and therefore government hold on the societies should be removed. As a result, a new
cooperative legislation was passed and came into force in 1998, where the cooperative
movement was given the desired freedom. Government support for cooperatives was also
reduced significantly.
However, the liberalization change brought with it another set of problems (ibid). The worst
consequence of the change was the emergence of cooperative leadership that took the
opportunity of reduced government attention to lay their hands on cooperative resources.
Within a short time after freeing of the cooperatives, corrupt directors and management staff
got themselves elected or appointed to key positions. They then went on to siphon out funds
and convert cooperative property to their own use.
Gamba and Komo (2005) add that it was during the same period of newly found liberty that
splintering of cooperatives accelerated. They quote one case of Mathira Cooperative Society
that split into ten separate cooperatives. The purpose of the splits was to create more fiefdoms
or domains for rival leaders. The whole situation was so politicized that through power plays
within the cooperatives leaders were able to get elected to parliament or secure similar positions
(ibid). What was witnessed was a clear manifestation of the use of social capital, which is
embedded in the cooperatives, as a source of power. This is in line with the social capital view
of Bourdieu and Waquant (1992), who associated social capital with power. Unfortunately, the
ultimate result of the quest for power in Kenya was rapid decline of cooperatives, and eventual
collapse of some of them. This led to a call for reintroduction of government control.
By the time the current government in Kenya came to power in 2002, demands for reforms in
the cooperative movement to curb malpractices within its leadership had intensified. The
government therefore responded by passing new cooperative societies rules in 2004 which,
together with a new bill drafted the same year, are expected to regulate cooperative business
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and check mismanagement (GOK, 2004). The effects of the new legislative measures are not
clear yet. However, as mentioned in chapter 2, the new government has shown commitment to
fight corruption at all levels of society. The commitment has slowed down corruption in most
institutions in the country, and errant cooperative leaders may have stopped or drastically
reduced their illegal activities at the cooperatives.
4.3.2 Activities
The various types of Kenyan cooperatives and hence cooperative activities are indicated in
Table 3. The most dominant in terms of financial earnings and number of societies are the
agricultural ones. On the other hand, SACCOs have the largest membership at about 66% of
the total. The relatively low membership and high number of societies for agricultural
cooperatives implies that the number of members per society is low. Conversely, there are many
more members per society for SACCOs. As mentioned in the last section, leadership
maneuvers in the agricultural cooperatives have led to multiple splintering of the organizations.
It is therefore plausible to attribute the very large number of agricultural cooperatives and low
membership to power struggles and intrigues.

TABLE 3:

TYPES OF COOPERATIVE SOCIETIES AND THEIR MEMBERSHIP IN YEAR 2000

(Source: Department of Cooperatives, Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, cited in Nyoro (2001))

Type of Cooperative

Coffee
Cotton
Pyrethrum
Sugar
Dairy
Multipurpose
Farm Purchase
Fisheries
Other Agricultural
Total Agricultural
SACCO’s
Consumer
Housing
Timber and charcoal
Craftsmen
Transport
Other Non Agricultural
Total Non Agricultural
Total

Number

Membership ’000’

Turnover KSh Million

366
86
73
112
337
1560
731
82
1002
4369
3627
197
468
47
104
36
526
5005
9443

732
29
70
23
350
200
76
14
60
1554
3538
15
27
4
20
6
37
3647
5336

7741
43
129
345
1529
129
60
7
292
10275
3389
9
8
2
43
26
56
3533
14006

Coffee growing is the largest contributor to financial earnings, and there has been considerable
interest in this agricultural activity. Before the 1990s, coffee was the largest foreign exchange
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earner in Kenya (Mude, 2005). Farming of the crop is done mainly in the relatively rich parts of
the country, such as Central and Eastern provinces. Processing of the coffee has to be done
close to where it is grown, and since about three-quarters of the crop is grown on smallholdings, processing plants are in large numbers. High processing costs are therefore involved,
and they are one reason why it makes sense to organize the growers into cooperatives. In fact, it
is a legal requirement that every small-holder coffee grower joins and does coffee business
through a cooperative (ibid). Due to the money and hence power involved in the coffee
business there has been a great deal of struggle for leadership, in order to secure influential
positions in the coffee cooperative business. Indeed, the political jostling mentioned in the
previous section mostly takes place in coffee cooperatives.
The other high stake cooperative activity is production of milk and other dairy products. This is
to be expected, as the rearing of dairy cattle is a widespread practice in the country. Most
farmers believe in producing milk for their own consumption and sale, and dairy farming takes
place in marginal lands where the majority of pastoralists live, as well as in rich agricultural
areas. The farmers who belong to cooperatives are mostly small scale ones. Although the
number of farmers selling their milk through cooperatives is not so high, there are many more
who sell directly to milk processors. The number in the latter category increased when KCC,
the largest buyer of milk from cooperatives, went into liquidation as indicated above (Gamba
and Komo, 2005).
Other agricultural activities are many and diversified, but the earnings from them within the
scope of cooperatives are comparatively low. The cooperative aspects of them therefore receive
less attention from politicians and other sections of the population. However, processing and
marketing of some farming produce takes place outside cooperatives. For example, sugar cane
production is handled by a few cooperatively organized farmers, many of whom after growing
the cane leave the rest of the sugar business to private companies. The latter process includes
cane harvesting and transportation; sugar production, marketing, and sale; and payment to
farmers. There is a sizeable volume of business and earnings in the ex-farm activities, and this
attracts power players who make good financial and political capital out of the sugar business.
SACCOs are the most important non-agricultural type of cooperatives. They have their main
strength in urban membership, which to a large extent is composed of salaried workers. Due to
the enlightened nature of the workers, management of the cooperatives is relatively
professional. Consequently, performance of the cooperatives is generally good, and the level of
infiltration of politics is low. As indicated in the previous section, there has been steady growth
of the societies, even when the Kenyan economy went through a very difficult phase. A sample
of their performance is indicated in Figure 11.
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Fig. 11: Sample Performance of Cooperatives in Kenya
[Compiled from Nyatichi (2006) data]
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4.3.3 Distinguishing features of Kenya’s cooperatives
From the foregoing information, the characteristics of the Kenyan cooperatives that distinguish
them from many similar organizations can be discerned. It is evident from the information that the
following are the basic positive and negative factors that have influenced development of the
cooperative movement.
Positive factors
A pre-existing culture of working together communally and for common welfare
Long before the introduction of cooperatives to Kenya, local people have been associating with
each other as is African custom generally in the pursuit of economic, social, and cultural endeavours
The Harambee motto nationalized the communal spirit, and through it a great deal of development
has been achieved. The cooperative movement built upon the communal tradition and national
aspiration.
Strong government support and control
The Kenya government’s active stimulation of the cooperative movement has contributed greatly
to the movement’s success. Through various forms of assistance, and policy and legislative
measures it has been possible to facilitate growth of the movement. In addition, through control
and actual participation in implementation activities, the government has guided and provided
direction for cooperative development. Although there has been some resentment for government
intervention, the measures taken have been helpful in protecting the interests of the vulnerable
cooperative members, who are the majority in the movement.
International support
International donors and associates of the cooperative movement have played an important role in
the prosperity of the cooperatives. By means of financial and other assistance provided through the
government and other arrangements, the movement has been able to thrive. This was particularly
so in the early years of the movement when it was facing teething problems.
Availability of suitable economic resources
From a rural perspective, the availability of agricultural products that can be handled through
cooperatives has been a contributory factor in the development of the movement. Production of
coffee, dairy products, and other agricultural commodities with high economic value has given rise
to the need for cooperatives. On the other hand, SACCOs, which mainly cater for salaried staff in
urban areas, flourish due to the existence of income for a large number of low to middle-level
employees. Similarly, informal sector and other categories of cooperatives depend on the economic
production of the rest of contributors to the movement.
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Small-holder nature of the majority of farmers
Due to the relatively high population and scarcity of arable land, farms have had to be subdivided
repeatedly. It is on the small pieces of land, measuring about 5 acres (approx. 2 Ha) or less, that
much of cash crop farming is done by the majority of people. In this situation, it is uneconomical to
have each of the farmers single-handedly organizing for crop production, harvesting, transporting,
processing, and marketing his/her produce. Economies of scale are achieved when the farmers join
together in a cooperative or similar organization, for the purposes of undertaking all the processes
in the product chain.
Professionals’ interest in cooperatives
Cooperatives have for a long time been the preserve of low income workers and farmers or
business people. This cadre of people has also been mainly composed of people without
professional or similar training. This is why it has been necessary for the government to play a key
role to ensure cooperatives are run effectively, especially in rural areas where illiteracy and low
levels of education abound. However, the situation is changing as the number of educated people is
increasing with the overall development of the country. Some low income, and a few highly placed,
people are professionals who now use their knowledge as they participate in cooperative affairs,
either as members or management staff. This has happened chiefly in urban SACCOs, and as a
result of the professional’s involvement the standards of cooperatives are rising.
Alternative to commercial financial institutions
Economic hardships that peaked within the previous two decades have forced a greater section of
the population into the lower income bracket. At the same time, financial institutions led by banks
have made it more difficult for the low income earners or customers to save and secure credits with
the institutions. Consequently, the customers have increasingly found refuge in SACCOs, which
offer greatly affordable savings and credit terms. The numbers and sizes of SACCOs are therefore
experiencing rapid growth.
Negative Factors
Lack of independence
For reasons indicated above, there has been strong intervention by the government in the affairs of
the cooperative movement. While the intervention provides support for cooperators, and was of
great importance in the nascent stages of the cooperatives, its strong presence is now unnecessary.
Actually, it has amounted to interference as cooperatives are unable to make any important decision
without involving the government. Some government officers have also taken advantage of the
situation to emasculate the cooperatives.
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Need for protection
The powerful level of control of the government on cooperatives has also given rise to a culture of
dependence of cooperators on the government. It is particularly noteworthy that when in 1998 the
government relinquished much of its control, there was an immediate rush to take advantage of the
cooperatives by corrupt leaders, and an outcry followed calling for restoration of government
intervention. What is needed is a slow withdrawal of the intervention.
Minimal or no cooperative education
Knowledge of the powerful features of cooperatives vehicles for self-induced collective
advancement of the people is woefully lacking. From field studies, carried out during this thesis
investigations, it is evident that the general notion among the people is that cooperatives are
organizations for promotion of government interests. Although cooperative extension officers are
provided for by the government, and their duty is to educate the public on all aspects of the
cooperative movement, there is hardly any extension work going on. Similarly, education of
cooperative staff that is supposed to take place at the Cooperative College of Kenya is given to very
few individuals. With increased levels of knowledge among cooperators it will be possible for the
members to take control of their organizations and make them more effective.
Potential for manipulation
Due to lack of knowledge about their rights and obligations, members of cooperatives have often
fallen prey to manipulators. This is why without government protection the members are helpless,
and elites out to lay their hands on cooperative resources wrestle leadership roles out of the
members, and position themselves to exploit the cooperatives.
Openings for access to power and advancement of status
Again through manipulation, some leaders seek power that comes with positions in cooperatives.
Since it is possible to use resources and influence bestowed by cooperative leadership, political
pursuits are made through cooperatives. The election of politicians to parliament through their
positions in cooperatives is a case in point.
Corruption and patronage
In general, the potential for corruption and patronage in cooperatives is high in view of the good
economic and power resources available in the organizations, and the ignorance of many of the
cooperators. Not only are leaders known to enrich themselves and secure power, but they actively
engage members, management staff, and government officers in their malpractices. In turn, those
involved by the leaders do their own exploitation, and overall the cooperatives sink under the
weight of manipulation.
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___________
5
___________
FIELD OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS
The higher levels of the general perspective of this thesis study have been expounded in
previous chapters covering theories, contextual setting of the study, and global experiences of
cooperatives. Together with the general perspective, some evidence of cooperative and
electrification practices in Kenya as a whole has been provided. Now follows in this chapter
specific evidence relating to the two units of analysis selected for closer study (Yin, 2003). The
units are represented by the rural communities of Mumias and Isoge, as explained in chapter 3.
Within these communities, personal interviews, focus group discussions, and other qualitative
study procedures were conducted. The report in this chapter starts with giving an indication of
the themes that emerged out of the field work, and relations between the themes and those
derived from theory. Then a presentation of the evidence falling under each theme is submitted.
Also included in the chapter, is physical and technical evidence collected from the sites visited,
and which may be used in planning for provision of electricity to the communities considered
in the study. Furthermore, at the end of the chapter, secondary data that complements the
primary evidence is incorporated.

5.1 Primary investigations results
Based largely on interviews, the two focus groups’ meetings, site observations, and other
general observations, the evidence that was revealed by the field study can to a large extent be
grouped under various emergent themes, as inspired Kurt et al (2006). These themes, which are
included in Table 4 tended to place very little weight on the formal cooperative organization;
were heavy on the studied communities’ eagerness to get electricity; and showed readiness for
formation of community groups for purposes of getting electricity. The themes are therefore
divergent in a number of ways from the a priori or predetermined themes derived from theory in
Chapter 3 of this report. In Table 4 the latter themes that correspond to the emergent ones are
indicated, and some remarks regarding the observed divergence are given. Then, following the
table, the evidence relating to each emergent theme is individually presented with reference to
the associated theoretical point of departure.
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Table 4: Study Themes
Emerging themes

Corresponding theoretical or
predetermined themes

Remarks

1. General desire for electrical
energy
2. Frustrations in getting
electricity
3. Readiness of communities
to act in groups
4. Lack of awareness and
unfavourable experiences
with cooperatives
5. Some positive trends in
cooperatives
6. Uncertainty in business
capacity and relations with
industries

Investment Issues

Cooperatives not seen as an investment means, but people eager to
invest in electricity due to demand
Electricity suppliers do not recognize people’s readiness to invest,
and frustrate people’s efforts
People are already working cooperatively, but mostly do so in semiformal groupings –not cooperatives
There is little awareness about the attributes of the formal
cooperative, and the little known tends to be negative

7. Continued need for
government direction and
support

Investment Issues
The cooperative concept
i. The cooperative concept
ii. Cooperative Principles
iii. Empowerment
Investment Issues
Investment Issues

i. Cooperative Principles
ii. Empowerment

SACCO type of cooperatives help in small investments, but
SACCOs not viewed as cooperatives by people
Despite proliferation of communal business activities, business is
not very formal due to lack of appropriate skills.
Industries are therefore not confident in partnering with
communities in business activities
Since cooperatives have been steered by government all along,
there will be need for continuation of the stewardship, until
communities’ cooperative capacity is built
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5.1.1 General desire for electrical energy
As has been explained in chapter 3, rural electrification has been provided rather haphazardly to
some parts of the country. This was evident in the Mumias area, which was the first one visited
for detailed field study. Here, there is the Mumias market centre which has for nearly two
decades been served with electricity under the Rural Electrification Programme (REP). Yet a
short distance away (approximately 2.5 km), the community studied (the Nucleus Community
as explained in Chapter 3) has been struggling to get electricity for over six years. There are
about 3500 people within the community and there is a significant demand for electricity to
power needs for farming, cottage industries, home use, and other activities.
The target of the REP was the centre because it was believed that by supplying the centre all
communities surrounding the centre would benefit, through income generating and other
services that take place at the centre. Granted, there is thriving activity at the centre as it is a
business hub, and those who can afford to operate their commercial activities here are generally
happy. However, this being a rural area, electricity is needed on the farms where most of the
people are, and where farming activities and economic production can be facilitated at low cost.
At the centre, premises are expensive to rent and there is congestion due to the number of
people competing to operate from there. These are sentiments that were expressed by members
of the Nucleus communities that were interviewed.
Although the farmers are only about three kilometers from the centre, their area is considered
to be outside the coverage of the REP. Strangely, when they seek electricity from KPLC, which
is the authority implementing the REP, they are asked to pay for electricity connection at the
same rates applicable to people who are in cities and other urban areas. People here wonder
why they cannot be charged for the connections at the same subsidized rates as those who are
included in the REP. The relatively high charges they are expected to pay are indicated in a later
part of this chapter.
For the time being, the farmers remain anxious to get electricity and have prepared themselves
in any way they can to receive the energy. The pictures in Figure 12 demonstrate examples of
requirements for electricity, one being for an unconnected house that has an internal wiring
installation already, and mushroom seedlings that need controlled lighting and heat through
electrical means. Crude ways are being used for substituting electricity in the latter example.
Overall, the farmers are willing to contribute to any reasonable charges, or do whatever it takes
to get connected. Their indication during interviews was that their interest in electrical power is
so strong that it can in itself serve as a uniting factor in matters of cooperative endeavours.
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Fig. 12: Waiting for Electricity Supply
House with electrical installation but no power

INSET 1---Switches in house, INSET 2----Meter box in house
INSET 3---Mushroom seedlings culture behind the house
(Pictures by author)

It was interesting for the author when he approached the Nucleus Community for the first time
to seek discussions with them. The initial contact was a key informant who after the discussion
went to speak with potential interviewees. Due to language translation and other
communication distortions, or may be because of the emotional state that people were already
in concerning electricity, the people contacted wrongly understood that the author was carrying
out a study that would lead to power connection in their area. There was therefore a huge
response by people wanting to come for interviews. There had to be a lot of explaining to get
the people to understand that the study was only exploring possible ways of rural electrification
through community organization.
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The situation at Isoge (Nyansiongo), where the next community was studied was similar to the
one at Mumias. Despite clarifications, people were preoccupied with matters of when and how
they would get electricity.
5.1.2 Frustrations in getting electricity
Besides being denied the opportunity of getting supply under the REP, the communities
studied were subjected to a great deal of hassling in their efforts to get power. They were made
to understand that there is no way they can get electricity apart from making applications to
KPLC as commercial consumers. This category of potential electricity consumers is one that is
expected to meet the full cost of extending and connection of power, without subsidies as given
under the REP. Therefore, they were treated as though they were non-rural consumers.
The community members went ahead to apply for electricity. Under the commercial procedure
for getting power from KPLC, an application is made indicating the applicant’s power
requirements. Then follows a site survey by staff of the utility to determine how power can be
supplied, and the cost that would be involved. A quotation is prepared on the basis of the full
cost of the proposed supply, and the applicant or consumer is served with a letter indicating the
amount required. Arrangements for putting up the power system necessary for provision of
supply are made, and implementation is carried out only after the consumer pays the full
amount of the quotation.
Unfortunately, the applicants are made to wait endlessly for a quotation and, as receipt of
applications may or may not be acknowledged, the application may even be lost in KPLC’s
bureaucratic system for processing of applications. A case in point is an application that was
made by one group in the Mumias Nucleus Community, under the name Ekama Electrification
Self-help Group Project. The application was made in November 1999, and the quotation was
given in August 2001, that is over a period of more than 20 months. Samples of copies of
documents relating to the power supply project are included in the Appendix (Mum-E1 to
Mum-E23), and similarly copies of documents for an electricity project at Isoge are appended
(Isog-E1 to Isog E-2)
Even after going through the torment of waiting for a quotation for so long, the quotation that
was given to the Ekama group amounted to Ksh 14.4 Million. This sum was supposed to be
paid by 29 people who were in the group, regardless of the fact that the same supply system
when constructed would be able to cheaply serve other people in the neighbourhood of the
group. The most difficult part is that each of the 19 people was being asked to pay an amount
of about Ksh 500, 000.00.
Just to gauge the ability of the Ekama group to meet the quoted cost of supply, it may be noted
that the group together with others decided to collect funds from interested members. The
money collected would go to meeting the cost of supply in their area, and each individual’s
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target contribution was Ksh 3000.00 for men, and Ksh 2000.00 for women. Other
contributions would be sought from potential institutional and individual donors. The amount
that was collected by 40 people between November 1999 and January 2005, was approximately
Ksh 104,000.00, or at a rate of collection of about Ksh 42.00 per month per person. This means
that on average it would never be possible to meet the quoted amount of Ksh 500,000 per
person. Obviously, there are some among the members of the group who can afford the
amount, but even then they would take many months to reach the total.
To further illustrate the difficulty of affording the cost of power, information from the field
visit pointed to a request for assistance to the Ekama project, sought from the local
constituency leadership. The Kenya government has been setting aside some money for each
constituency in the country, to be used for development projects selected by a constituency
committee. The fund so created is known as the Constituency Development Fund (CDF), and
the chairman of the CDF committee is normally the area member of parliament. It is from this
fund that the Ekama group requested for a contribution, and they were fortunate to have an
allocation. However, the only amount they could get from this source was Ksh 787, 227.00,
which is barely what each individual in the Ekama group was expected to raise.
There were other groups within the Nucleus Community who separately sought power supply,
and copies of documents relating to their cases are in the Appendix; but in all the cases studied
the groups have remained without supply up to now. The main reason for the lack of supply is
the prohibitive cost of supply and the absence of the right support for the community’s effort
towards electrification. The same can be said of the Isoge Community which was also studied,
and it is very pertinent as it went through similar experiences as the Nucleus one. In the Isoge
case, endeavours have been going on to provide electricity to the people since 1992. As copies
of documents in the Appendix show, the community has been having a group of about 150
people, who have been asked to pay an amount of about Ksh 32 Million for power supply.
An important point for this thesis study is the dominance of the belief in national or grid-based
power supply amongst the communities. Despite the frustrations that the studied communities
have been going through, there appears to have been little or no thought about alternative ways
of getting power, apart from the established grid. To a number of those interviewed, the idea of
the communities coming up with their own supplies seemed to be far-fetched. They also did
not seem to attach importance to off-grid alternatives like solar Photo-Voltaics power, which is
commonplace in peri-urban and some rural areas of the country. The alternatives were not
appealing because they cannot provide enough power for the communities’ farm and business
use
5.1.3 Readiness of communities to act in groups
Due to the strong community spirit that exists in the areas studied there has been a proliferation
of community groups created for various purposes, most of which were developmental. In part,
the groups were there to provide services that the people felt were not forthcoming from
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governing and other authorities. However, the groups were mainly what are referred to as Selfhelp Groups (SHG’s). Considering Mumias Nucleus Community alone, which has about 3500
people, there were over 200 such groups; and some of the groups have been in operation for
ten years and over.
These entities are not as formal as other community–based organizations; preference for them
being on account of their uncomplicated structure and requirements, which can be easily
understood and acted upon by the generally semi-educated community members. An insight
into the nature of SHGs can be gained from the following excerpt from Mumma (2005), who
considered the possibility of using such grouping for community-based water supply, and who
with a little paraphrasing said:
“Statutory law provides for various systems for registering organizations, which could be adopted by
communities. These can be categorized broadly into membership based organizations and non-membership
based organizations.
Membership based organizations are typified by the society, also known as the association. The Societies
Act, Chapter 108 of the Laws of Kenya provides for the registration and control of societies. It defines a
society as an association of twelve or more persons. Registration of the association as a society grants the
association legal personality under the laws of Kenya, and it may be noted that the cooperative is considered
as a form of society. However, the cooperative society is registered and regulated by the Cooperative Societies
Act, Chapter 490 of the Laws of Kenya
Unlike self-help groups, and excluding cooperatives, societies are registered by the Registrar of Societies,
whose office is under the Attorney General and located in Nairobi. This makes it difficult – and

expensive - for the marginalized rural communities to register a society as they
would have to travel to Nairobi or engage an agent – often a lawyer - in Nairobi to
carry out the registration on their behalf. Therefore self-help groups are preferred by the

communities as their registration is done within the districts where the communities are, under the Ministry
of Gender, Sports, Culture, and Social Services. …………… ………………… In the Provisions
Act, Chapter 2 of the Laws of Kenya, the word “person” refers to legal or natural person. As the self-help
group is not a legal person, it would not qualify to be a water services provider”

Thus the SHGs can carry out activities that do not have rigorous legal and other requirements,
but risk loss in case of legal suits. For the same reason, the groups have been operating through
loose arrangements, where such practices as record keeping, auditing, and general management
are not done professionally. Most of them survive because of the strong element of community
trust that characterizes them. Furthermore, the communities have little interest in other forms
of CBO’s such as cooperatives, because they feel the SHGs serve their socio-economic pursuits
well enough. In any case, organizations like cooperatives are in their view tainted as will be
explained in the following section.
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An example of an SHG is the Ebumanyi Community Power Project, which has 43 members. It
was formed by some members of the Mumias Nucleus Community whose aim is to get
electricity to the participants in the project. Copies of the SHG’s documents illustrating a
Certificate of Registration, list of members, Constitution, and minutes of a meeting are included
in the Appendix (mum-G1 to Mum-G11). Each member of the SHG is required to register at a
fee of KSh 100.00 (one hundred Kenya Shillings), and contribute at least KSh 3,000.00 towards
the cost of electrification.
In some respects, the SHGs act as community financial institutions. Many of them receive and
bank members’ contributions or shares, along with any revenues from business activities and
donations. On the strength of the deposits, members are able to get loans as needs arise. This is
one facility that attracts many members, as through the loans they are able to meet emergency
needs such as meeting hospital bills and funeral expenses. Members can also meet
commitments like payment of school fees. In the interviews, there were many references of
“Merry-go-rounds”, which mean a revolving fund arrangement for assistance of members..
Although this SHG is a single-purpose one, others are usually designed to serve multiple
functions. The range of activities undertaken by SHGs in the communities studied include:
poultry and bee keeping, bread baking, cane-cutting, bicycle taxi transportation, looking after
orphans, and craftsmen works (Jua Kali or Hot Sun). The last activity involves a host of subactivities within the metal, wood, and building fabrication lines; and is known as Jua Kali
because the men or women who do the work operate in the open where they are often exposed
to the hot sun.
The SHGs are to some extent divided according to different age groups and genders. There are
those that have a majority of women, such as those engaged in bakery and orphanage activities.
Then, there are those that are almost solely patronized by young men of between 20 and 30
years. The latter include those carrying out bicycle taxi transportation, Jua Kali, and cane-cutting
businesses. Overall, the scope of the SHGs is very wide, and there is no doubt that if organized
more effectively and professionally, these groups can improve the communities’ livelihoods
substantially. They also stand a good chance of being sustainable as they are initiated by the
people and have a high degree of community commitment.
Those interviewed contend that there are only a few SHGs that entirely depend on donor
support. They, in any case, attribute the occurrence of most group failures to such dependence.
What they consider essential is capacity development for the SHGs. If external assistance is
focused on the development, it is reckoned that the groups can thrive on self-drive. Indeed, at
Mumias the issue of capacity building is given high merit, and an NGO known as the
Community based Tuition Agency exists precisely to cater for the required uplifting.
Elsewhere in Kenya, the SHG type of organization has been tried in community electrification
initiatives. The cases, as analyzed by Balla (2003), are three community-based small-hydro
power projects undertaken in Meru (Tangu Kabiru), and Kirinyaga (Thima and Kathamba)
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areas of the country. So far, there is good progress of electrification through the initiatives.
Some details of the electrification are given towards the end of this chapter.
5.1.4 Lack of awareness and unfavourable experiences with cooperatives
Depending on whom you ask in Kenya, you will be given different versions of what a
cooperative is all about. A rich coffee farmer who has acquired his or her wealth through a
cooperative will give a glowing account of cooperatives, and is bound to see the organization as
“our society”. The implied ownership will however be seen as a joint ownership between the
people and the government. To a worker in a city or town, depending on the amount of shares
he or she owns in a cooperative and the size of loans obtainable, the cooperative is most likely a
good source of investment. Nevertheless, the worker will be in agreement with the average rural
person in the view that the government is behind the cooperative.
The average rural person is the one who forms the largest portion of the Kenyan population,
and he or she is the most frequently encountered one in the communities studied in this thesis.
Those interviewed within the communities see the cooperative as the government organization
that assists farmers in getting inputs for their crops, collecting their produce, carrying out
processing and marketing, and finally paying for their production. In their areas, there is now
drastically reduced level of activities at the farming related cooperatives, and there are private
companies doing most of the work that was being done by cooperatives. Mention was made of
the fact that a community like the Mumias Nucleus Community is served by less than 5
cooperatives.
In discussions with members of the communities studied, it also became apparent that they
have some faith in SACCOs operating in their areas. Although these societies are still
“government related”, they have been providing much needed advances for meeting personal
expenses and development. Since most community members are farmers, and payments for
their produce is usually delayed, they can borrow money from their SACCOs against the
security of the expected payments. Still, their faith in the societies is partial because they do not
see the societies as their own, and past failures have caused losses in their savings.
In fact, there was plenty of evidence observed in connection with the negative perceptions of
cooperatives. During a focus group meeting in Mumias, one prominent community member
produced a list of people who are expected to be surcharged for misusing SACCO funds. A
copy of the list is included in the Appendix (Coop-Q1 to Coop-Q8), and it shows amounts
irregularly acquired or sums that people have borrowed and failed to repay. People in the list
include members, management staff, and directors. The amounts involved are substantial, and
they could certainly lead to closure of the cooperative if it was a small one.
During an interview with one official of a farmers’ cooperative society within the Isoge
Community, it was learnt that the society is surviving only marginally, and is recovering from a
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near collapse. This is the only agricultural cooperative in the community. A look around the
society offices showed signs of dilapidation, and it was learnt that directors double up as
management staff since the society is unable to hire workers. It was explained that some of the
causes for the poor state of the society were non-payment for pyrethrum and milk delivered
more than three years back, and some funds misuse.
A most telling piece of evidence explaining the negative perception of cooperatives in large
sections of the Kenyan population came from a government minister. In a widely publicized
meeting in Nairobi, the Minister for Cooperative Development and Marketing, who is in charge
of the entire cooperative movement in the country, posed the following question:
“Where do you think their campaign money is going to come from?”
The question was in response to a journalist’s question which sought to find out why the
minister ordered cooperative officials to relinquish positions in their societies before
engaging in campaigns for elected posts they wish to vie for in this year’s Kenyan general
election. What the minister meant was that if the officials remain in their positions during
campaigns they would use society money to fund their activities, thus acknowledging
existence of malpractices in cooperatives.
While the negative portrayal is gaining ground, there is very limited effort being made to endear
cooperatives to the people, especially at the grassroots. There used to be cooperative extension
services by government officers, but these have virtually stopped. Additionally, member
education at the community based cooperatives is receiving minimal attention. Thus, it is not
surprising that most of those interviewed have no idea about cooperative principles, and to
them a cooperative is not their organization. Some of those who have the right idea see
problems in adopting the cooperative form of organization. One enlightened community
member said:
“The integrity of a cooperative is about leadership, if you get good leadership a cooperative will do well, if
there is bad leadership the cooperative will fail”
The main import of this statement is that the right leadership is what is lacking, mostly from
those who should be promoting cooperatives amongst the communities.
5.1.5 Some positive trends in cooperatives
As indicated in the previous chapter, there are developments that augur well for the future of
cooperatives in the country. Government’s improvement of cooperative legislation and
favourable response to cooperators’ wishes are some of the trends that will facilitate desired
growth of the cooperative movement. The rising level of professionalism in the movement will
also help in reducing mismanagement and misuse of resources. It may also be possible to have
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accelerated adoption of the cooperative type of organization once the steering and running of
cooperative societies is done increasingly correctly.
With regard to increased professionalism, some evidence was obtained at one of the rural
SACCOs visited during field studies. The society, known as the Mumias Outgrowers
Cooperative Savings and Credit Society (MOSACCO), draws most of its membership from
sugar cane farmers in the cane growing zones of Mumias, Butere, Kakamega, Busia, Bungoma,
and Siaya districts. The area served is within a radius of over 50 Km, and the society offices are
located in Mumias market centre. The society is the banking arm of the Mumias Outgrowers
Company Ltd, which provides sugar cane farming services like inputs provision, harvesting,
transportation, and payments.
MOSACCO is duly registered by the Commissioner for Cooperatives, and up to 31st December
2005 had a total membership of 43,515. Observations made during the field visit showed good
organization of the offices, staff, and record keeping. It was learnt that the society had serious
problems before the current management team took over. Indeed, the surcharges that were
mentioned in the preceding section are for recovery of MOSACCO dues and irregular
expenditures. Copies of documents giving facts about the society are in the Appendix (MOSC-1
to MOSC-8). Additionally, available records indicate growth in membership, share capital, and
turnover as given in Figure 13.
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Fig. 13: MOSACCO 4-Year Performance
(Source: MOSACCO records)

5.1.6 Uncertainty in business capacity and relations with industries
Typical business activities undertaken by the communities largely on their own are those that
fall within the scope of self-help groups (SHGs). As mentioned earlier, these activities include
poultry and bee keeping, bread baking, cane-cutting, bicycle taxi transportation, fabrication and
building, and micro-financing. It is generally evident that these business endeavours provide
occupations and livelihoods for many community members. They are therefore very important
for socio-economic development.
On the contrary, just as the SHG form of organization under which the activities are
undertaken is informal, the business pursuits are not systematic. Documentation and record
keeping are not done consistently, auditing of accounts is partial, and reporting is irregular. It is
therefore difficult to ensure efficiency in the community businesses, and sustainability is
uncertain. Evidently, this situation can be explained by the general lack of business training
among the community members. This fact has been recognized by most of those providing
assistance to the communities, especially NGOs. The thrust of many programmes of assistance
has therefore been business capacity building.
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Another difficulty with community businesses is that the dividing line between economic or
commercial pursuits on one hand, and social welfare promotion on the other, is very hazy. It is
definitely necessary for communities to strike a good balance of the two aspects as indicated in
the theory section of this report, but where economic efficiency is paramount community
businesses score poorly. This explains why public- private partnerships involving private
companies and rural communities do not do well where business has to be carried out within
the partnerships.
To illustrate the view about community linked public-private partnerships, some evidence
collected during the field study is worth mentioning. In this case, the author tried to explore
the possibility of the Mumias Nucleus Community partnering with the Mumias Sugar Company
(MSC) to extend power supply from the company’s facilities to the community. From MSC the
author sought a comment on the company’s willingness to participate in such a partnership,
especially with application of its social responsibility policy. After writing to the company, and
making many futile attempts to get a reply, the first response was that legislation has to be
changed to accommodate sale of power by MSC and other private power producers in the
country.
It is true that the current electric power legislation does not allow sale of electricity at retail
level. However, the point the author was making was not about starting an electricity business,
but assisting the community to get electricity supply particularly from the renewable energy
source at MSC. This was made clear to the company, and it was also pointed out that where
assistance towards socio-economic development is targeted, the government can give special
dispensation for retail supply to the community. In response, MSC gave a reply that essentially
amounted to saying they are in commercial business and would not wish to engage in a
developmental venture. A plausible explanation of this is that they do not want to compromise
their economic efficiency, by getting involved in the suggested partnership with the community.
On the part of the community, those interviewed expressed varied views about possible
electrification through joint efforts between MSC and the community. Some were happy that in
the past the company has exercised its social responsibility well by, among other things,
improving roads, contributing towards construction of schools, and employing community
members at the MSC factory. Others complained that despite the community providing much
of its land to the MSC factory and its estate, there was very little assistance given in return.
However, all were in agreement that the company’s policy towards the community has changed
drastically since the company was privatized.
The general perception of the community members was that MSC has become highly
commercial. One member was very emphatic about this and said:
“See how they have constructed extensive street lighting and advertising bill boards in the major town of
Kakamega, which is over 32 Kilometers away, and yet they cannot assist us here”
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Such views are supported by scenes like the one depicted in Figure 14. The shop with the large
advertisement of MSC sugar is at a market near Mumias, but the whole market has no electricity
supply. It is the feeling of the community members that MSC is ready to use opportunities
provided by its members, like the one for the advertisement, but what the company gives back
is minimal.

Fig. 14: Mumias Sugar Company Sign of Commercialization
(Picture by author)

5.1.7 Continued Need for Government Support and Direction
Evidence noted in the thesis study so far indicates that over the years, a culture of strong
dependence on the government has been entrenched in Kenya. This has been particularly so in
the expectation for the government to initiate and run or facilitate public services. Amongst the
services are those that are provided through cooperative and electrification organizations which
are being considered in this study.
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The heavy reliance on the Kenya government can be attributed to the way that the services
were introduced after changeover from the colonial system to the independent state. It was
soon after the changeover that the government undertook to provide public services on the
premise that there was a paucity of capacity for citizens to undertake such services themselves.
The situation has not changed much for the period of over 46 years since independence was
secured.
There are of course services like rural electrification which are capital intensive and cannot be
left to the people to undertake on their own, given the widespread poverty among the
population. However, there is no strong reason why people’s capacities are not being
developed, for at least partially engaging in provision of the services. Along with the capacity
development, there is also need for education and awareness creation to get people out of the
dependence mentality.
During interviews with members of the communities that were studied, there was clear
reluctance by the people to think of possibilities for themselves getting involved in
electrification. Obviously, their hopes for getting supply through the government have been
high since they are in rural areas, and they feel that they deserve to be included in the REP.
Although they have been made to understand that they are not among those to be supplied
under the REP, they have not considered options other than grid-based power. More
importantly, they have not been sensitized about other possible ways of getting electricity, like
was done in the case of the communities in Meru and Kirinyaga, mentioned in section 6.3 of
this report. The end result has been a futile and endless wait for electric power, and lost
opportunities for socio-economic development.
Another example described in Chapter 4, was the case where it became necessary for the Kenya
government to re-establish control in cooperatives, after the withdrawal of its strong grip on
cooperative affairs. The withdrawal occurred during the push for liberalization, which saw a
change of legislation to facilitate freeing of the cooperatives. Soon after the change there was an
upsurge of misuse of resources in the cooperatives, and the government was asked by
cooperative members to save their societies from invasion by corrupt directors and other
leaders. The problem was that the withdrawal was done too abruptly, and cooperators had not
been prepared for the takeover of their societies.
It is apparent that the dependency nature would continue for a long time to come, unless early
and resounding measures are taken to put the average citizens more in charge of their own
public services. However, before the citizens are empowered to take over, there will be need for
the government to continue its supportive and guiding role; and the exercise of this duty should
be done diligently so that services are rendered effectively. Cooperative and rural electrification
services are some of the examples that require focused government attention.
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5.2 Physical and Technical findings
Part of the investigation in the Mumias and Isoge areas was directed towards looking into the
possibility of getting power supply from the main agro-industries in the areas to the studied
communities. This part was constrained by limitation of resources of the thesis study and the
concentration of efforts on the socio-economic aspects of the study. However, some indicative
information was obtained as presented in the following.
The first study area of Mumias is as indicated on the map in Figure 15; and its principal agroindustry is a sugar factory owned by the Mumias Sugar Company Ltd (MSC).

Fig. 15: Mumias Nucleus Community Potential Power Supply Sources
(Drawn from site observations by author)
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A great deal of interest in the factory has arisen lately, from people outside the area as well as
community members within, the majority of whom are sugar cane farmers depending on the
factory for their livelihood. The interest is due to the production of electric power at the factory
from bagasse, which is a by-product of sugar cane processing. The electricity produced is a
renewable form of energy and is a practical example of energy produced from a rural
community source. Therefore, it has a lot of promise in giving a sustainable supply of power,
and hence the interest.
Although the factory receives power from KPLC, the external supply is used only for part of
the power requirements of the plant. The internal supply is for the most critical requirements,
and for non-electrical (heat) energy needs. Another important aspect is that there is so much
power generated at the factory that there is an excess that is being sold, the current buyer being
KPLC. A total production capacity of 13.5 MW exists at the factory, while only 7 MW is used,
and 2 MW is purchased from KPLC. In turn, 2.5 MW is sold from the factory to KPLC. There
is therefore another surplus capacity that can be used in supplying other consumers.
As has been indicated previously, the Mumias Nucleus Community, whose members occupy
the area shown on the map, has been trying for a long time to get power supply. The
community has been hoping to have power extension from KPLC’s nearby networks indicated
on the map. Unfortunately, the efforts to secure supply have not been successful, for reasons
that have been mentioned earlier. Now, with a source of energy present at the MSC factory,
there is a possibility for an alternative supply for the community.
A visual inspection of the study area revealed that a high voltage line (11 or 33 Kilo-Volts by
Kenyan standards) can be constructed, from the factory to the community area. On a direct
route to the approximate mid-point of the area, the distance of the extension would be about 3
km, as opposed to a 2.5 km extension from Mumias Market Centre to the same point. These
are indicative figures but they illustrate the alternative possibility. Other physical facilities that
would have to be put up to provide power to the community would be additional power
equipment at the factory, and low voltage (415 and 240 Volts by Kenyan standards) lines and
meters.
There are, of course, a number of policy related issues that would have to be resolved for the
alternative possibility to be actualized. Full coverage of these issues is outside the scope of this
study, but they are briefly covered in the discussion section and other chapters of this report.
The second study area was the one occupied by the Isoge Community, shown on the map on
Figure 16. Here, the situation regarding electricity supply to the community is very similar to the
one facing the Mumias Nucleus Community. However, the factory of interest in this case is a
tea processing plant owned by the Nyansiongo Tea Factory Ltd. Electricity to the plant is being
supplied entirely by KPLC, but there are tentative plans to generate power from one or more
small hydropower sources, within the company’s tea growing zone. The zone referred to here is
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not owned by the company, but is occupied by small-holder tea farms whose owners and
farmers are suppliers of the company.

Fig. 16: Isoge Community Potential Power Supply Sources
(Drawn from site observations by author)

Proposals that are being made are for getting power from the hydro-power site(s) to the factory,
and supplementing KPLC supply, possibly with a surplus for sale. It is from the proposed
renewable supply source at the factory that the Isoge Community may have a source of
alternative and sustainable energy.
The community has, like the one at Mumias, made many futile attempts to get electric power
from KPLC. The proposed power at the factory could be used to solve their problem. There is
a direct distance of about 4 km from the factory to the approximate centre of the community
area. It is almost the same distance from the nearest KPLC power supply point at the
Nyansiongo Centre to the community. Supply from the factory to the community can be made
available along the same lines as the ones suggested for the Mumias Nucleus Community, and
the same policy issues would need to be addressed.
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5.3 Other Evidence
A relevant set of projects for this thesis study is the group of three community small-scale
hydropower initiatives that have been undertaken in Meru and Kirinyaga areas of Kenya. From
information by Balla (2003), the areas are around Mount Kenya, which is approximately 170 km to
the north east of Nairobi. The first initiative is the Tungu Kabiri project within the Meru area, and
located to the east of the mountain. The second and third initiatives are the Thima and Kathamba
projects, both of which are within the Kirinyaga area, and they lie to the south of the mountain.
The projects have been carried out as pilots through joint efforts among Practical Action East
Africa (formerly ITDG EA), Nottingham Trent University, the Government of Kenya, and the
local communities around the project sites. They aim at enabling rural communities to exploit small
hydropower resources for meeting their electrification needs. Since there is good potential in the
projects to mitigate environmental impacts of energy generation, most of the funding for capital
expenditure was obtained from the UNDP/GEF Small Grant Programme.
Significant involvement of the communities has been a major feature of the projects. At the
construction stage, and through Self-help Groups (SHGs), the communities provided labour,
building materials for the dam structures, and poles for power lines. While some of them
contributed through donation of land, all of them made financial contributions through the tariffs
that were applied at the operation stage.
Although the amounts of power produced in each project is small (14 Kw, 2.2 Kw, and 1.2 Kw for
Tungu Kabiri, Thima, and Kathamba respectively), there was adequate power for the communities.
Due to the low level of power requirements, costs were minimized through use of low-cost
technologies at the generation plants, and power lines. By matching the technologies with the
power requirements in the projects, it was possible to achieve economies that are normally difficult
to achieve with power systems provided by large power utilities like KPLC. This is a critical point
that makes large power utilities unsuitable for small community power projects.
After construction, ownership of the project assets and businesses was passed to the communities.
Since training was also given to community members by the project facilitators, responsibility for
operation and maintenance of the power systems was passed to the communities. Where the
communities have lacked the necessary expertise, they have been hiring required staff.
It is also important to note that the community served through the Thima project had gone
through the hurdles of trying to get power from KPLC before the hydropower project came up.
Like those in the Mumias Nucleus and Isoge communities, described in the last two sections,
members of the Thima community were asked to pay costs that they could not afford. They
abandoned the pursuit of getting power from KPLC, and were later lucky to be included in the new
project.
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___________
6
___________
DISCUSSION
With evidence from the communities studied, and general facts regarding cooperatives and
electrification in Kenya and worldwide, in this chapter an analysis of the thesis study findings is
done. At the opening of the chapter a summary of the thesis study up to the end of the data
collection stage is given so as to facilitate analysis. Then follows a reappraisal of the theoretical
arguments presented at the beginning of the report, and analysis of the study findings is done
against the backdrop of the arguments. The information derived from the analysis is linked to
the study’s conclusions and recommendations that are included in the final chapter.

6.1 Study Summary
At the outset of this study report, the overall goal and objectives of the thesis task were defined.
It was stated that the goal is to seek knowledge and action on creation of cooperatively
organized and community based rural electrification that can lead to poverty reduction in
Kenya. In order to attain the goal, it was planned to investigate the state of rural cooperatives,
seek general information about RE cooperatives and the possibility of Kenyan communities
forming such cooperatives, explore the possibility of using renewable energy from agroindustries in community based RE, and disseminate information that would lead to action on
the study’s findings. The study is premised on the likely feasibility of development of RE
through community cooperatives; and the idea is inspired by the cooperative culture that is
evident in a large segment of the Kenyan society.
Background information on Kenya indicates that the country secured independence from the
British colonial powers in 1963. For sometime after attainment of independence, the nation
remained under the influence of foreign powers who exercised control through economic aid.
In the formative years of the new state, centralized development planning and governance
generally was instituted; and despite attempts at decentralization in later years the direction of
all activities has remained nucleated. Indeed, it was necessary to have a strong central focus in
the beginning, but subsequent neglect of rural parts of the country called for devolution.
Resistance to devolution has been encountered and it stems from the existence of patronage
and corruption that force the retention of powers at the central level. The new government that
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was elected in 2002 has been trying to fight the vices but so far there has been limited success in
the government efforts.
The neglect of rural areas arising from excessive centralization has led to among other things a
low level of electricity supply outside urban centres. On account of this paucity of electric
power, and recognition of the essential nature of electricity in socio-economic development, the
REP was formed. It is however unfortunate that the programme has been running for over 30
years, but due to political self-interests it has made very little impact. Hope for improvements in
RE is now being placed on a proposed rural electrification authority that is expected to take
over the programme, from the commercially oriented KPLC.
Analysis of the problem focused upon in the thesis study indicates that access to electric power
in Kenya’s rural areas is less than 5%. The low level of power supply contributes significantly to
underdevelopment of non-urban areas specifically and the country generally. Through
improvement of the availability of power, a measure of poverty reduction and sustainable
development, as aimed for in this thesis, can be achieved. One of the major barriers to be
overcome so as to make the improvement is lack of the necessary institutional capacity. The
barrier can be overcome substantially by involving rural communities in RE, and it is reckoned
that cooperatives can be suitably used for the community engagement. The thesis study focuses
on exploring the cooperative approach to RE through the communities.
The theoretical framework for the thesis study is based on the deployment of social capital in
the advancement of RE, with a view to effectively reducing poverty and enhancing sustainable
development. It is deemed that the cooperative form of organization is the right tool for the
social capital deployment, and a philosophical perspective for this presupposition is presented.
It is shown how the principles upon which the cooperative is founded make the cooperative a
suitable vehicle for RE. Guided by the theoretical standpoint of social capital and cooperative
organization, the study proceeds via a case study methodology, where Kenya is selected as the
case example, and two communities in the country are chosen for closer examination. A
qualitative approach to the study is adopted, where interview and focus group discussion
methods are employed. There is also extensive recourse to literature and content analysis.
A presentation of the study country shows that economically Kenya ranks highly in sub-Saharan
Africa, with an average GDP income per capita of USD 448. However the country is only
slightly above the level of the least developed countries. There are very limited natural
resources, and most of the commercial energy is imported in the form of petroleum oil. Energy
for non-commercial use is mostly obtained from biomass resources, and this has been one of
the main reasons for forest cover depletion and environmental degradation. The bulk of the
population lives in the country-side where electricity and other forms of modern energy are
scarce, and there is a great deal of poverty. Government steered rural electrification has done
little to provide power to the rural population, political manipulation being one of the key
factors for the low RE coverage. The problem of RE will also be addressed in the PACEAA
project, which is looking into ways of serving rural communities from renewable energy
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generated or potentially obtainable from agro-industries; and the thesis study is complementary
to the project.
Due to the centrality of cooperatives in the thesis study, a fairly detailed historical analysis of
the organizations has been made. The widely acknowledged start of the cooperatives was in 19th
century Britain, where the industrial revolution caused mass unemployment and poverty among
the working class. The struggle for survival motivated workers and peasants to form
cooperatives as a means of carrying out businesses that were independent from the exploitative
middle and upper class employers and traders. Unlike the purely entrepreneurial businesses that
were operated by the rich for profit-making purposes, the cooperatives had the advantage of
promoting the economic as well as social wellbeing of the lower classes. They therefore became
very popular, and in later years even the middle class adopted them.
The European models of cooperatives were subsequently taken up by the USA and developing
countries. Nonetheless, in developing countries their formation and control has been a
government affair, and thus they do not conform fully to cooperative principles. In addition,
the intended beneficiaries of cooperatives in developing countries do not feel a sense of
ownership of the organizations. This is particularly evident in countries like Kenya, where
potential cooperators are the unenlightened masses who form the majority of the population.
While factors like excessive government involvement and lack of proper ownership have been
instrumental in bad performance of cooperatives, in Kenya there has been a counter force
stimulating a segment of the same organizations. Stimulation has come from large transfers of
small savings and loans businesses from large financial institutions to SACCOs. As a result, the
overall trend of performance of cooperatives in Kenya has been upwards. The good
performance is partly attributed to a large proportion of professional membership and
management of the SACCOs.
Most of the facts indicated above regarding cooperatives apply equally to RE and many other
economic activities. Kenya does not have RE cooperatives, and this is one reason why this
thesis study is exploring the feasibility of starting them. Due to high capital requirements and
low if any return on investments, RE cooperatives depend strongly on government and other
support. Therefore, there has to be a trade-off between compliance with cooperative principles
and allowing external control in the cooperatives. Other factors that would need to be
considered in starting RE cooperatives include: freedom from interference by politicians; costeffectiveness of design, construction, and operation; and adequacy of technical and business
capacities.
Following literature reviews which yielded general information on cooperatives, data was
collected in the two rural locations of Mumias and Isoge within north-western and western
Kenya areas respectively. Mumias location is pertinent due to the presence of the Mumias Sugar
Factory in the vicinity of the location. This factory processes sugar, and is using sugar cane
waste to generate electricity. On the other hand, at Isoge there is the neighbouring Nyansiongo
Tea Factory which processes tea, and there is a plan to produce electricity from small
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hydropower resources within tea estates that serve it. The sugar and tea factories can potentially
supply electricity to the Mumias and Isoge communities respectively from their renewable
energy production. The other feature of the two locations which is particularly of interest to the
thesis study is that the communities in the locations are in rural areas and have no electricity.
The communities have made concerted but futile efforts to get power connections, as they have
many economic and social activities that require electricity. They are too poor to afford the
required connections, but are willing and able to contribute some money towards electrification.
Data collected during interviews and focus group discussions, and through participant and site
observations, yielded information that can be divided into seven themes. In abbreviated form
the themes are: general desire for electricity, frustration in getting electricity, readiness to act in
groups, ignorance about and poor image of cooperatives, some successes in cooperatives,
uncertainty about business capacities and relations with industries, and the need for government
support and direction. Under the first two themes, it transpired that both the studied
communities have for a long time been seeking supply of electricity. Although they are in rural
areas, they have not been included under the REP, and therefore they are not eligible for
government subsidized electrification. They have been asked to pay amounts of money that are
way beyond their humble means to get power connections. They have also been kept waiting
inordinately long to get quotations for supply.
Under the third and fourth themes it came to light that the communities are generally not aware
that cooperatives are supposed to be their own organizations, free from control from any
source including the government. They consider cooperatives to be government instruments of
governance and assistance. Moreover, cooperatives have had a poor image among the farmers
due to mismanagement that has caused decline or winding up of many of them. There were
only a handful of the organizations that are still functioning in the studied locations. On the
other hand, community members showed a lot of enthusiasm towards forming informal or
semi-formal groupings known as Self-Help Groups (SHGs). There was a proliferation of the
groups in the locations, and their activities ranged from farm production, electricity projects,
cottage industries, social assistance, to community banking. Members felt comfortable in the
SHGs as they did not have to rely on elites to run the groups for them, and there were no
complicated or expensive requirements for the SHG operation.
Included in the fifth theme is the fact that the only cooperatives that are operating well in the
locations are SACCOs. This category of cooperatives has attracted professional management
staff especially in urban areas, and professionalism has spread to SACCO branches and units in
rural areas. Although mismanagement affected all types of cooperatives previously, most
SACCOs have been able to recover and have a positive growth. Part of the problem facing
cooperatives in rural areas is lack of a business orientation in the directorship and management
of the organizations. The professionals who are taking over and turning round SACCOs are
trained in business skills, and that is why there are successes in SACCOs. The paucity of
business capacity is noted in the 6th theme, where in addition the commercial quality of the
popular Self-Help groups is seen as being below par. It is also apparent that due to the doubts
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that rural industries have about their neighbouring communities’ business capacity it would be
difficult to have a commercial partnership between the communities and the industries.
On the part of the communities, there is high expectation that the industries in their midst
should cater for their welfare through corporate social responsibility. A partnership with the
industries is therefore expected and in the process of the partnership the communities’ business
capacity could be built. The same culture of looking up to the authorities for community
development exists between the communities and the government. This is observed under the
7th and last theme. It is clear that the dependency mentality is deeply entrenched and will require
a great deal of civic education and government action to change it. Meanwhile, the government
should continue supporting and guiding the communities to the extent possible. One area in
which support is needed is in subsidization of electrification, and consideration should be made
for assisting the communities to get clean energy from the agro-industries producing such
energy.
Data collection at the study locations and in Kenya generally also included acquisition of
physical and site evidence; informal interviews with public officers, experts in various fields, and
members of the public; and perusal of literature and archival information that is specifically
available in Kenya. Through site observations at Mumias and Isoge, it was possible to gauge the
technical possibility of extending power supplies from the agro-industries at the locations to the
communities, and the possibility was confirmed. Extension of supplies could also be done from
nearby power grid points, but connection to specific clean energy sources like at the industries
would be an innovation that could be a replicable model for the country. Community based RE
using clean energy is not new in Kenya, as it has been pioneered in places like Meru and
Kirinyaga, but involvement of agro-industries in such RE initiatives has not been done. The
studied communities could therefore be the first to get power from community-industry
arrangements as are envisaged in the thesis study.

6.2 The Cooperative as a people’s tool
From observations made in the study, it has been seen that the cooperative can be a versatile
tool for simultaneous economic and social development. This was clearly the case from a
theoretical perspective, and from some experiences. The working class people and peasants in
industrialized countries were in the early days of the organization able to achieve a high level of
prosperity through the tool. Its success also attracted some middle class and upper class people
in later years.
However, the success in the western countries increasingly leaned on the economic dimension
of the cooperative, than on the social aspect. The cooperative of today’s industrialized nations
is thus more of a private company than a socio-economic organization in the theoretical sense;
and the transformation has taken place gradually. In a way, therefore, the situation in the West
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has been such that “The peoples’ business”, as Birchall (1994) calls the cooperative, is no longer
a cooperative but a commercial enterprise.
What seems to have happened is that the ideal cooperative was a useful tool during the
transitory period of social turmoil. This was the period of industrial revolution when there was
a class struggle; and, in this author’s view, the cooperative embodied the struggle between the
lower and upper classes of society. Seen from another direction, the cooperative was used by
the have-nots to wage a war against the oppressive haves. It was only after the war was won
that the weapon was reduced to a simple economic tool with a blunted social edge.
Evidently, the cooperative principles were formulated by thinkers in the West primarily with
people in the developed world in mind. Compliance with the principles therefore presented no
difficulties and, during the heydays of the socially oriented form of cooperatives, the tenets
were used to the full benefit of the western cooperators. There was strong empowerment
within and into the cooperatives, and generally no authorities meddled with the affairs of the
organizations. Doubtlessly, the general level of enlightenment of the masses helped greatly in
ensuring that there was full empowerment and independence. The ultimate outcome of the
strong position was a sustainable level of prosperity for cooperative movements.
While it is apparent that the cooperative as a social advancement tool was very necessary for a
few decades in the West, it is obvious that the tool has been of essence, and will continue to be
so for the foreseeable future, in developing countries. This is because of the long existence of
poor masses who need an organization to cater for their social welfare, as well as help them
advance economically. The cooperative can be the required solution for the people, but a
number of barriers prevent proper adoption of this form of organization. Among the obstacles
are: a low level of education and awareness within the masses, use of cooperatives by elites and
leaders as a means for political and economic self-advancement, excessive control by
governments, and general lack of resources.
The low level of education and awareness makes it difficult for people, especially in rural areas,
to know what the cooperative really is and the benefits or privileges that are associated with it.
The way that it was introduced to the people gives them the impression that it is a government
administration and governance instrument. It is also made to appear too complicated for the
people to manage by themselves, and thus elites and sophisticated leaders are required to
manage it on their behalf. As a consequence, the latter take advantage of the situation to acquire
riches and power emanating from cooperative resources.
Government control in cooperatives has been necessary because of barriers attributable to the
lack of enlightenment and elite capture. More significantly, there has been a need for the
government to play a supportive role towards nurturing cooperatives as vehicles for national
economic development. The government control has in many cases been so strong that its
reduction can cause chaos in cooperatives. This is as happened in Kenya, when there was a
move to liberalize the cooperative sector through government curtailing its involvement in the
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sector’s affairs. Also related to government control is support provided to cooperatives to help
them overcome the problem of lack of resources. Through governments’ own means or with
assistance fro donors and international agencies, it has been possible to assist cooperatives in
obtaining capital and other means for startup and operations. Withdrawal of government
control has often been accompanied by lessening of the required support.
The presence of the barriers to adoption of the ideal type of cooperative is a major drawback to
people’s initiation and ownership of within the cooperative movements. Instead of peopleoriented business enterprises, what exists is generally a government dominated type of
organization that supposedly serves economic and social interests of the masses. In such
organizations, cooperative principles are being practiced only remotely. Empowerment is also
insignificant, and may only take the form of government support to the cooperative.
It is argued here that it is quite possible that had cooperatives in developing countries been
structured to conform to the cooperative principles, they would have performed better on the
social front than western equivalents. As seen in the case of Kenya, social capital (Putnam,
2001) is abundant among the under-developed communities. It may be expected that the
business or economic aspects of the developing nations’ cooperatives would in many ways be
hampered by lack of business capacity among the people. Still, it can be envisioned that there
would be better social and economic balancing than has been the case in the west in recent
times.
From a Kenyan perspective, the situation is not very different from that found in developing
countries generally. One feature that distinguishes Kenya from many other similar countries,
and makes it the topmost in Africa, is the well developed aspect of SACCOs. The involvement
of professionals and the conducive environment for SACCOs to act as micro-finance
institutions, make this category of cooperatives flourish more than those in non-finance classes.
The problems of elite capture through corruption and patronage mostly affect rural
cooperatives, where few professional are in charge of the organizations.
Viewed against the perspective of the theoretical standpoints presented in Chapter 3 of this
report, the above points are condensed and depicted in the graphic in Figure 17.
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Fig. 17: Principal Characteristics of Cooperatives
(Compiled by the author)

6.3 Cooperatives in Relation to Rural Electrification
Rural Electrification (RE) is a capital intensive undertaking the benefits of which have a strong
social element. Therefore, government support is usually required for implementation of RE,
one responsibility of governments being facilitation of social development. Additionally, on
account of the large investments required, and low or negative returns expected, it is generally
not attractive to venture into RE business. Government or development-related intervention is
thus necessary to ensure RE is implemented, and people’s socio-economic development needs
are accordingly met. In this respect, since cooperatives are also designed to promote the same
type of development, harnessing of government and cooperative synergies can be greatly
beneficial to rural masses.
The complementary nature of governments and cooperatives in RE is applicable to developing
as well as industrialized countries. This fact is illustrated by the involvement of government in
rural electric cooperatives in the USA. In Chapter 4 of this report, it was noted that 70 years ago
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the rural parts of the states were in the same stage of development as the non-urban areas of
many developing countries today. Most rural people had no electricity and power utilities that
were more interested in defending their bottom lines avoided RE. The level of access to electric
power was as low as 10% and it was left to the people to help themselves. It was under these
circumstances that cooperatives were formed to carry out electrification within communal
groups.
However, the USA electric cooperatives could not by themselves achieve much in RE.
Government intervention had to be sought, and indeed there was great success through the
Rural Electrification Administration (REA) and NRECA, which connected the cooperatives to
the government. In less than 20 years the access to electricity in rural areas rose from 10% to
about 90%. Apart from proving that government facilitation in RE is essential the USA case
raises the question of whether electricity cooperatives can conform fully to the ideals of the
cooperative principles. With reference to the arguments about the proper functioning of
cooperatives advanced in the previous section, the question that particularly arises is: “Did the
USA electric cooperatives cede control when they depended on government assistance?” The
answer is partly yes, as the following slightly paraphrased excerpt from Tumiwa (2002)
indicates:
“…………Many service entities were created to take over the functions that had been served by the
REA, as government gradually reduced its role and the New Deal’s rural electrification development
programme evolved into a distinct segment of the commercial electric utility sector of the U.S. This aspect
of the U.S. rural electrification experience has very important implications for the success of similar
electric cooperative efforts in developing countries, namely, to develop strategies for transferring functions
and responsibilities from government administrators and supervisors to the coops themselves.
In the modern era, many NRECA member coops “opted out” of the REA, marking the end of their
dependency on government-assisted financing in exchange for greater independence.…………”
The fact that there were government supervisors for the cooperatives, and the cooperators
wanted to be free from the dependency indicates that there was government control.
Obviously, this was a price to pay for the support received, and in that regard the cooperatives
were not free from interference as cooperative principles require. Also to be noted is the fact
that the existence of external control makes the USA electric cooperatives an exception to the
rule as generally cooperatives have a high degree of autonomy in the country. Furthermore, this
aspect of electric cooperatives was transferred to developing countries that have adopted the
USA model, and it has been amplified in these countries due to the higher degree of
involvement of government in cooperatives generally.
The compromise that was inevitable in the USA underscores the normal difficulty of RE
cooperatives. Although it is ideal for cooperatives to run their businesses freely and
democratically, when external support has to be relied upon as in the case of RE businesses, the
cooperatives are forced to give up some of their autonomy – and full compliance with
cooperative principles. The government is usually the main source of support, but donors can
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play a major facilitative role as exemplified by the cases of the Philippines, Bangladesh and
Tanzania. Unquestionably, RE businesses cannot run successfully with total cooperative
principles conformity. It is therefore to be expected that developing countries have to accept
pseudo-cooperatives – what the author translates as “half-baked” cooperatives – in the area of
RE.
Notwithstanding that government control in RE cooperatives is imperative, and that it has
ensured success in some countries, there is need to divorce control from political interference.
From available evidence, it is critical that meddling by politicians is avoided in order to run the
cooperatives efficiently. Indeed, this should be the case for all RE. However, it requires a strong
government will to keep politicians out of RE affairs. The will has been well demonstrated in
Costa Rica and Bangladesh, and hence the RE cooperatives successes in these countries. It is
reasonable to believe that other developing countries can do likewise.
RE and the cooperative sectors in Kenya have been deeply infiltrated by politicians, to the
detriment of rural development. The haphazard and inequitable way in which RE has been
carried out so far is testimony to this. There is however hope for reduction, if not elimination,
of this malaise as progressive policies of the new government get entrenched. For example, the
starting of an RE authority marks the beginning of an opportunity to develop electrification
professionally, and with few economic and social distortions. The authority can be shaped into
a successful RE body, like the Rural Electrification board of Bangladesh, which coordinates and
implements RE through cooperatives. Another positive policy example is that of strengthening
of cooperative legislation to, among other things, enhance regulation and eliminate misuse of
resources in cooperatives.
With respect to rural people’s capacities for organizing and running enterprises successfully, the
situation relating to RE cooperatives is the same as, or a little more critical than, that prevailing
in developing nations generally. The levels of financial and technical skills needed to run RE
businesses are high. Therefore, for rural people to be involved in these businesses, a major
effort must be made to develop their capacities. A good example of the required endeavour is
the case of Urambo Electric cooperative in Tanzania. In this case, the Tanzanian government
through TANESCO, and the Swedish Environmental Institute (sponsored by SIDA),
developed and ran an elaborate training programme for the Urambo people. This is a successful
example which can be emulated by countries like Kenya.

6.4 Alternative Forms of Organizations
In the primary evidence of this thesis study, it was worthwhile to note that although the
popularity of cooperatives in rural areas of Kenya is low, there are preferred alternatives. By far,
the leading alternative is the Self-help Group (SHG) type of organization. The fact that at the
Mumias Nucleus Community there were close to 200 such organizations in a population of
around 3500 is remarkable, especially in view of the existence of less than 5 cooperatives in the
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same community. Preference for the SHG can attributed to inter alia: the simple nature of the
SHG, which the unenlightened community members can comprehend; the possibility for doing
without imposition of knowledgeable leaders, who would be necessary if the organization was
more formal or elaborate; the ability of members to participate on equal terms; and the
relatively low cost and convenience of starting and running SHGs.
The issue of leadership in SHGs and other similar community organizations is a complex one.
It poses a dilemma because on the one hand leaders with know-how are required to direct and
guide members, especially on matters of a technical nature. Unfortunately, the knowledgeable
leaders in many cases impose their will on the majority of members, and even take advantage of
their positions to acquire power and communal resources. When the leadership imposition
happens, most members become passive and leave affairs of their organizations to leaders. The
problem of passivity among members and leadership emasculation is common in the more
advanced community organizations like cooperatives. It is one of the main causes of
mismanagement of resources, and eventual decline or collapse of the organizations.
Conversely, SHGs do not necessarily require advanced leadership. In the SHGs there is a high
level of social capital (Putnam, 2001) as each member feels at par or on equal partnership with
other members. Since the cooperative spirit is also high, there is a protective attitude towards
communal resources; and due to substantial participation the organizations’ output is relatively
large. The end result is generally good performance amongst the organizations.
However, due to the informal nature of SHGs and like organizations, the business or
commercial side of the organizations is much weaker than the social side. As mentioned earlier,
the members may be only partially educated, and they are not adequately prepared for such
practices as book-keeping and records management. They would certainly be good in social
matters as these are within their capabilities. The good performance indicated above is therefore
more on the social dimension than on the commercial respect. It can also be concluded that the
preferred type of organization is more suitable for small-scale activities that do not involve any
complex issues.
Another drawback of the SHG’s is the lack of a good legal standing. According to Mumma
(2005), these organizations are not covered by substantive legal provisions. There is therefore a
risk of such entities losing out in case of complex legal suits. It has been indicated that the
solution to the legal problem is to convert the SHGs to community associations (ibid). This
change would cost the community some money. Legal advice would probably be required as
well, meaning more money would have to be paid and time spent. However, the organization
would be adequately covered legally after the change.
It would seem that the suitability of an SHG as an organization for RE has been recognized in
Kenya. This can be surmised from the small-scale community hydropower projects undertaken
in Meru and Kirinyaga areas of the country (Balla, 2003). There is however scanty information
about why the SHG type of organization was selected. A likely explanation would be that this is
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the form of grouping that the communities involved could easily identify with. It would be
interesting to know how in due course the projects will perform within the context of the SHG
organization type. However, it can be envisioned that progress would be good for as long as the
scale of activities remains small, and no legal tussles arise.
A suitable strategy for RE schemes that operate under SHGs could be to start up as such or as
community associations, and when they increase their level of activities they convert to
cooperatives. If the ongoing efforts to strengthen the cooperative sector in Kenya are
successful, there would be good incentive for the SHGs to convert to cooperatives, and for
formation of electric cooperatives at all scales of operation. In sum, it is argued here that there
is scope for future formation of RE cooperatives in Kenya, provided that the cooperative
membership is properly empowered. The necessary institutional arrangements would also need
to be established, including an RE body that would serve as an umbrella organization for
cooperatives. There would thus be no need for SHGs in the provision of RE.

6.5 General Facilitation of RE in Kenya
It is evident that past efforts to expand RE in Kenya have not achieved much. The fact that
over 95% of the population in the country’s rural areas does not have access to electricity after
30 years of the RE Programme (REP) is a clear manifestation of the under-achievement of the
efforts. There is no doubt that the politicization of the REP, an the inclusion of the programme
under KPLC which is a commercial entity, have a great deal to do with failures of the
programme. More important still, has been the paucity of innovative ideas on development of
RE, or non-implementation of good proposals.
Signs of very positive steps towards RE enhancement are now showing in such developments
like the enactment of the new Energy Act, 2006, which has paved the way for creation of an RE
authority. This entity should be able to perform much better than KPLC in expanding RE, as it
is dedicated to the task. If, at the same time, the level of political interference in RE is at least
minimized, the authority is bound to operate professionally and facilitate rural development
through electrification.
So far, the only entity that is allowed by law to distribute and sell electricity in Kenya is the
KPLC. This situation has been a bottleneck to expansion of RE since, if the law permitted,
there are many power producers who could use their electric power to supply rural people near
them. An example is the Mumias Sugar Company, mentioned in the previous chapter of this
report. Probably, consideration can be made under the rules of the new energy law to facilitate
provision of power from such producers to deserving rural communities.
With regard to power distribution by entities other than KPLC, it is noted that the minister for
Energy is empowered by law to allow exemption in special cases. The ministerial dispensation
was applied in the Meru and Kirinyaga examples indicated in the preceding sub-section. The
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justification for such permitting was the stimulation of community-driven electrification using
renewable energy. Although the communities are only allowed to distribute power among their
members, the measure taken is a significant first step towards facilitating non-utility power
distribution and promotion of community-driven electrification.
Another measure that can possibly be taken by the government to stimulate RE by
communities is facilitation through subsidy support. Reduction of costs through subsidization
of investment and operation, or investment only could greatly ease the communities’ burden
and make it possible for them to undertake electrification projects. For example, a group like
the Mumias Nucleus Community could be aided through subsidies and other financial support
to extend power from Mumias Sugar factory to their farms. The government could fund the
assistance from the RE levy that is normally charged to existing power consumers and used in
electrification projects. The government’s contribution could also be used to leverage assistance
from other sources such as donors.
The suggested assistance to rural communities would be equivalent to extending power to the
communities through the REP, but in an innovative way. Morover, getting power from a
renewable energy base as exists at the Mumias Sugar Factory would be promotion of the use of
a local sustainable energy source. While the promotion would be good for the economy, it
would also be an environmental protection measure. For the latter reason, clean energy funding
aid could be secured towards developing the community RE projects.

6.6 The PACEAA Project
Bearing in mind that this project seeks to pave the way for RE through utilization of clean
energy generated by agro-industries, the findings of this study are very compatible with the
project. The examples of Mumias Nucleus and Isoge communities serve as pertinent cases that
can be used in the initiative. In the study, the organizational aspects of electrification for the
communities have been explored; and it is clear that with the right kind of support, the
communities can effectively participate in providing power for their use. The support can be as
was given to the beneficiaries of the Meru and Kirinyaga projects (small hydro power projects
in Kenya), and the Urambo people (electricity cooperative in Tanzania). The PACEAA project
can make it possible for the communities as well as others in a similar situation to get the
support.
At the community level, the support needed is chiefly organizational, financial, and technical.
From an organizational perspective, what is required is to strengthen the institutional setup and
business capacity of the communities. Through capacity building that may be carried out by
government or other supporting agents, the business capabilities of the communities may be
enhanced. Since self-help groups already exist, these may be used initially for helping people to
get electricity. However, since the groups are loosely formed and legally weak, they should be
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assisted to convert to associations. The latter are more formal and have a sound legal status, and
therefore would enable the communities to carry out business effectively.
In the long run, it is reckoned that the organizational setup that would ideally serve the purpose
of RE leading to meaningful socio-economic development is the cooperative. This is as argued
in the preceding sections, and is well worth considering in the PACEAA Project. Although the
best starting organizational arrangement is that of a community association, this would be
suitable for very small initiatives such as those in Meru and Kirinyaga, and may be applied in
larger initiatives as a stop-gap measure. In this regard the Mumias Nucleus and Isoge
communities are included within the large initiative bracket due to the greater sizes of these
communities.
The starting of RE cooperatives would have to be done carefully in order to achieve the best
possible impact. The existing poor image of cooperatives in the rural areas is a significant
deterrent factor. A great deal would have to be done first to clear the negative portrayal. What
can be done within the PACEAA project is to initially sensitize relevant authorities in the
government on the benefits of electricity cooperatives, and the need to have measures towards
instituting the cooperatives. The authorities that would be critical in this regard are those in the
ministries of energy and cooperative development respectively. At a stage within the project or
afterwards, some pilot projects may be undertaken to demonstrate the potential impacts of RE
cooperatives.
The financial and technical aspects of the required support to communities are largely outside
the scope of this study, and it is expected that they will be addressed in detail in the PACEAA
project. The financing aspect may entail looking for ways of subsidizing the cost of extending
electricity supply from the agro-industries to the communities. Members of the communities
have demonstrated their strong desire for electricity, and their readiness to pay what they can
afford towards getting the power. Subsidization is certainly needed for meeting the shortfall
between what the people can afford and the full cost of supply.
Also critical in making power affordable to the communities is the need to keep costs low,
through appropriate technical and other designs. KPLC, which is responsible for RE and has
been the one asking for heavy upfront payments for power to the communities, has not been
sufficiently innovative in bringing costs to affordable levels. It would be useful for the
PACEAA project to advise on appropriate technical solutions for lowering costs to the
communities. Through the project, advice could also be given on possible financial
arrangements that may ease the burden of payment by the communities, both capital and
recurrent.
It is evident that agro-industries would have no problem in supplying power to the
communities if they are assured of full payment for capital and operational costs of service to
the people. In this connection, the only assistance that can be expected from the industries to
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the communities is the sale of part of the industries’ self-generated power to the communities,
instead of using it all for their needs, or selling it all to the grid.
Possibly, if the industries are assisted in the production of renewable energy through clean
energy funding, then they could in turn assist the communities to get power supply, or the
green funds could be provided for community electrification directly. This is a point that is
important to consider, especially due to the fact that there is already a proposal for assisting
some agro-industries under the UNEP/GEF (GTIEA and Cogen Africa) projects mentioned in
Chapter 3 of this report. From an even broader perspective, consideration may be given to
providing incentives for private clean power producers to set up power generation for supply to
communities, on a public-private partnership basis.
At the policy level, it is imperative that the PACEAA project informs the new RE authority and
the setting of rules to the new Energy Act generally. This is in addition to disseminating
information that would promote cooperatives, particularly for RE. As indicated in the last
section, proper functioning and professional performance of the RE authority is essential for
any substantial improvement in access to electricity. This is because business-as-usual working
of the body could lead to RE services heavily distorted by politics and other extraneous factors.
Rural communities would therefore hardly benefit from the progressive step of the authority
formation.
A vital requirement for the supply of power from agro-industries or any power producer
wishing to supply at retail level is that legal provisions be made for such supply. This is due to
the fact that present Kenyan laws do not allow for power supply to retail customers by any
entity apart from KPLC, unless ministerial exemption is obtained. Sale of bulk power supply is
allowed, but the only customer legally permitted to receive the supply is KPLC. It is therefore
important that in the rules to the new Energy Act, the restriction placed on the potential power
suppliers be done away with. Action may be taken under the PACEAA project to have the
barrier removed, so that RE supply to communities can be provided directly from private retail
power suppliers. The alternative would, of course, be to have exemption sought for each supply
from rural producer to community or communities.
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___________
7
___________
CLOSURE
In this closing chapter of the thesis report, stock is taken of the accomplishment of the study,
the study’s conclusion and recommendations are submitted, and future or follow-up action is
suggested. To begin with, the research question of the study is revisited, and the answer to it is
given and explained. Then the objectives of the study are considered in the light of what has
been achieved. A review is also made of the strong features of the study and areas that would
need further work. Ultimately, inferences are made from the study findings and proposals are
made for actions that are deemed necessary; and indications of next steps following the study
are made.

7.1 The Research Question
Based on the central problem of low access to electricity in rural parts of Kenya and the
institutional inadequacies causing the low access, the question posed in the study research is:
“Are community cooperatives suitable for development of rural electrification in Kenya, and how can the
suitability be achieved or enhanced?”
It is clear from the study findings that the answer to this question is not a straightforward one.
In fact, the answer to the first part of the question would be “Yes and No”. The Yes part stems
from the strong cooperative spirit that permeates the Kenyan rural society as a whole. People in
the rural communities are ready to work together to promote mutual welfare and livelihood.
Through their semi-formal groups, they have been actively involved in initiatives that
demonstrate the spirit. Indeed, one of the endeavours that they have been engaged in is pursuit
of electricity supply. If they are given proper support they can go to great lengths in obtaining
electric power, and using it to uplift their socio-economic standards. By formalizing the existing
community groups, it would be possible to use the groups as substitutes for cooperatives in the
development of community driven RE.
The No part arises because the formal cooperative, as understood internationally and
conforming to cooperative principles, does not exist in Kenya. Cooperatives that are
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government-oriented rather than people-oriented as would be expected under the cooperative
principles do exist, and in addition to non-conformity with the principles some of them are
perverted by elite capture. Therefore, until distortions are removed generally, and particularly in
rural cooperatives, the cooperative type of organization is not suitable for RE in Kenya.
To answer the part of the question about how suitability can be achieved or enhanced, it would
first be necessary to state that the issue of enhancement does not arise, because as indicated the
existing type of cooperative is not suitable for RE. What needs to be considered is the
achievement aspect, and this has been given attention in the study through recommendations
about required action. The key recommendations that are appropriate for the achievement are
those that point to the need for action by the government of Kenya. In this regard, the
government is urged to gradually withdraw from the cooperative movement, while
strengthening cooperative members’ ownership and business capacity. Development aid
agencies and others who can help in building the cooperative organization capacity of potential
and existing cooperative members are also urged to take action. Further, the ministry of energy
of the Kenya government is urged to start an RE authority that is innovative enough to develop
community driven electrification, through cooperatives or similar people oriented organizations.

7.2 Study Objectives
Briefly stated, the objectives of the study seek to investigate rural cooperatives in Kenya relative
to other countries’ cooperatives, get information on RE cooperatives, explore possible use of
renewable energy from agro-industries for community RE, and disseminate information
through the study report. Reflecting on the study work, all the objectives have arguably been
met, except the last one which will take time to fulfill. It is through attainment of the objectives
that it has been possible to provide an answer to the research question, which is given above;
and to reach the conclusions and recommendations included in the previous chapter.
Pursuit of the objective on rural cooperatives in Kenya has revealed that Kenya, like other
developing countries, has been having cooperatives that are greatly dependent on government.
It also came to light that rural people in Kenya do not have a sense of ownership for
cooperatives. Evidence on these facts came particularly from field work in Kenya. Literature on
cooperatives worldwide is plentiful and it complements field evidence well, especially on the
weaknesses of developing nations’ cooperatives.
From literature, there was abundant evidence obtained towards meeting the objective on RE
cooperatives information, with the cooperatives being considered on a worldwide scale. Only
limited evidence in this regard was obtained in Kenya as there are no RE cooperatives, and the
closest initiatives to this sort of electrification are those where rural communities have been
involved in hydro-electric based power generation and supplies.
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Some difficulties were encountered in meeting the objective of how to provide renewable
energy for RE. The main problem was getting a confirmation that agro-industries, which are
expected to generate the clean energy, would be able to give power to communities
neighbouring them. Apparently, the industries need to be convinced that the communities can
successfully be involved in RE business. They also need to be sure that power can be supplied
to the communities on commercial terms that would not compromise their profitability. Of
course, addressing their concerns is beyond the scope of this study, but it is clear that once they
get the necessary assurances, there would be no problem in having power supply from them to
the communities. Technically, the study showed that it is largely feasible to get power from the
industries to potential electricity consumers in their neighbourhood.
The objective on information dissemination will be met when the study report is completed and
circulated to all relevant stakeholders and the public generally. Presentations will also be made
as necessary.

7.3 Reflection
While considering the accomplishments of the study, it is worthwhile reviewing the major
strong points of the study and areas that were constrained and would need further work. On
areas of strength, the following were the most prominent:
Cooperative organization Characteristics
The theoretical and empirical aspects of these characteristics have been looked into fairly
deeply. This is particularly with regard to inclusion of the social dimensions in cooperative
businesses, to cater for collective welfare of communities. The cooperative principles
which foster the collective wellbeing are described in detail, and their applications in
various national contexts are analyzed. The historical processes that gave rise to the
characteristics are also given a fair level of attention. From the detailed coverage it is
possible to weigh the success of Kenyan cooperatives relative to other countries’, and the
likelihood of these cooperatives being effective vehicles for carrying out RE development.
Analysis of Kenya’s Political Economy
The general economic and political factors that shape the development of cooperatives
and RE in Kenya have been examined to a reasonable extent. Both historical and current
aspects of the economy have been described and analyzed across several chapters of the
report. Similarly, the political environment that affects the issues covered in the study has
been considered. From the information given, it is clear that the Kenyan economy is a
small one but with good potential for growth. However, there are socio-economic and
political barriers that need addressing so as to enhance development drivers like
cooperatives and RE.
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Investigation of Communities’ Electricity Concerns
The two communities that were studied manifestly show their desire for electricity and the
dedication they have towards getting the energy. Indication of the desire reinforces the
wide knowledge that the thesis author has about Kenyan rural communities’ great interest
in electric power. Due to the studied communities’ enthusiasm for getting power supply a
good deal of data for the study was obtained from the people. Therefore, the enthusiasm
was a source of enrichment for the study.
Consideration of Factors Limiting Kenya’s RE
At the centre of the problem that the study is looking into is the low level of electricity
access in Kenya’s rural areas. In the problem highlight section, and other parts of this
report, the factors that limit the access are considered to a reasonable level of detail. The
extent of coverage of the factors has facilitated good information on Kenya’s RE, and
assisted in coming up with recommendations for enhancing the RE.
On the downside, there were various areas of deficit which constrained the study from attaining
the highest possible level of success. The most notable areas were:
Depth of Coverage of Financial Issues
It was pointed out in the Problem Background and Highlight Chapter of this report that
the main factors impeding access to electricity in Kenya’s rural areas are institutional and
financial. However, due to limitations of the study, only the institutional factors could be
adequately examined. Doubtlessly, in the search for solutions to the rural electricity
problem, prioritization of the institutional factors is important as they largely override
other factors. On the other hand, financial issues are critical and cannot be ignored. In the
study, the issues were briefly taken into account especially where financial information was
required to support arguments or trends in institutional matters. An assumption was made
that such financial issues as the high costs of rural supplies, affordability of electricity
running costs, and securing of financing could be overcome once the right institutional
setup is in place. While this is a reasonable assumption, its confirmation would have
raised the profile of the study. The confirmation would however have required a sizeable
level of investigations and is therefore outside the scope of the study.
Comparisons with Other Alternative Organizational Types
The study was based on the premise that the cooperative form of organization is the right
one for community based RE. It was assumed that the alternatives to cooperatives would
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have been companies and social groups, and that both the alternatives are less suitable
than cooperatives because of problems of balancing social and commercial dimensions of
community development. Had there been a wide enough scope for the study it would
have been ideal to confirm the validity of this assumption, especially in view of the studied
communities’ tendency to prefer social groups.
Details of Specific Cooperatives in Study Area
Some of the few cooperatives operating in the study area were visited for purposes of data
collection. However, adequate data could not be obtained due to the general lack of
transparency in the management of the cooperatives. It is for the same reason that some
of the cooperatives could not be visited. Had time and other resources allowed, the study
area could have been expanded to include places where there are more cooperatives -- and
therefore more chances of getting data
In general, the constraints faced in the study can mostly be attributed to limitations of resources
which led to curtailment of the study scope. However, the information obtained is sufficient to
come to conclusions that are presented below. The recommendations that follow the
conclusions are also backed by sufficient evidence, and bearing in mind areas that are not fully
covered by the study further research needs are indicated.

7.4 Conclusions and Recommendations
From both theoretical and empirical perspectives it is manifestly clear that the cooperative is an
appropriate form of organization for rural electrification with a sustainable development or
poverty reduction objective. Where RE has been carried out through properly functioning
cooperatives, there has been a high level of success. Although the true type of cooperative, with
full compliance of cooperative principles, does not exist in developing nations, there is a
significant number of RE cooperative success stories among these nations. Among them is
Tanzania, which is not very different socio-economically from Kenya.
However, in Kenya there are no RE cooperatives, and there is currently a bad image associated
with rural cooperatives. Evidence shows that there exists a strong cooperative spirit among
rural Kenyan communities, this being in keeping with the Harambee culture of the country as
described in section 4.3.1 of this report. The spirit is put into action in self-help groups as
demonstrated during the study, and as known by the author based on knowledge of other
communities in the country. The self-help groups have contributed greatly to socio-economic
achievements of the communities, and have been used to seek electricity supply for the
communities. They clearly manifest the strong self-drive of the communities, and the same
spirit can be used in building powerful cooperatives.
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The main problem of Kenyan cooperatives has been elite capture and excessive control by the
government. The first element of the problem arises due to the large number of uneducated or
semi-educated cooperative members, who rely on educated people to guide them in cooperative
business matters. The elites have, unfortunately, been taking advantage of the situation to
misuse cooperative resources with resultant decline or collapse of the cooperatives. The
problem has been mostly in rural cooperatives, as the urban ones have been saved by the
presence of many enlightened members. If the rural communities had a chance to get
enlightenment like their urban counter-parts, and thus be free from leaders’ domination, they
would be able to achieve a great deal through their self-drive. This is why in this thesis study it
is found fitting to use the slogan:
“People’s development drive struggling to cut the leash”
The excessive government control has created the impression among the general public that
cooperatives are government organizations, and therefore members do no feel a sense of
belonging. A strong culture of dependency on the government exists in cooperatives, in part
due to the perceived ownership of the cooperatives by the government, and also due to
vulnerability of members to manipulation by leaders. When government control is reduced
leadership malpractices increase, and conversely strong control suppresses members’ voices;
thus members are subjected to a vicious cycle.
There is however hope that a solution to the Kenyan cooperatives problem will be found, as
the government has identified causes of the problem, and is taking necessary steps. Corrective
measures have started from legislative aspects, as a new cooperative law is being worked out.
There is also more interest being taken in cooperatives, especially SACCOs, by professional
members. What is still largely lacking is civic education and awareness creation among
cooperative members, both existing and potential. It is hoped that this capacity building step
once adopted will help to sensitize members on their rights and obligations, the benefits they
can get from cooperatives as their own organizations, some business skills needed for running
cooperatives, and how to avert misuse of cooperative resources. In future, with the required
steps taken, it would be possible for cooperatives to function properly and as such RE can be
carried out through them. For the present and immediate future, community associations which
are improved versions of Self-Help Groups can be used in development and management of
RE.
It has also been seen that electrification for rural communities can be done using clean energy
from agro-industries. From an organizational point of view, the study has shown that the RE
can be carried out through community associations. There are however institutional, financial,
technical, and policy barriers that require to be removed, and these would best be addressed by
the PACEAA project.
As a complement and corollary to suggestions made in the foregoing concluding points,
recommendations of this study are given in the following (Table 5). The bodies or entities that
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would be suitable for taking recommended actions are: the government of Kenya, Ministry of
Energy (MoE); GoK, Ministry of Cooperative Development (MoCD); PACEAA project team
(simply called PACEAA): Electricity Regulatory Board (REB); Development Aid Agencies
(DAAs); KPLC; Consultants; and Researchers.

Table 5: Study Recommendations
AREA OF
CONCERN

SUGGESTED ACTIONS

Energy policy
and legislation

Complete formation of the Rural Electrification
Authority, giving it full autonomy and keep it free from
political influences. Also make rules to the Energy Act
2006, allowing for retail power supply from private
power producers to rural communities. Have more
community-based RE initiatives, and create the
necessary institutional framework for them
RE assistance to communities should be applied
consistently, and not have some community members
supplied with power while others are left out. If funds
are not enough to cover a given area, those who cannot
be covered should be assisted through other ways, like
arranging soft financing for them. This is an area that
the new RE authority needs to address seriously
Accelerate action on the proposed Cooperative Act, so
that provisions for curbing of cooperative malpractices
can be made as soon as possible. Gradually reduce
control on cooperatives, but develop people’s capacity
for forming and effectively running cooperatives
There will be need for cooperative members to be
empowered to take full charge of cooperatives without
external controls. However, before the empowerment it
is necessary to strengthen auditing and policing of
cooperatives to stop misuse of resources, and ensure
members’ rights are protected. Supervision and
monitoring could be done by government and other
external agencies without seeming to take charge of the
cooperatives. As members’ capabilities grow, internal
controls should be strengthened and external controls
gradually removed

Inconsistency
in RE

Cooperative
policy and
legislation

Closer auditing
and probes on
cooperatives

RECOMMENDED
ACTORS (see text before
the table)
MoE
REB
PACEAA

MoE
REB
KPLC

MoCD

MoCD

……….Table Contd.
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Table 5: Study Recommendations (Continued)
AREA OF
CONCERN

SUGGESTED ACTIONS

Education and
awareness

Increased civic education and awareness creation
among existing and potential cooperative members are
required. The main target of the effort should be to
make members aware of the tenets of cooperatives; and
members’ rights, obligations, and benefits. Ways to
fight elite capture can also be addressed. Additionally,
business seminars would be needed to build members’
capacity for running cooperatives as profitable
organizations.
Since increased access to electricity in rural areas can
be achieved through innovative initiatives like RE
through community-based efforts, more electrification
funding should be allocated to such initiatives. The
GoK and aid agencies should give serious consideration
to this in view of the very low impact of past aid to RE.
Under the PACEAA project, it is recommended that
clean energy funding for RE supplies from agroindustries be sought. Additionally, if in situations like
those at Mumias and Isoge power cannot be obtained
from agro-industries, inexpensive ways of supplying
power from the nearby grid points to the communities
can be designed, involving labour and other inputs from
the communities
Involve rural communities more in planning and
implementation of projects and programmes designed
for the people’s benefit, and make the initiatives more
need-based. Closer interactions between planners and
communities are required.
With a view to integrating community based RE in
energy policy and system, it is recommended that
research be carried out, and possibly pilot projects be
undertaken, in various parts of the country, using
different types of power generation technologies and
community settings. The studied Mumias and Isoge
communities could be considered for piloting. It is also
recommended that research be undertaken in the areas
of financial requirements and viability for community
based RE, and the feasibility of making Self-Help
Groups capable of developing and managing RE.

Funding for
innovative RE
initiatives

Project plans
and activities

Closer interactivity with
rural
communities
Further research

RECOMMENDED
ACTORS (see text before
the table)
MoCD
DAAs

GoK (MoE and ministries
of Finance and Planning)
DAAs

PACEAA

MoE; MoCD
DAAs, REB, KPLC,
Consultants, Researchers

MoE
REB
PACEAA
Researchers
Consultants
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7.5 Follow-on
It is intended to have follow-on actions taken by the author to get the study recommendations
implemented. The first step will be to draw attention of the relevant people to the study
findings and required actions. Then, wherever possible, the author will be involved in
implementation of the recommendations. It is hoped that the PACEAA project, which will start
soon, would be one of the earliest means for executing the recommendations.
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MASWALI YA UTAFITI JUU YA VYAMA
VYA USHIRIKA NA STIMA

[Mtafiti atawanza kwa kuwaeleza wahojiwa madhumuni ya utafiti na kuwahakikishia
wahojiwa kuwa matamshi yao hayatatumiwa kinyume na matakwa yao]]

Maswali
1

Je ni mifano ipi ya vikundi walivyounda wananchi katika sehemu hii?

2

Ni miradi gani iliyoweza kufanyika kupitia katika hivyo vikundi?

3

Je vyama vya ushirika vimweza kustawi katika sehemu hii?

4

Ni nini kimewezesha vyama vya ushirika kustawi ama kuwa na unyonge?

5

Kama vyama vya ushirika vimestawi, ni faida kiasi gani imepatikana kila
mwaka katika miaka iliyopita?

6

Je stima yaweza kuwafaidi wananchi katika sehemu hii kwa njia gani?

7

Ni mipango gani imekuwako ya kuleta stima huku?

8

Ni uhusiano ama ushirikiano gani umekuwako kati ya wananachi na
wenye viwanda?
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RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE:
COOPERATIVES AND RURAL ELECTRIFICATION

[The researcher will start with an explanation about the purpose of the research, and
assure interviewees that information they give will not be used against their interests]

Questions
1. What examples are there of groups formed by community members in
the area?
2. What projects have been carried out by the groups?
3. Have cooperatives been formed and have they prospered in this area?
4. What has enabled cooperatives to prosper or weaken?
5. If cooperatives have prospered, how much have they been able to earn
per year?
6. How can electricity benefit the community in this area?
7. What arrangements have there been to provide electricity in this area?
8. What relationships exist between the community and industries?
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E K A M A E L E C T R I F I C A T I O NS E L F H E L P G R O U P P R O J E C T _ 2 O O 5
FIRST MEETING 09:01: 2005:
The meetingwas first openedby Dua - recitedby Mwalimu MohammedAli (Bossy)
MEMBERS ATTENDED
1. Issahmombo
2. JumaMombo
3. Sowedi k*eyu
4. SuleimanMuseni
5. Jumaliya
6. IsmaelWakhu
7. Ali Mukhwana
8. OsmanOndwasi
9. MalwazaAnyanga
10.IsmaelMuchelule
11.Ali Bukach
12.Ismail Wang'ona
13. Yusuf Okwato
14. Mohammedbakari
15.RajabOndwasi
16. Mwalimu MohammedAli
17.RamadhanMusotsi
18.HassanWandete
19. Juma Kulundu
20. Musa Aura Suieirnan
2l . IbrahimNalianya
22.Ibrahim Mulisia
23. AbubakarMunyendo
24. SuleimanMulisia
MIN: I 2005.
Chairmanhad startedreadingannualGeneralmeetingand was intemrptedby Suleiman
Mulisia. He wantedto put a full picture of the societysirrceit beganbefore its members.
He never proceededaheadand late on memberswent on with other discussions- relating
society.
MIN: 2/ 2005.
Target amountwas most importantto talk of and the targetfor men 3,000/: and for
women was 2,000/:. Thereforeall memberswere notified to continuedcontributingtheir
money' The office or councillors (ismail and Sowedi)should look for a trustedcontractor
who can fulfil wiring all Ekamaresidents'houses- ready for power and find Ekama
mosqueshouldbe supportedby arearesidents.
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MIN: 3/ 22005.
Cllr. Muchelule told membersto shun away from rnisunderstanding
eachother so that we
can work togetherpeacefulas one team in our society.
MII\ 4/200s
Chairmanremindedmembershow we welcomedHon. Mp Mr. Osundwawho brought
and supportedour project with Kshs. 787,2271:.He and his staff withdrew Kshs. 4,000/:
to spendfor the MP's mission for their lunch and soft drinks. They (staff) bought aram
for 2,0001:,2 cratesof sodas6301:and 1.370for rice and meatand otherkitchen
cookings
MIN:5/2005
There after memberscame out with mattersarisingand the most important one was"
Mashambaya Ekama "Cllr. Sowedi Kweyu notified our brotherswho are dealingwith
the case- that they should deal with in 2 ways. One political and two as it is in the court.
By political brothersshould consulttheir respectivecouncillorsby writing so that
councillorsshould book areaMp and come solution.Thereafter they may go headeither
to seeAttorney General,land commissioneror minister concerned.Sub chief Suleiman
Mulisia askedthem not to revealtheir secretsfor oncethey meet,other colleaguego on
telling otherpeoplein the town.
It gives me great pleasureto have opportunityand thank God who guided us to
participateall meetingswithout - neitherdifficultiesnor misunderstandings
sincewe
startedour self help group. I also thank ali membersof Ekamaelectrihcationself help
group who for their voluntarily efforts have encouragedus to reachedwhere we are.
Although the office bearerswere not activie but we but we tried a little and as a
chairnan, I apologiseto all membersas well as chairman,I pologise,toall membersas
well as a residentsas a whole .
We startedour societynealy at the end of 2,000/: thus Aug 200.with 7 rnembers.It was
registeredon 25thAug. 2000. Unfortunately,we lost our two honourablemembersthrough shot illness.May God the almigth rest their soul in peaceAmen. Senior Chief
JumaMbaya of matharelocation at Nairobi died on 27'nNov,2001.Hisyoungerbrother
who was village elderdied on 3l't Aug. 2003.
Our aim of establishingthe project is to starl small industry"JUA KALI ARTISAN" foT
youth, so as to increaselabour force for self employment.Those7 memberscontributed
Kshs. 10,500/: for the first time at Cllr. SowedKwe1ru'shomesameday of 28thAug.
2000 at Mumias Co-operativebank - under 3 signatories:Chairman,Secretaryand
TreasurerKshs. 500/: was usedto 37 all from Ekamavillage. We continuedmeeting
fortnightly a month, but contributionwas low and is still very low becauseof inflation
hardship.
At the end of 2000, we had memberscontributedKshs. 21940.The year 2001,only i9
memberscontributedKshs. 2695.The very year 2007,we had a min Harambeewhich we
managedto raisekshs.6,8001:.At the endof 2001,we had contributedkshs.9405/:
including Harambee.The year 2002,membersbecamedormantbecauseof money. Only
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4 membersmanagedto contributeKshs. 310 l: for the whole year. The year 2003,we
were luck to have beensupportedby Mun-rias
Municipality.We received2 chequesfrom
Cllrs. Mr. Ismail Mucheluleand SowedKweyu.
(1) ChequeNo. ..
....bearing
Kshs.20,0001:(on 15/412003)
(2) ChequeNo. 1705bearingKshs. 50,000/: ( on 17llll2003)
Total all 70,0001:thanksto our honourableCouncillors.The very 2003,10 members
contributedKshs. 1955put togetherwith that if Municipalitycomes71,9551:for the
whole year.From 20'nAug. 2000 to 2003,we had in the bank Kshs. 1003,610l:
including bank interest- kshs.2,990. First survey- peoplecame from Kisumu ( KPLC
Co.) and treasurermucheluleand secretaryRajabAuma withdrew Kshs. 2,080 for the
job. Then they were misledby someone- which resultedthat the transformerwould cost
14 m Kshs.Includingpoles.Secondsurveytook placeon 10 Jan2004.On 27thNov.
2003,we withdrew 90,000/: to go and depositfor power project suruey.We deposited
Kshs. 82,0001:at Kakamegaoffice (KPL branchOffice) .We were 3 peopleChairman
Wang'ona,TreasurerMucheluleand Fundi Shaban.We had a balanceof Kshs.8,000/: at
hand.

'l:. ":l"r\r,x,.i!$ik*,,g";.,,,4' "'1r;ii],Fi:;,;..;:;:"i

- Transport cost us
.":',.i" .-,i-"",.,''' ;rtr .-.*rrs,ii

300/: for 3 people - go and from. Out of 90,000/: we had a balanceof 3,000/: at ahnd
which 3 memberswere loaned for an urgentfilling forms for certificates.Chairman
Wang'ona 1,500/: secretaryRajab 1,500/: andTrusteeJumaMombo 500/: on 21 Sept
2004,rve appliedto Mumias ConstituencyDevelopmentCommittee for supportattaching
the quotationsfrom KPL Co. the DevelopmentCommitteeapprovedit and they gave
Hon. Area Mp Mr. Osundwato us a chequeQ.{o.241) bearingKshs.787,2271: for our
project(power rural Development)on 3'oDec 2004.
Thanks for our HonourableMP Mr. Wycliffe Osundwa.
The year:2004, no any memberof the project group couid contribute.Ladies and
gentlemen,I say thank you for our efforts and a future continue.
Look at page four (a) for eachmemberhe/ shehave contributeddated.

No.

Name
lsmail Wans'onaMuchelule
2.
Ismail Muchelule Chibololo
JumaMombo Ooctu
A
T.
Late Juma Mbava Walichio
5.
Ismail Wakhu @ Funva
6.
Sowedi Kwew Kassim
7.
ZainabuWans'ona
8.
Aziza Wans'ona
9.
SuleimanMulisia Matiro
1 0 . Ali Bukachi matiro
Raiab Auma Kwew
il
1 2 . Abdul Mukhwana
lJ.
Yusuf Okwato Ondwasi
14.
Late RamadhanmucheluleW.
1 5 . Ibrahim Nalianva Osundwa
I

t a

Am ount contr ibutedto date
Kshs.
Cts.
4110
00
00
3.000
) 15Ol=
00
2,020
00
2,r25
00
00
1,900
00
1,450
00
1,450
1,300
00
1,300
00
00
500
00
500
1,400
00
420
00
350
00
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16.
17.
18.
19

20.
a1

L L

22.
LJ.

.\^
La.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29
30
a 1

J I
aa
)L.

JJ.

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

AtlaPL.

Abubakar Munvendo Osundwa
Juma kulundu Omulisia
RamadhanMusotsi Mulisia
SuleimanMugeni
Hamis Mulisia Chibololo
Said kwevu
Malwaza Kweyu
Ibrahim Mulisi a Wakhutu
Abdallah Kweyu
Raia ShibwaboKassim
HassanWandete Khata
Omar Temesi Aleith
Kassim Ali Ondari
Abdul Ibrahim Wesonga
Alima Makokha KweYu
Mwaiuma NasongaBukachi
Rashid ssesuSakasa
Juma Liya Omollo
Said Kenyatta Shikolio
Nicolas Mukwana Mucheluie
JumaIbrahim wesonga
Amida Atemba Sowedi
Mumias MunicipalitY
Harambee
Wy"ltff. Osundwa-(Rurai D.u.Co*-41"e)H
Grand total

r

st

Pl ul,urvu

r r-.,.
l\/I
uJ . rr^r

"

"

300
320
300
200
300
100
100
100
100
130
100
50
30
25

r20
50
20
20
25
10
135

10
70,000
6.800
i87,227
890,8311:

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

'

2ndProposedbY : Mr..
our self
NB:- This speechwas deliveredby Chairmanfor reasonthat : Sincewe started
money as
help group memberswould like to know how the office bearersare spending
from 2000 to date on 9'nJan 2005.

SIGNEDBY:
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T h e K e n yaPower& Lighting
Co. Ltd.
West Kenya Sub-Region - P. O. Box 151 - 40100 Kisumu, Kenya
Telephone- 057 - 41263/41264/41265
Telegrams'ELECTRIC'
Fax: 057 41721
NEW STATIONROAD

Our fref:
bur Fe6orto*".

Appli"rtbo N
auoted on :1610312004
i.

NTUCI T,UTN & 3 GTIIERS.
IBRAHIM
P O BOX 202
MUMIAS

]

Dear SitMadam"
ET,ECTRTCTTY SUPPLY To ILOUBqRII/SSES-gN
roETllg4 NoS OF ISOIT|TED PLOTS AT MUMIAS - MUMIAS TO$rNSI{H'
With reference to your appiication dated 71ft612003 for a prwision of 12KVA single phase zupply of eiecticity
to the premises indicated above, we are pleaseclto advise that a schemefor {h.esupp}y has now been prepared as
shown on our drawing SK No. KSM 339/1/C , attachedherewith.
The suppty will be made available by : establishing a 15KVA transf,ormer substationrconvtrucfing a ltrI(V
Hgn vottage overhead linerconstructing a low vottage overhead line and providing 3Nos X 16mm squared
overhead sewicecables.
For suppty to be provided up to your iostallation, all terms and conditions in this letter and in the attached leaflet
should be met.
The required payment is as follows :IK9bs.749377
Capital Contribufion towards our cost of providing the supply
.
KShs"
119900
YAT @ 76%
KSh3.E69J77
Total
This must be paid yrithin a period of 90 daysfrom the date of this letter outsidewhich we reserve the right
to revise our terms as necessary.
Should your dwelopment not be ready to receive suppty within a period of six months from the date of this
letter wealso r€ssrve the rigbt to revise the terms .
This quotation is subject to our beiag able to obtain the necessarywayleavesapproval and conse,ntfor the
proposedpower zupptyroute.
We recommsnd that the suppty be chargedin accordancewith the Method(s) of ChargeNo(s)A0, as detailed in
our Scheduleof Tariffs and Rales 1999 , showa in the attachedleaflet, or as may be amendedfrom time to time.
Before fi1al connection is carried out , a suppty contract(s) srust be etrteredinto with us by havtng the contract
form(s) attachedherewith siped and completedin the name(s)the account(s)will operate.The completed
forrr(s) shouldbe returnedto us togetherv,'ithcommencementof work notice,completionof work and test
-tr1'
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oontictor'whomustbe
yo-tuereoticar
by
iszued
wiring,
of theyo'r internal"yo,".*
in respeot
cedifioates
Duties)1962'
g"ard(power-and
ErJ;i;;il*Jg
th"
und",
nregistered
Anaccormtdepositoflfuhs.ZJ00willa]soberequiredforthecontact(s)tobeentered.

w:now1ool:o:l*Iffi"ffiJ""H"ffi'$f""
adownpavmentKsh'82p00
'after
alreadymade
oru trrmget
Asvouhad
finalise
shall
we
whicn
for fte balanceof Ksh' ;* i;
atthe earliestPossibletime'
YoursfaithfullY,

co'LrD'
&LIGr{IING
iuJiffi t*fi,A PowER

PrN 000591096X
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K e n y aP o w e r& L i g h t i n g
Co,Ltd.

'

West Kenya Area - P O. Box 151 Kisun:1,Kenlta
- 035 - 41263/41264/41265
Telephone
Telegrans'ELECTRIC
Fax: O35 - 41721
NEV/ STATION ROAD

Our Ref:
Your Ref:
Custolner
AnplicationNo.:824I 020010gt)055

i S N ] A E L W A N C O N 4 . T N , I U C I I E L U L E& 2 8 O T H E I T S i
P.(: tOX 202
,

iUt.:;ilAS

l

Q u o t e dc n : 2 1 r c & Q A } t
I)ear Sir,Madarn

,I-

E L E C T R I C I T Y S U p p L y ' f O y O L r R P L O T n * O . 6 3 6- L U R E K O
\A/ithrefcrcncelo -]/otlra;llllicatioufor a supPlvof ciect-ncrr.-l'
ro tre aboveprerliscs.*,c arc'leasedto ad'ise tLat
a provisiorral
scbcrrre
basnorvbcc.rr
preparccl.

.

'l'lrc
1o{alcorrlribtrti<lrt
lequilcri(onarclsourc(rslvr,illbe i-n1}rerc{dorro{ Kshs. 14,-176,000.(}0 artr)
\iA.Jo f K s h s ' 2 - 5 8 7 . 6 8 0 - 0 (()g ) 1 8 % o f ' n h i c h i s p a . r ' a l l nl c f u l l p r i i r r l oo u r o o r n r l r c r r c i n q
con.s(ructron.
'f]'re
abovelenrrs\\'hjcharc basedon currcrltcr.;slarc for t,ourguidnncconl-l,arrtj
<Jr.r
1ol.rcpresc'1.
a j6nr

quotatio'

it il'ouldbe aJrpreciatcd
ii'1'oui'r'ouldlcl us lool'if vou rvishlo procrcdq,itirthc schcrlcso lhal a clciaiicd
4csigrl
ciur bc undella]:cn..A tokcn pa-1.ntcrl
olKshs. 1.437,600.00 rvil.ibe rec|rirerJ
tvhjchu,ill cover the initial
sun'e.l'inr.
arrdrclat6dcosls. l.lilc.ru
rccciptof thc pa-r'ments.
wc u,ill procccdto prcparca delailcdscbenrcartj
g i v e - r ' o u a l i r m r l t r o { a t iTohni.. s q u o t a t i < . r n i s lvoarlai <p ic n o c J o f g 0 d a . y s l r o r n t b c r j a t l o f t i r i s l c t t c r .

'

)'-oursfaitlfu Ur,.
For. TriE KENYA POWER& LIGHTTT\cCO.LTD.

.

i

'J-r

.
)

(. eFr

l--ljtuls'>'r-:z

g "t-

:-./-_\

ailrPETERK WAMBUA
\!EST KE-MYA AREA.
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MR. JABIR WANDETE M U S I N
DALO

,frffi
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QE
p^\

POBOX74

d$

MUMIAS

TheKenyrto*fllo1ndLightins
Co.

I

%:
r$':

Cust?mbr
Applilalioh,.Number,,
, ,,',,

,,.'r,,',, '
arliioroboioooez

.00 .

f c e p. i

Di"i9'.j

, ,
09/10/2000

quslelrcr-PelarL-r
D,opumentNuhber:
DocurnentType:

9 5 0 3 11I
NEW NA.TiONAL
ID

Country:

KENYA

Telephone:
OfficeTelephcne:
Fax:

ApplicationDetails:
D,rteof application:
06/'10/2000
S L r o p lRy e g . . N o .
T y p eo f A p p l i c a t i oInN: D I V I D U ADLO M E S T I C
Connection
Type. SINGLE Pl-lASEOVERHEAD
ComrnercialOffice: 2 4 1 0, E / H O I - ! S E
K ,I S U M U
T"elephone:

035-41263/6

Address:

P . O .B O X1 5 1K I S U M U

We acknowledge
wrthtirarrks
recerptcrfyourapplication
fcr a supplyof electricrty
whichrs norrrr
recerving
our attention
u n d e rt h e a b o v ea p p l i c a t i onnu m b e r .
\:\/ewillhe writingto vorra.gain
lnformation
soonbut if you requirear-rV
regarilin3
the progresscf yotrrapplicatron
:
p i e a s ec a l lr : l tl r sq u { . r r nttlrgei i p p i i c a t i on' u
i rltber
,,r6sr
i:n yourInternalInstallation
to the factthatthe rn,ork
l'.i8.In the nreantrnl€
attention
is drar,vn
nrustbe carriedor-rt
regir,tered
underthe Electrrcrty
Lrcensing
Board(Pou,,er
and Duties)Rules1967
by i:rrelectriciarr

'i!'ES,"i
Kl: A R H A .
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The Kenya Power & Lighting
Co. Ltd.
' WestKenya Sub-Region - P. O. Box 151- 40100Kisumu,Kenya
- 057 - 41263/41264/41265
Telegrams'ELECTRIC'
Telephone
Fax: 057 - 41721
NEW STATION ROAD

Our Ref:
Your FefCustornerAnPlica

i
:

NORTI{ GREEN LTIKOYE ENYIROFIMENTAL GROUP
P.O BOX25,MI]MIAS
MUMIAS

DearSir/lvladam
ELECTRTCTTYSIJPPLYTO YOUR PLOT NO. VARTOUS- MLIMIAS NUqLEAR
With referenceio ),ourapplicaiionfirr a suppiyof elechicityto the abovepremises,we arepleasedto advise
thata provisionalschemehasnow beenprepared.
The total contributionrequiredtowardsour costwill be in theregionof Kshs. 2,552,000.00 and VAT
construction.
of Kshs.408,320.00 @ 16% of which is payablein full prior to our commencing
The abovetermswhicharebasedon current.ort urafor your guidanceonly anddo not representa firm quotation.
'
if you would let us lnow if you wish to proceedwith the schemeso that a detailed
It wouid be appreciated
designcanbe undertaken.A tokenpaymentof Kshs. 2551200.00 will be requiredwhich will coverthe
initial surveyingand relatedcosts. Upon receiptof the payments,we will proceedto preparea detailed
schemeand give you a frm quotation. This quotationis i,alid for a periodof 90 daysfrom the dateof this
letter.
Yoursfaithfully,
& LIGHTINGCO.LTD.
FoT:THE KENYA.POWER

DANIEL LO]\TOLER
FoTRECIONAL DISTRIBUTION ENGINEER.WEST KENYA SUB REGION.
VAT Reg- No. :@10608

PrN OOO59|O96X
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:.
must be enteredinto with us by having the contract
contract(s)
supply
out
a
carried
is
,
Before final connection
will operate.The completed
form(s) attachedherewith signed atta co*pi"t"d in ihe name(s)the account(s)
of work and test
fo..-irj should be returned ti us together with commencementof work notice, completion
who must be
contractor,
your
electrical
certificatesin respectof the your internal electrical wiring, issuedby
1962.
Duties)
nregisteredundei the Elechicity Licencing BOard(Powerand
;
to be entered.A banker's
An account deposit of Kshs.2,500 will also be required for the contract(s)
relevant form will be forwarded if
the
and
deposit
the
guaranteeof this amount will be acceptablein lieu of
'
required.
:
now look forward to receiving your remittance
we
As you had already made a down payment Ksh.O
our arrangementsand provide the supply
finalise
shall
rve
for the balanceof Ksh. 32,4g0 aftei which
at the earliestPossibletime.
'
Yours faithftillY,
For: THE KENYA POWER & LIGHTING CO' LTD'

VINCENT O ODHIAMBO
,frnffiiln
s - l - 7

t v f l
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NORTHGREENLUKOYEENVIRONMENTAL
P.OBOX25,MUMIAS
MUMIAS

The KenyaPowerand LightingGo.
Ltd.

CustomerDbtails
DocumentNumber: 2022
SYSTEMGENERATED
DocumentType:
KENYA
Gountry:

Telephone:
Office Telephone:
Fax:

Application Details:
Date of application:1016212005
SupplyReg.No.:
INDIVIDUALCOMMERCIAL
Type of Application:
CcnnectionType: SINGLE PHASEOVERHtrA.D

KISUMU
Commercial Office: 2410, E/HOUSE,
Telephone:
Address:

057-41263
, ISUMU
P . O .B O X1 5 1 K

.Ue acknowledge
ourattention
whichis nowreceiving
for a supplyof electricity
withthanksreceiptof yourapplication
number.
undertheaboveapplication
the progressof yourapplication
regarding
We willbe writingto youagainsoonbut if yourequireanyinfoimation
number'
quoting
the
application
pleasecallon us
:
mustbe carriedout
NB:ln the meantimeyourattentionis drawnto thefactthattheworkon yourlnternallnstallation
1967.
(Power
Rules
Duties)
and
Board
Licensing
underthe Electricity
registered
by an electrician

Yoursfaithfully,
CO.LTD.WESTKEIAREA.
For:THEKENYAPOWER& LIGHTING

c>?'18\g

16tf'

LUKOYE NORTH GREEN ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP
Appendix Page:
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P.0 BOX 1145,
MUMIAS

REStudy
Kenya

TO,
HON. WYCKTIFFE OSUNDWA
MP. MUMIAS CONSTITUENCY
.

REF:REOUISITIONFOI{ A FORRUM.
We, members of the above group, wish to submit our request to meet you
as our areaMP.
We have a few issuesthat we wo-uld like to sharewith you if you don t
mind. We wrote to you through the CDF office asking for help on
etectricity early this year. Up to now we are yet to hear from 5rolt,we have
therefore, decided to request for Srouraudience,on this and any other
businessthat may arise.
Looking forward to hearing from you any sooner,thanks in advance.

Yours faithfully,

SECRETARY

CI{AIRftf/4,N

IABIRWANDETE
A

iA

fWlW

W

IUMA MAKONCOIO

$AIDI ATIBU

NORTH GREEN ENVIRONMENT GROUP
P.OBOX 1145,
MUMIAS
26rHillNE z006

TIIE SECRETARY
CONSTTTUENCYDEVELOPMANT FUND (CDF)
P.O PRTVATEBAG,
MUMIAS.
DearSir,
REF: FINANCIAL ASSISTAI\CE OF ELECTRICITY RURAL AREA.
We, the undersignedarethe officials of LukoyeNorth GreenenvironmentalGrouphereby
This shallenablethe groupto be suppliedwith.
submitour requisitionfor financialassistance.
electivity.
The KPLC Kakameabranchpostedto the groupa quotationrequiringKshs.2,960,320.00
we l+ingly4skyo9 ]o considerour project
which is too high for, the membersto pay,The,rgfore,
committeein MumiasConstituency.
throughyour development
Attached to this letter are copies of the groups proposal, certificate of registration and the
quotation from KPLC.
i

Hoping to hear from you a considerablereply.
We thank you in advance.
I

Yours faithfully,

CHAIRMAN:
SECRETARY:
TREASURER:

J ,*!,a;*

l,qf'r*"*&atg,-
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PROJECTPROPOSAL
PRESENTEDTO
C.D"F
.

FUNDING FOR

:
;

:

ELECTRICITY
LUKOYE NORTH GREEN ENVIR.ONMENTAL
GROUP

BUTERE-MIIMIAS DISTRICT
i
I\{LIMIAS DTVTSION
NABONGO LOCATIOI{
i

LUKOYE VILLAGE
DATE 28THMARCI{ 05
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LUKOYE NORTH GREEN ENV[RONIIIENTAL GROUP
MINT]TES OF TTM MEETING TIELD ON 27/O3/2OO5
\{ENUE: JUMA MAKONGOLO

PRESEI{T
I. SA]DI A MAKMJKL|YU
2. JABIRWANDETE
3. }IAIJ KoMBo
4. MESHACKMUNALA
5. ISMAIL ANGI

6. uouevnrzreDMALOBA
7. ABDI WANGA
8. SELINAwANUPI
9. ABDALLA MAKLIYTJKUYU
lO.MCKSONCTMNUCFM
I 1.JA\,GSoMoRI
12.KASSN{ATIBU
I3.MWANAIDI MALALA
14.AGNETAMALALA
I5.ELPHASMAYABI
I6.JUMA MAKONGOLO
l7.ASMAN E. ATIBU
18.KASSIMC. ALI

APOLOGMS
I. TITUS WAMECHI
2. JACKSONONGETO
3. GILBERTKWENA
4. ABDALLAH WANGA
5. QUTNTOBARASA
6 MESHACKGUTO
7. RAMADHAN OKUMU
8. JONAH OCHILO

ABSENT
1.JAMESOGARO
2. AMINA AHMED
3. KENNEDYOSANDO
4 JOSEPHATAKO
5. MOHAMMED MUSTINGU
6. SAIDI SUMBA
7. ENDOWMENT GROUP

AGENDA
1. Openingprayer
2. Confirmationof the previousminutes
3. Mattersdrisingfrom the previousminutes
4. Report from KPLC
'
5. A.O.B
i
Min 1/3/05
The meeting started at 8.45 a.m with a prayer from Abdallah Makuyukuyu. The
Chairmanwelcomedmembersto the meetingand commendedthem for turning up.
Min2/3/05
The secretarj'read the minutes of the previousmeeting.They were confirmed to be a
true record by Hajj Kombo and Abdi Wangaas proposerand seconderrespectively.
Min 3/3/05 MATTERS ARrsrNG FROM THE pREvrous MTNUTES
a) The treasurerdisplayeda bankingslip'of Kshs. 2,700collectedin the previousseating.
He appealedto membersto speedup their paymentsas the quotationis just aboutto
conte.
b) JacksonOngetoreportedthat the DDC hadmeetbut a full reporton the poverty
eradicatiotlproposalshall be readyoncethey meetthe D.O himself.He was not available
when they went to seehim.

6REE},|
il0RTl{
l}ltJlR0llf{Tf{TAL
[R0Ui
L[II(0YE
P.^0^ Box .2J2

MUMIA9.-

Appeudix

MISSION OF ORGANISATION
to getelectricitypo\\/ersupplv'
1. EnableLukoyeresidents
2. To staftjua kali and light mdustries'
3. Establishpoultryfanningusingelectricity'
4. Establishgreenhoitsesusingelectricity'
TIIE PROBLEMS
electricity.This
A total numberof 300 housesare living in darknessdue to lack of
Theseissueshave caused
scenariohas led to major casesof thugg"w and housebreaking'
participation in
residentsto becomevictims of circumstancesreducingtheir meaningful
remedy'
a
be
will
co**unity affairs. It is our believethat the taping of electricity
.THE POPI.JLATION / COMMT]NITY TO BE SERVED AND ITS
OF TIIE WORK
INVOLVEMENT IN DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
h6useholds and a
300
of
number
We target the whole of Lukoye village with a total
populaiion of 3,400 who wili be direct beneficiariesof the project.
HOW TO ADDRESS TI{E PROBLEM
1. Carry out village mobilizationmeetingon weekly bases'
be meetingfour
2. Establishcommon interest$oups on village level whose membersto
to each
times a month then contributetowards savingsand credit schemeaccording
onesability
will be exposedto
3. Establisha poultry demonstrationfarm where the beneficiaries
modernf4rming methods.
level
4. Each group membersto implementthe acquiredskills on household
F'INANCIAL

FUNDSREQIITRED- Ksrrs. 2960,320
- Ksrrs. 142,748
MEMBERSCONTRTBT-rIrON

r$uP
rn*I51gltrygtt-r
$Ko\E
'
$JtuldtAS

Min 4Bl05 REPORT FROM KPLC
The Chairmanhandedin the quotition from KPLC Kisumu branch.It showedthat the
our costw,illbe in the regionof Ksh. 2,552.000and
total contributionrequiredto'nvards
vat of Ksh. 408,320@ 16%of which is payablein fulI prior to our commencing
showedthat the groupis to pay a total of Ksh. 2,960,320.
construction..This
Memberspresentresolvedto seekfor financialsupportfrom all cornersfor the quotation
wasjust to high. Three membersJabir Wandete(Chairman),Abdallah Makuyukuyu (Ass
treasurer)and JumaMakongolo (Trustee)were askedto seeMr. Mohammed Ahmed. He
is to help the group to get financial help from the areaM.P through the constituency
DevelopnrentcommitteeCDF
Min 5/J/05 A.O.B
The Chairmanremindedmembersto clear their balancesof Ksh. 10,000eachagreed
O
upon as dowh payment.
,
A total of Ksh. 1,200wasrealized.The next meetingshallbe held at AgnetaMalala.

laffi0fil1d{ilflre
GnEEil
tH0tE
- - - ' - : ilCRI'd
eh
P.0.8ox

MUMIASi

-\

.:f
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MASIMBA& 23 OTHERS

ROMAN
P.O. BOX
MUM

The KenyaPowerand LightingGo.
Ltd.

i fldffiI^F,-j;]

Customer Details
Document Number: 7930329
NEW NATIONALlD
Document Type:
KENYA
Gountry:

Telephone:
Office Telephone:
Fax:

Application Details:
Date of application:1110212005
SupplyReg.No.:
COLLECTIVEDOMESTIC
Type of Application:
ConneciionType: SINGLE PHASEOVER'HEAD
CommercialOffice: 2420 , KAKAMEGA
Telephone:

057-41263

Address:

P . O .B O X 1 5 1 ,K I S U M U

We acknowledgewith thanks receiptof your applicationfor a supplyof electricitywhich is now receivingour attention
underthe aboveapplicationnumber.
We will be writingto you againsoon but if you requireany informationregardingthe progressof your application
pleasecall on us quotingthe applicationnumber'
NB: In the meantimeyour attentionis drawnto the fact that the work on your lnternallnstallationmust be carriedout
Oyan eiectricianregisteredunderthe ElectricityLicensingBoard(Powerand Duties)Rules 1967.

.*l'

l*

Yoursfaithfully,
FoT:THEKENYA POWER& LIGHTINGCO. LTD' WEST KEIAREA.
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T h e K enyaPower& t.i- ulr ting
Co. Ltd.
- p.O Brtxl5l l(i:;rtrtrrt.
t\enya.
,WestKenya Area
- 057- 41263/4I 264,41 26!; lbteqrartt:;,ELEC
Telephone
f RtC,
Fax:05/ - 41t2:I
NEW STATIOIVROA/.)

Our 'Ref:^
--Customer
AoolicrtionNo.:f,24202005020050
.
_
Your Ref:

ROMAN MAKOKHA MASNUBA & 23 OTHERS
P.O. BOX 74
MUMIAS
Quoted on:15/04/2005
DearSir/\4adam
ELECTRICITY SUPPLYTO YOUR PLOT NO. VARIOUS PLOTS . EKERO
tl"iih rcfcrcnco to your opplicaticn

for a siippli

i:f'clcclri...i

that a provisionalschemehasnow beenprepared.

i . . ; i l i c r : l ; < : i , ci ; i - c ; r i i s c s , \ 1 c a i . c p l c a : c i l i o

ailvi:;c

,

The total contributionrequiredtorvardsour costrvill be irrthe rcsionof Kshs. 31969,000.001nd Vn'l'
o f K s h s . 6 3 5 r 0 4 0 . 0 0@ 1 6 % o f w h i c h i s p a y a b l ci n h r l l p r i o rt ( )o u r c o n u n c n c i ncgo n s l r r r c t i o r r .
T h e a b o v et e r m sw h i c ha r eb a s c do n c u r r c n tc o s ta r c f r r rv o u rg u i d a n c co r r l ya n dd o r r o tr c p r c s c r lrrt f l r r l q u . t a t i o r r .
I t w o u l d b e a p p r e c i a t eidf y o u w o u l d l c t t t s k n o r vi f ' y o u ' , v i s ht o p r o c c c {r r ' i l ht h e s c l r c l r rsc9 t l r l t a c l c t a i l e 6
.designcan be undertaken.A loken payrnerrt
of Kshs.3961900.00 rvill tre requircdrvhicI rvill covcr t5c
initial surveyingand relatedcosts. tJpon rcccipt of the payrncnts.wc rvill procccclto prcparca cletaile6
'l'his
schemeand give you a firm qttotation.
qrrotationis valirl firr a pcriod of 90 claysfrorrrthc datc of'tlris
letter.
Yours faithfully,
FOr: TTIE KENYA POWER & LIGIITING Co. I,]'D.
\ ffrlvl l/n
\

\gYIl

\

VINCENI'O ODHIAMBO
FoTREFIONAL DISTRJBUTIONENGINEFR.WEST KENYA SUB REGION.
VAT Pcg. No. :@1O608

I
[.'

$.'
tl

PrN OOO591@6X
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ISOGEPPWERPROJEC]'
P.O.BOX 80,
NYANSIONGO
FEBRUARY,2004.
16TH

THE MNISTER FORENERGY
P.O.BOX 30s82,
NAiROBI.
Deal sir,
RE: IS0GE POIYER PROJECTNO
projegf.ryasto selve
The Isogepower project slaftedway back n 1992.The purposeof the
-boy'ng centresand others'
individual membefs,"schoolschurches,dispensaries,tea
pegglng'
The project was surveyedand all memberspicked and are anticipating
thousand)which was
The memberslaised Kshs. 416,000 (Kshs four hundredand sixteen
all receiptedby Kenya Power and Lighting Company

fsmmittee'
Theprojectwasrankedandprioritizedby the NyamiraDistrictDevetropment
3'000'000
The Kenyapowerandlighting company,gaveus a findl quotation-ol5:ht'
As a Rural
(threemillion Kenyast]lifhgJ; t.tt the downpaymentof Kshs.416,000i:
Governmentactuallythe thenMinister for
iroject we askedfor a donoin*a-g. The
our requestthat we
Energytold us to wait until a donorwas available.We thereforerenew
aswe havewaitedfor morethantenyears'
get aisistancefrom oul Govemnoent
Pcrw-erancl Lighiing
VVecor-finn tilat on the sUenSli oi'ou: cio'*:i iralanent' Kenya
.
Company came and carried out the picking'

okeri to.-'
we equallypleadwith our Memberof ParliarrentHon. GeoffreyMasanya
progressthi.smatter.
.a
Yoursfaithfully,
ALFREDM. ROSASI
SECRETARY

S.O.KIBWAGE
CTTAIRMAN

C.C.
ManagingDirector
KenyaPower& Lightng Co.
Nairobi.
OkesiM.P
Hon.G. MasanYa
North Mugwango/Borabu
Clk. D, RosanaOroo
NyansiongoTournCouncil

, ' '
..._-;;s,E@e=_.
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Tit+ ;ir=r.-i'ai
Fower €, uiglJ:e6ng
Cq" t€d.
Kenya.Arsa- p.A.Bax l 51 Kisumu,Kenya.
.West
- AST- 4i 265/41264/41265
Telephone
,ELECTRiC,
Tetegrams
F a x : 0 5 7- 4 ! T Z j
NEVVSTATWpdff,OA&
Our Ref:
CustomerAppticationNo.:E24102004030108
(DUpLICATE)
Your Ref:

ISONGE POWER PROJECT

P.O.BOX6- .Ro

i\IYAMIRA

(Vl

a-.v s {.o-rYG-)

Quoted'on:09-09-05

Dear Sir/TVladam
ELECTRICIT}- SUPPLY TO YOI]R PLOT NO. VARIOTIS -

",iir

. ,,,,, J:
,*

Vy'it! referenc: to j/c-drapplicationiirr a supply of electiicigztojA" "to;- premises,*=
"r" pleasedto aCl;ise
that a provisional schemehasnow beenprepared
. :
The total coutribution requiredtowards our cost will be in the region of Kshs. 27,714,000.00 aud VAT
of Kshs.4'434,240.00 @ 16% of which is payablein fuil prior to our cornmencingconstruction.
The above terms whic} are based on current cost are for youl guidanceonly and do not reprgsenta firm quotation.
It would be appreciatedif you would let us know if you wish to proceedwith the scherneso that a detailed
designcan be undertaken. A token payurentof Kshs. Z,J7lr!W00
will be requiredwhich will cover the
initial surveying and related costs. Upon receipt of fre payments,we will proceed to prepare a detailed
-th"
schemeand give you a frm quotation. This quotation is valid for a period of SOauyr fr"m
date of this
letter.
Yours faithfully,
For: THE KENYA POWER& LIGHTING CO. LTD.

@\*[O-"-u

-.

4,o-e-,t*u<d

VINCENTO ODHIAMBO
FOTREGIONALDISTRIBUTIONENGINEER.WESTKENYASUBREGION.
VATReg.No" :@1O606

PrN O@591096X
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Isoge Power Project
P;o. Box 8O ,,.,,
j
,
. i

1\ya'Bsrongo

20/9/2005 ,

. .

-'

C"D.F..Chtirman
North lVlugirango/Bora bu Constif uency
D€ar Sir

We hdveraisedandcashedK.P.L.C.Ksh.416,000.00
und#customerapplicationNo,
E 2 4 1 w a a 4 0 E a . . ' g - _ _ - - - - +
'S+
6

:il"'

$/e humbiy requ.estfron cDF Ksh.2,77'L,400.00
million, seven
@enya ihillings two-p-lw"r
hundred seventlr one thousand four hundreri oqyi tr *"uqt"-is+
projecf
connected-This project covers some rilembersfrom Nyarisibngg, f+"!"
end K:neni
ssb.em-^s*i,1,
.:,-.
*ft;'
Atfached find photocopies ofl
i
'
1.
quotation- datedOg/09/05
' ' .tu"
2.
payment receiptstotalizing Ksh.416,000.00
.!:

Sir, we knou'you must have receiv"A lr.ry many applications
some of which'arE
betterplaced than ours but we ask;rou tothink of,us most fh,vourabl-.
Yours faithfully

PASTOR ALFRED M. ROSASI
SECRETA,RY

r#i:;;i
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EBUMANYI COMMUNITY POWER
P.O. Box 74,
MUMIAS.

MEM
L I S TO F R E G I S T E R E D
I.

RAJAB MUNINTTU_

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I{OMAN MASIMBA 1.t)l+"ri r w7e,.,4.
AKIDA MN SIMt}N
FAI'UMA OSORI]
COITNELNDIKA
RICI{ARD LINAIq-14--1;1- -*s;._"{ € r

7. ABDALLA SNFU
8. SOLOMON WIll{lMO*
9. JOGOONGASI.IIRA
IO. KASSIM OSOITB

a* t- , lrt ellnla

p;,*-ul,.

r-

OMAR WANGA
I2. SULEIMNNWANCN
)

I3. PHASSY M. SIIIJINGA
14. SHABAN KTJNYN

I5. RAMADIINN KIIA'I'SWIJNLJ
I6. GERALD WANCN'I'IN
17.MARTIN M. KISIN
18.MOHAMMED OSOl{t1
I9. KASSIM CTIIIJAYI-

(

I
,!

,l

20. SI-IABANWNSABO
2I. YUSUF A. WASAI]O
22. ODANGA MALACFII
23. SULIMAN KANDIA
24. BAKARI KUNYA
25. RASHID OMWENDO
26. JAMIN ABDIKU
27. SHABAN SHIYUKA
28. KASSIM KANUSU
29. PETERWEYIMI ".
30. ZAINABU IBRAI{IM
31. EKEROJAMIA MO
32, ERNESTSAGALLA

cuLrtcii
34. IBRAHIM O. AKIDA
35. OASISOT GRACE CIIUI{C]II
36. ABDALLA MNSAI

ffiiiSniKO38, JOHN MUSAMIA
39. EMANUI]L WAKI IIJNCiU
40. ABDAI.I-A WNKI II IN(;IJ
41. KEVDI II4AKAI'IA"
42. KEVIN WTYIMI
43. JOB MWANZA

K_(sfi'JSHxlB
'ff
A
,o',rL-il',./l',

e r

l(X)/=

iiriv:

i,t!!:-,
l( x) /:
riiiy:

EI}U

NYI EQN4MUNITYPR
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CONSTITUTION
CONTENTS:

-

Preamble

-

Constitution.
-

BD PROJBCT

'

SectionI _ Identification/Location
& contacts

Section2 -Aims & Objectives

) 3xffi:li:t
I_l,o*T"""'

Section3 - Membership& Management
l. Subsection
I -Membership
2. Subscction2- Management
l.

Subsection
3 -Duties &objectives.

a)

Chairperson

b)

Secretary

c)

Treasurer

d)

OrganizingSecrctary

e)

Women rcprcscntativc/ commirrccmcnrtcrs

Section4 - Meetings.
S/s l - Exccutivemeetings
S/s2-General mcctings
S/s 3 - fuinual Generalmeetings
S/s 4 - Extra - ordinary meetings
S/s 5 - Resolutions
S/s(r - Voting
Section5 - ProjectFunds
S/s I lncome
S/s Expenditure
S/s3-Fundsmanagement
Section6 - Amendmentanddissolution
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i\ti\l UNlT'l' E LECI'lll F ICr\'t'l
CONSTI'TTITION
2OO5

P R .f li

PI{8,\I\I1}LE
We' the initiatorsof Ebtrrnarrf
i CorttnrunityEleclrificationprojecthave today t2'hFeb 2t)0-iagreed
thar
$'e shall join hands to supporttlre Get throughotthe above project.we have
res6lvc<tto cstablishrlris
cottttttttltill'based
orgattizatiort
to luttclionitr accortlance
,r'iifrtirepnlvisiorr(s)oftlris colrs(itutiorr
arrdin
lilre rvitlrlhe Kerryalrconstituliorr

coNS.t't
t'trTtoN
-l-lte
nante of the grotrp slrall be llutttanyi ConrnrunityElectrificarionPrcject,antl rlre contact address
shall be P.O.BOX 74 i\lUNlli\S lts operatiorrs
slrallbe basetJirr []unrarryuvittage,B part of Nucleussub-

location.NabongoLocation.lrlurrrias
Divisonin ButereNturnias
Districi6fW"ir"- Kenva.

2 __"A.INIS
AND OBJECI'IVES
SEC:TION
SUB-SECTIONI _ I\IAIN OtsJECTIVE
nt"."in oUJ""tlu"of Ebunrzuryi
Co,n**ity Elecirificatiorr
prgect is to unisonlyjoin tlreenrire
fraternity/Residents
of Ebulnanyifor thepurposeof attainingElectricityin thbareaald its cnvirons.
SUI)-SECTION
2 - r\lltlS
a) InitiateContntunilv
basedr\ctivitieslhalciurcreateenrploynrent
opportunities
to its Residens.
b) Setup a researclt
alttloulreachcerrter
on rrratters
o[ Nalionalinterest,
c ) N o t a p o l i t i c ntln t r t \ .l r q l1l . ' r . - ' 1 rt ch<er i e h tt o s a f e g u a tr hd cp o l i t i c arli g h t s o fi t s r n e n r b e r s .

suc I loN _| NrLULlr$lIAlAr\Aqr'_IlEllI

S U BS E C ' I ' I O N
I _ NIENIBERSIIIP
(a) Membershipshallbe opento all residerrts
villagervho:of Ebunrzurl,i
(i) Are 18yearsandabove
,
(ii) Are of soundrrrind
(iii) Readyto abideby thelaiddonn by-la*s
(b) Everytttemberis requiredto pai'a negotiationfeeof Kshs.| 00 or :rsmay be stipulated
by the ,
nranagement
conrnrittee
froln tinreto tirne.
(c) All applications
shallbe addressed
to the nralragement
comnrittee
tlrroughtlreScrretaryto
approvalby nrentbers
duringtheGeneralnreetings.

r

SUB.SECI.ION2- I\TAN AGETvI
ENT
The marragenrent
oflice shallconrpose
of.(a) Chairperson
(b) Vice Chairpersorr
(c) Secrelaw
(d) Assistanl
Secretarr'
(e) Treasurer
(f) Orgarrizing
Secretar_r'
(g) Vice organizingSecretary
(h) Threer\otnenrepresetrtalives
(i) Tso committee
members
One
EX-Official
mentber(Assistant
Chief)llrr r.( c tr s \'it-''"" [" "
0)
(k) Audito
S U B . S E CI ' I O N J D I I T I E S h E S P O N S I B I L I T I E SO T O T FI C E I ' E A R E R S
(a) Chnirperson
l i , , , ., , I
(i) l'resideoverall executive
rrreetings
andall generplrrreetings
(ii) Providegeneratpolicy relaletllo theaflhirsof the'organization
as expressly
pnrvirtcdfor in rhe
Constitution.
(iii) The Vice Chairperson
shallclrairtheorganization
nreetings
in theabsence
of ttreChairman.
I
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- irr,, r l tl l . . . i r il r t l rt l r c o r g u r i z : r t i o n ' s c o r r e s p o l t d e t t c c s t t l t d e r t l r e g u i t l u r c c o f t l r e
llre S.-',,1,-r1
('h airpersorl
(ii) The Secretanslrallissuenoticescorrveningall executireltteetingsand gelrcralltteetings
(iii) Tlre Secretaryslrallkeep rilinutes,presen'eand updatethe organization'srccords
( i r . ) 1 - l e D e p u t v 3 e c r e t a r y s i t apl le r f o r n r d u t i e s o f t h e S e c r e t a r v i n l r i s l r e r a b s e t t c e a n d s u c l r o t h e r
tlgriesas s[all be assiqnetlto lrirn,lrerbv tlre Generalrttcetittu

(r)

(c)'I'r'ensurer
of rhe organizarionancl
(i)
l(eceivd alrl disburseurrtJerthe directivcsof tlre chairpersrnatl nronies
slrallissuereceiptsfor presen'eyouchersfor all lltoneypaid out
inspection'if and
(ii1 ll'sure ilratproperbookso[accourrtsare rrritterr.preservedand availedfor
(iii)

rvltetrnecessary.
provide reportson financial statementsof
Open a balk accountin the nanreof the project arrd
generalnleetings'
the organizationand auditerjaccotlntsto the executiveand

d) OrgarrizirrgSecrelat'1'
( i ) C o - o r < l i n a rael l t l r ea c t i r i t i e so f t h e p r o j e c t
..
,.------r - ,.i . requirernentsdtrringboth executiveand generalmeetlngs'
tlte
arrange
and
Organlz-e
1ii;
(iii; tltni,.rr.inorder arrddisciplineduring nreetirrqs
d.ties of tlre organizing sccrelaryin his
(iv) The assistortorgarrizirrusecretarysiiall perfJtrn tlre
absettceor as llla!' be directedbv tlreChaiqterson
rs
e) \\' otnert lle pre sent atives/Conrlrri tlee lne nt be
<lurirrgtlreexecutivenreetings'
of tlre cotttlliottresidettts
tlte irtterests
(i) Represertl
paritv in tlreprojectsirritiatives
iiil Suppottgetrcler
f) [x-officio i\lentber'
projectsactivitiesin tlre legal aspect'
(i) Safeguard,Represent.and adrocate for rhe
g) Arxlitot'
of tlre project
(i) Auclittnoneyin att expettditure
ntonths'
(ii) Gire a specialreportio rhe generalnteetingaftere'ery'6(six)
project'
of tlre executivecomntitteeof tlre
(iii) Shall rrotbe a rrrenrber

Any r"elttUerof Office shall vacateoffice iF
(l) nronths
a) Fails to ntterrdttreetingsfor a periodof tlrree

for his rcsig'ation
statingreason(s)
Ui ny noticein rvritirrgtJ dreorganization
.itt. ot sheis ,.nro".d frotrtofllce by % o[the ntenlbers'
Subsection| - Executivel\leetines
a ) T | r e e x e c t l | i r . e n , . " . u f f i F | r e | d b r . t h e e x e c u t i l . e c o t n l t t i t | e e a f t e r attend'
everyonenrcnthorasthe
will
Only the executivementbers
of the projecfnral'den',arid.
requirerrrerrts
- Generallrleetinss
Sub-sectiolL2
ntontltsl'lre nreetingis opcnto all members'
a)The Gcrreralnleetingsslrallbe lreldafler everyrrvo
lrlge[ngs.
J - Anrru:rlGerreral

ffiffi'r;'ffintotttItoft|re}.eaftoreconci|etheprojecsactivitiesarrd
expenditures.
ril.eshal|conveneandextra-or<tinarynleetingandsha||
ll'
specify it as such itt tlte ltotice cotlvellrllg
L

. ffiGdixFage:
$rb:-sSelt9l]l-- 3e591!!rons
dtrrirrgthe Generalttteetlrtgs
andpassed
.f ,f fl *-f "frirs tliscrrssed

birrdall

(present&

absertt)

ou-6-Je!ag
S-ub:s-estr

on onenr:uronevotebasis.No votingby proxy'
procediiesrvillbe b1'slrorvoilrands
a) All r.otirrg

-!-Ul'l-t)s
5E,(-! |oN 5 *!]R0J-L-L!-S
g
c-ttqLl-:-4rP!E
S_ulr:-s
or rtt-ptojectsftr.tlsr'i II bederiredfrorn
;trh;;;i;.t
fee
i) Registratiorr
ii) Dorratiortsfronr rvell rvislrers
iii) Grattts
iv) Any other legal sources
in the proJect'
v) lndividuals'aicount subscriptions

2 - Expenditure
Sub-section
\t
U)lt. ftrndsaboveslrallbe usedfior'
pt"::-t:
electnfication
the
foreseeirtg
at
ainred
iif*p"naitures
Incorrcairdemploymerllto its ntcnrbers'
thatcangenerate
actiyities
iil lnvestingin cornnrunity_based
Subsectiotr3 - FundsNlartaqentettt

n,n,trffiGffire
a)All mo'etary

in the nameof the projectin the llank
shallbedeposited
rreasurer

approvedin the GeneralNleetint:

slrallbe
of tlrc[]iurkaccotrnt
b) Tlrc siqlralorics
i) CltairPersort
ii) Treasurer
ntentber
iii) Oneordirtary
be kept bY the treasurerasPctty
c)AstrntnotexceedingKs|rs.1000.(onet|tousands|ri||ingsolr|y)sha|l
shallbe kept
cash.Whoseproperaccottlrls

"t "tii;:'.H;,"ii"
Theseby larvsaresubjectro c*zurse
sha'
Thechanges
*nuuf ienetalnleeting'

of Socialservicesfor tlre
irt"-a.parrrneni

of thosebY larvs
antendment

'.?j
ill:llff:ll'liii:,T,l,1l,llJ;,.....u,.b,-:.*_:::.'-::,*:j*,:
t''.il;l';'r,ilTJ;:::"::1,*i:::"y:ilffi;fi
iffl
Il.'.:i"ii:1,'llll*ill;,ffi
meetingslr
a furrhergenerat
istl,rai.etl.
ll.|il|:;1,::=';;:,,,.,,,,,,,u'r
later.Noticeof

priorrorhe
l4 davs
arleasr
roannrerrbers
i:J::l,J:i,;,i il'iss.,e.r
,^

t1^o 14

or?r

signeil
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PROGRAMME
l. Welcorrring
Visitors
by Orgarrisirrg
secr.etar.y
2. Openingprayer:
Mr. Kevlrr
Makapi;r
3. Opening
speech:
Chalrnralr
4. lntroducing
- Chair.rrr.lrr
Project
Conrnrittee
5. BriefHistoryof theproject- Secr.etary

f ,^,, /rll,t"$

QrrM

SPEECHES
a). Chairnr.rn
Mr. Rontarr
Masinrba
b). Assistant
Chief,Nuclea
sublocatiorr
c). Invited
Guests
r
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r
r

Mr. AndrewOkurrru^
K e n yap o werer Lighter r ing
Exper .t
Councillor,
Nrrcle.t
w.l.d
C h i e fN a bongolocatior r

VOTEOFTHANKS
I

Mrs. Phassy
Shitinga
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o Mr. AtibuWanga
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NAME
I'hylis Ayak<r

Roman Masirnba

PeterWeyinri
I

Ir 19

tla Masinrba

ShabanShiundu

Secretary

AbrahamJurrra

Ass Sccretary

25

Akida Masirrdc

Warrga
Suleiman

0rg. Sccrctary
'l'rcasurcr

16-

GeraldWarrgatia

.;-L I

AbubakarWesonsa

KassirnChibavi

Auditor

ztl

Mohauurrcd
0sieko

FatumaOsore

Merrrbcr

tE-

Cornclus
Weyirni

Zainablbrahirrr

Mi''u[",
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ii

WasaboI Iassarr

WeyinriMaknpia

I
i

I

IUchard Linakha

Plrassy
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I(aslridOnrwcrrdcr

AliceKisia
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40
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P0s'l'

r;$u

PeterWeyirni

Clrairtttart
Ass. Chairtttatt

ShabanShiundu

Sccretarv

AbraharnJuma

As5.Sggrylgy

SuleimanWa
Richard Linakha

O1g Sgcjqligl
Trcasurcr
Auditor
Mcrrrber

RomanMasimba

KassirnChibavi
IraturrnOsore
Zanab lbrahinr
Phas

Merrrber

Alice Kisia

t'rrI,"'cl)
Mglfflgf U,tepre_s

SuleimanMatiro

SolomonWelinro

Menrber
Ex - t-rlllcial(Ass cirrc
Mernber

AIlSltN'I' Wt'l'II Al'01,0( ; Y
l.

ShabanShiyuka

AI}SEN't
l. BonrryAbdiku
OPN,NINGPITAYIIT
l'lte day's openingpraycr was lcad by lvtr.Solonx-rrWcrirnr-r.
OI'ENING SPEECTI
Ass Clrairmatr
Mr. ItcterWcyirrritook tlrisclranccto wclcorneall who attcndcdthe
meetingand tlrankctlthcnrlirr adlrcringto thc noticcol'l5'l'Feb 2005.Ilc thcrcalicr
introducedthe chairrnan.
CIIAIITMAN: He passcdhis tharrksgiving to tlrc Alrrrighlyarrdtlrc rcst lirr allorvirrghinr
to welcomethc invitetlgucstsrvlrowcre:- Arca Councilor
l) Area counsclorlvlr.MuchclulcIsrrracl
2) Area Sub- chicf Mr. lvlatiroSulcirrrarr
3) KenyaalrclliglrteningcxpcrtNlr. SlrabanKrvova.

'

AS PEITI'IIE DAY'S I}ITOGITAMMI'.
'l'he
l. INTIIODUC'IION:
cltairnranilttrotluccd
his curnrrriltcc
nrelntrers
to the
guestsnamingthcm and tlrc posttlrcy holtl as inclividuals.
'l'lrc
2. IIRIEF IIIS'I'OIfY:
Ilbunrauyicorrurrunity
projcct2005
Electrilication
' historywas readto thc rnernbcrsarrdgucstsirr a corrcctand bricf way in
kiswahili latrguage.

xrrl-"1't
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c h a i r m a n i ' . t l ! ; t i l l ( l i : . r l i i ' ' r l ; " l r j 'D
i 'l !r: ' t :l r' l i l I
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After he retiredfi'ottttlte (iovcnurrcntwork Mr. Masirnbasarvthe rreetlof
startingdeveloprnentin lris arcaas thcrc was nonc.Iiur that reasgn6c carncup
witlrElectrificatitlnpro.icctof rvhichhc introtlucetlttr [Jurnani'ipcoplein t5c l,t
nrceting.He alsoatldcdlhat sirtcchc irrtroclucccl
tlrc projectsu lirr 3 rrreetirrgs
hacl
beenheltl and ttrurcthirrgsdorre.I Ic saidthc urrlyw,ayof tlcvcl.pirrgtlc pr,jcct
was by rcgistcringit with thc socialscrviccsarrtlopcrringa bank account.'l'lre
main airn of calling ulxrrtthe guestsrvastlratlrc rrccdccl
thcnrto cductttr:lils
petlpleotr elcctricityand diflbrcnt ways oIapllroachingit. Ilc alsowantcd
t9
presentproject updatcrecortlsantl irt{bnrrationollicially to thc arca
cournclor.
.'
He thankedthe counselorfbr lris Ibilowi'g nssista'cc:
t)

Developtttettt
of educationfirnclsto Ichingapriprary

ii)

Giving of bursaries
to studc'ts/ pupirsin his area.

iii)

Waterprojcctsarrclthc clinicat (lchinga)

iv)

Rodd networkdcvclollrrrcntin thc arca.

MIN 2IA2NOO5ASSISTAN I' CIIIIIF
He startedbJ'urging all membcrsto havea conlnlon intcrcst in clevelopnrcnt
and to do
away with uselesspoliciesthat lmsno gain at all. 'l'o adclon 36
registcrccl
nrcqrbcrs6c
saidthatmore and more sltoulclcontc to tlrc pro.icctand rlrcclrairnran
shouldgpel a ba'k
accountin a week's tilrre.
MIN 3/ (l)2|2|05KENYA t'Owlilt & t,t(;II'I'tNtNG IiXt'Elt't.:
Mr.: Slrabarr
Kwova
inforriredntembersto do wirirrg irr thcir houscsand surveywas
on tlre rvayt9 be dorrc.IIc
acftledthat a part from 23 nalttcsnrr tlrc load srvcctlrc addccl27
'rorc to rcach50.
N/I}:

MrN3(ii) 2/0s
TIIE AIIEA couNClLOIt:- MIt. NtucuIILULEISI\,!A[r,.
Mr' MucheluleIsrnaelcxprcsscdlris greatconcernon tlrc cco.
An<Isocialdevelolllre't
factorBof Ebunranyicotttttttttrity.
Ilc said,he was lragrpy
tlrat t6e corr.ru'ity 6ad startccla
developmcntprujectof ctcctrilicatiurt.Mr. Ivluchclulcpronrisctl
to sriplxrrtthc prujcctlor
it was petlpleinitiated.llc alsorcvcalctlthatrhccornrnurrity
of'Eburnarryi
hadstartccl
riglrt projectand at the rigltt tilne. I le saitl,tlre Kclryagovcsrrlcnt

hassct a vote.f Ks6.

700,000,000/=for electrificationlor WcstcrrrKcrryarvlrcrcwe
Arelbr t6is rrrattcr.
Having learnt that the sutrjer;tpnrjcct lratl:_
Registered36 active mernbcrs.

r
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nd acceptedby Kenya Powerlightningon I{cf'No. E24202005020050
ancl
of subscribingKsh. 3000/: eachmemberto rcachKsh. 100.000/:.

Kenya
REStudy

Ass chief Mr. Matiro * secondedthe progrsal.["romthis thc meetingthroughthc
projectchairmanagreedunaninrouslyto openan accountwith Co - opcralivellank olKenya LTD Mumias Branchon within one wcck.
-

The following were authirizedto bc tlre banksigrraturics:
l. RomanMakokha Ma.simba
2. ShabanOsore Shiundu
3. Richard Linaakha
4. Phassy Shijinga

Clhairrnan
Secretary
'l'rcastrrcr
Menrber

MIN 4/2/05VOTE OF THANKS ITYMTTSSHI.IINGA I'IIASSY.
Mrs. Shijingaexpressedher gratitudcanclhappinessas nrcrnbcrof thc pro.icctto fiavc
beenprivilegcdto hostthe arcalcaderswho turncdup lirr listcningand readyto guide
and.assist
the project.Sheregrettedthat Eburnanyilradlaggcdbehinclin cunrrnunal
Developmentfor ages.Sheexplainedthat lifb is impossiblcwithout clectand water.She
. ended up thanking
1) The entireEbumanyivillage residentsfirr uniting {irr the sccof clcvelopnrclt.
2) Mr. MasimbaB'coming up with this bright irlca
3) Mr. Ass Chief Matiro andthe areacouncikrrMr. I. Muchclulelirr acccpting
the projectcommittee'sinvitatiorr.
4) The councilorfor his wise leadershipand the assistance
hc hasso fzrrextcndecl
to this Ebumanyicommunity.
5) Sheendedup callingon the leadersto guideand supporther projectsucceecl
to greaterhights.
Shewishedthem nice time as they lcft the nrccting.
MIN 5/2/05DOCUMEN"I'S PRESENTATION
Mr. Masimbq the projectschairmanprcscntedthe hrllowingprojectdocunrcntsto thc
councilor.
i)

The projcctsconstitr"rtion

ii)

Registrationccrtificatcliom K. Ir. Iightning.

iiD

Acknowlcdgemcntletter

CLOSSING PRAYER:- MR AT'lltU WAN(;A
The me.eting
was adj<lurncd
at 12.30I).M. with a praycrleadby Mr. Atihu
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MIttISTIty OF CO-OPERATM DEVELOPMTNTAND MAR.KtrTrNG
OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONETAFOR CO-OPERATIVE DEVELOPMtrNT

'

Ielegraphic Address *CO_OPS"
NAIROBI
Telex;
'Ielephone:
020 - 273 153I
When replying pleasequote

SOCIAL SE,CURTTY
BUILDINC
.BISHOPROAD,
P.OB
. o x4 0 8 1 1= c P O- 0 0 i 0 0
NAIROBI

o",,...11:1t-......
\l

+

Date: 28fl' $epternber, 2006

J=C\ Ar,.i e oU,L +,.

. INI'EN'IION TO SURCHARGE U{DER SECT]Oh] 73 OF THE CO-OPtrRATIVE
SOCIETIE,S
ACT. NO. 12 OF 1997AND AMENDMENT 2004,CO-OPERATIVESOCIETIb'
RUI-ES2OO4
AND OTHERENABLING PROVISIONSOF THE LAW
NAN{E
I
2

3
4
5
6

7
o
()

q

10
l1
I2
a
J

4

5
6
7
o
o

9

Mr. GeorgeDipondo
IvIr. CalistusMukhebi I{olosio
Mr, Protus Mahau
Mr. JoshuaOngweni Nuluheba
N4r.]'iicholus Nandonsa
N4r.Ernest Kuta I(ungLr
N4r.Palrich Barasa
Mr. JamesMauao
Mr. CalcanosEkesa
N4rMoses Onsonta
Mr. Michaei I(. V/ashika
lvlr. David M., Namakhabwa

Mt'. AtharrasBarasaL4ang'ula,t/
lVIr.Andrew E. Okava
Mr. Moris Muleshe
NIr. JosephAndati
Mr. JoseckWandera
Mr. Fredrick Ongoma
NIrs. JaneOmusula

20

Mr. Mutuli Aswani

21

Staff

1
1
LL

VariousDelesates
GRAND TOTAL

AMOIINT
IffiHS
2,357,"779.00
2,346,778.00
2,446,178.00
2:381.778.00
96s.613.00
960,154.00
1,054313.00
265,909.60 t\
40,985.00
61,985.00
2,314"212.00
r 43,995.00
49,485.00
44,985.00
2.02A.230.60
2,020,230,60
2,014,945.60
793,728.40
5,700.00
8,700.00
1,67I,924.20
L,432,315,00
25,302,413.A0
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in accordance
Ksrrs' zs,3gz'41?"'90
sun.of
a
surcharge
to
2004'
anclAmendnrent
This is to forward to you intention

n j3 of;.'c;-;p-rativet":fi]ixir.
withsectio

ou".-t,or ree.

at a special
Ly:"_,t Nlembers'rbsolutions
society
Mosacro
the
to
where the
This is in pursuance
Resourcecentie Mumias
l'
e"oo:
i,
Uou".,'t
of the
tc5
GeneralMeeting helc1o' +*
o the finclingsand recommendations
uoopt
.,rrurri*J.rriy
membersof the said society
Section58 of the Act'
inquiry reportinstitutedundlr

and
are within your krtowiedge
grounds,lvhich
tlre
on
you liable
Tlre inqrriry lepofi founcl
cletailsattachedirerewith'
IfincllY comPlY'

I

:
I
I

i

I
i
I
I

..,.-p{filr"*o
---- nnn n^nntrnaTr.ir6DEVELOPMENT
DE
FOR COOPERATIID
COMMISSIONER
FoIt:

c.c.

The Chairman',
Ltd'
Moru"ro SaccoSocietY
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THE COOPERATIYE SOCIETIESACT
(Cap. 490. Section 7)

NO....qPI.:.TgE
REGISTRATION

+

I hereby certify that the saciety under the name of

gAIrryq$.
cF.o?ERar$F.
HUUIAS.orrrcRqlt@s.
.l[D*. . . . . .
sp.c.IqIT
&..c.BEptrT.
and its by-lawshave this day beenduly registefd
by me in the Registerof Co-operative Societies,in pursaance af the provisions of
the Act and the Rulesmade thereunder.

Givenunder my hand at Nairobi this . . .191-tr. - day of

. p-B.CSffieE,19 79.
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-1OUTGROWERSSACCOSOCIETYLTD.
CS/3109...MUMIAS
STATISTICALINFORMATION

v'
31.12.2005

Numberof members
Numberof employees
EXTRACTSFROM B,ALANCESHEET
Sharecapital
Plazashares
Entrancefee
Poultryshares
Reserves
Capitalgain
account
Appropriation
Longterm assets
Currentassets
Currentliabilities
Workingcapital
Turnover
Generalreserves
currentassets/currentliabilities
Current'ratio:
funds/totalassets
Ownerscap. Ratio:members
!

BANKERS
BankLtd.
KenyaCommercial
Bankof KenYa
Co-operative
AUDITOR
Devt.& Marketing
of Co-operative
Ministry

MANAGEMENTCOMMITTEE
- Chairman
PiusLibendi
- V/Chairman
JosephAyoyi
Hon.Secretary
AlexanderDonisio
Treasurer
KepherWaswani
- Member
GalcanosEkesa
- Member
GeorgeDipondo
!
- Member
MukhebiKolosio
Member
James Mapao
Member
MeshackBarasa

43515
59

l'/

31.'.12.2004
42850
60

178,165,393
182,455,701.75
55,952,746
57,519,687.60
1,568,600
1,764,300
75,000
75,000
1
1
13,073,184.35
,016,513.90
647,000.75
647,Q0O.75
4,747,525.20
7,379,867.90
98,346,963.05 101,492,877.40
309,537,524.70 3 1 0 , 0 0 8 , 1 4 3 . 5 5
143,695,880.40 1 5 8 , 0 5 4 , 3 7 7 . 1 0
165,841
,644.30 151,953,766.45
49,824,335.96 w
58,439,254,75
1,273,865
1,273,865
1.96:1
2.151
0.61:1
0.65:1
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-2COMMIfiEE
SUPERVISORY
- Chairman
JosephK. Oluta
SecretarY
JosephO. AmuYeka
Member
Mang'ula
B.
Atanasi

MANAGEMENTSTAFF
- GeneralManager
AnericoChitaYi
WycliffeNambwaYa - DGM'-Fin.
- lnternalAuditor
SolomnChirui
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-1CS/31O9...MUMIAS
OUTGROWERS
SACCOSOCIETYLTD.
STATISTICAL
INFORMATION
Numberof members
Numberof employees
EXTRACTSFROMBALANCESHEET
Sharecapital
Plazashares
Entrancefee
Poultryshares
Reserves
Capitalgain
Appropriation
account
Longtermassets
Currentassets
Currentliabilities
Workingcapital
Turnover
Generalreserves
Currentratio:cunentassets/current
liabilities
cap.
Owners
Ratio:members
funds/totalassets
BANKERS
KenyaCommercial
BankLtd.
"
Co-operative
Bankof Kenya
AUDITOR
Ministryof Co-operative
Devt.& Marketing

*rJr
A:,'

MANAGEMENTCOMMITTEE
t"n

- ViceChairman
ProtusMakau
Kalistok. Mukhebi
Hon.Secretary
JoshuaO. Muheba
Treasurer
- Member
Fredrick
Ongoma
- Member
CalcanoEkesa
NicholasNandong'a - Member
- Member
ErnestKangu
- Member
JamesMapao

31.12.2004
42850
60

31.12.2003
39941
60

178,165,393 171,712,295
55p52,746
53,213,471
1,569,600
1,401,320
75,000
75,000
1 1 , 0 1 6 , 5 1 3 . 9 010,779,450.50
647,000.75
647,000.75
4,747,525.20 1,731
,819.55
101,492,877.40106,282,315.80
310,008,143.55248,253,561.50
158,054,377.10 115,617,520.50
151,953,766.45 132,636,041
49,824,335.96 49,363,534.05
1,273;865
1.96:1
2.14:1
0.61:1
o.48.1
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CS/3109...MUMIAS
OUTGROWERS
SACCOSOCIETYLTD.
STATISTICAL
INFORMATION
Numberof members
Numberof employees

Irl

EXTRACTS
FROMBALANCESHEET
Sharecapital
Plazashares
Entrance
fee
Poultryshares
Reserves
Capitalgain
Appropriation
account
Longtermassets
Currentassets
Currentliabilities
Workingcapital
Turnover
EXTRACTS
FROMSURPLUS& LOSSA/C.
Currentratio:currentassets/cu
rrentIiabilities
Ownerscap.Ratiomembers/funds
Totalassets
BANKERS
KenyaCommercial
BankLtd.
Co-operative
Bankof Kenya
AUDITOR
Ministryof Co-operative
Devt.& Marketing
MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE
- Chairman
GeorgeDipondo
- ViceChairman
ProtusMakau
Kalistok. Mukhebi - Hon.Secretary
JoshuaO. Muheba - Treasurer
- Member
Fredrick
Ongoma
- Member
CalcanoEkesa
Nicholas
Nandong'a - Member
- Member
ErnestKangu
- Member
JamesMapao

V
31.12.2003
31.12.2002
39941
37421*
60
60
^,""

171071295 155090530.6
53213471 49797939.55
1401320
1176980
75000
75000
10778450.5 10576627.65
647000.75
453215.75
1 7 3 1 8 1 9 . 5 5 1672016.75
106282315.8 113702850.2
248253561.5 233493544.9
115617520.5 128354085.2
132636041 1 0 5 1 3 9 4 5 9 . 7
49363534.05 58415486.1
5
2.147:1

1.8:1

0.48:1

0.6:1
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MUMIAS OATGROWERSSACCOSOCIETYLIMITED
MUMIAS - KENYA
P.O.BOX 295, T8L.641229/641267
E-MA I L ADDRESSi mosctcco@africaonline.co.ke
HISTORY

MOSACCOwas startedin December1979 by
Moco Ltd to servesugar canefarmers and
Ernployees.
'Front Office SavingsActivity
It started
[Fosa]'
In Novenrber1989.

AREA OF OPERATION

Mumias SugarSchemewhich is infive districts in
WeslentKerryu;
Mumias-Butere,Kakamega,Busia, Siayaand
Bungoma.

AS AT 31.12.2005
STATISTICS
MEMBERSHIP
SIIARE CAPITAL
MOSACCOPLAZA
MEMBERS LOAN OUT'STANDING
MEMBERS SAY/NGS
NOMINAL VALAE PER SIIARE

-

MINIMUM SHARE FOR MEMBERSHIP -

43,51s
Ksh.182,455,701.75/=
Ksh. 57,519,687.60/=
Ksh.117,300,364.85/=
Ksh.107,491,186.20/=
100/=
Kslt.
50/=
KSh.

STRT]CTT]REAND OII II ICE MANAGEMENT
UOS\CCO SocietyLimited is divided into 9 activities-t'br electoralpurposes-and
anothertw'o:010for staff and 011for non-members.Ordinary menzberselect delegates
every threeyears.
to representthem[1 delegatefor 200 ruembers]sub-locrttion-wise
POLICY MAKING
ke policies lies with delegatesin a DelegatesMeeting- usually the Annual
A"th"rrty tt
organ of the society' Delegates
DelegatesMee.ting.A DelegatesMeeting is the supren'Le
per activity] and 3 Supervisory
of 9 nternbers[one
electa ManagbmetxtComn'Littee
meetin Annual Delegates
Delegotes
activities.
per
three
CommitteeMentbers one
Meetingand SpecialDelegatesMeeting if necessary.SupervisoryCommitteemembers
are electedannuallT,in an Annual DelegatesMeetingMANAGEMENT
Committeeassisted
fln Uii"getnent ofthe societyis doneby the CentralMcutctgement
Executive,Education,Creclit,Monthly Control and Staff Subby itsSub-Commi,ttee:
Committeenxeetsonce a month but may hold
Committees.The Central Mcurugeruent
SpecialManagernentConunitteerueetingsif necessary.The C.M.C. hires andfires staff.
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Through delegation however, the day to day monagement of the society is done by the
General Manager who is the Chief Executive Officer of MOSACCO. In this he is assisted
by a Deputy General Manager and Branch and Departmental Managers.
SUPERVISION
'1OI
T
"f flre society is done by the Supervisory Committee which is a SpectaLSubS"pr*ltl""
is subordinate
co'mmitteeof MOSACCO. It is usually assisted by the Internal Auditor. It
Management
the
and reports to the Annwol Delegates Meeting. It however inJbrms
Committee abo,ut its findings when the two committees meet.

LOANSAND CREDIT POLICY
lottnsare those
n*"rgency andNortnalloans' Entergency
Thereare two typ"r@i
houses.All otherloans[including
to do with illness,ileath,courtcasesanddestroyed
are recoverable at
school feesl are normal. Loans are granted to members only. They
be.forethe crop is
cash
pay
by
once Jrom sugar cane proceeds unless the loanee wants to
harvested.

8 months old and are
Normal loatts are grantecl when a farmer's sugar canes are at least
loans 'four times
thrice per share holding. Sacco employeesare however granted
granted
"pe,
48
months'
period of
shop if reioverable froru their salaries but for a mctximum
sugar cynes are at least 5 months' These
Emergency loans are granted when ct.t''cLrmer's
(lnlike Nonnal loans, there are no additional
loans-rtrefixed at Ksh".-5,000/=only'
Emergency loans unless thelt have been repaid'
I

Loan Granting Processis asfollows:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

The GeneralManager issuesLoan Application Forms to the nine
M anagementCommittee member s'
The committeemetnbersgive thetnto their activity delegates[including
themselvesl.
The delegatesgive thefonns to memberswhofill, sign them rtnd return the
sameto their delegatesThe delegatesreturn theforms to their committeememberswho return them
to the Credit Manager.
T-heCreclitManager registerstltem. LIe llrcn sendsthem to Shctres
Departmentto verify ancllater checksat Mumias Sugar Companyregarding
details on the appliccLnts'sugar canecontracts'
to the Credit Committeefor final
After that the checkedforms are presetxted
and loartgratling'
assessment
The GeneralManager then authoriz,esthe Credit Manager to processthe
approvedloans.forpayment. Thisprocessincludessigning of irrevocable
Companyto sendall their
fiirnt by the LocmeisauthorizittgMumias Sugar
next sugar caneproceedsto MOSACCOwhere loan moneyand interestare
recovered.
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8.

Rejectefl appliccttion.fonns (rre relunrcd to thc applic:cutt,ttltroLLg,ltCMC
delegate-member.

DEPARTMENTS
MOSACCOis dividedinto thefollowingdepartments:'
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Administration
Shares
Savings
Credit
Accounts
CashierY
Control
Internal Audit
ComPuter
Projects:-

(a)
(b)

49 acresof sugar cane
Dairy and Poultry processingarrangements

NOTES:A.Foreaseofwork,MOSACCOhcts2branches;
ond Malaha Branchesand 6 mobile centres
Hectclcluarters
whici are intendedto be turned into brancheslater on.
B.

The society is regulatedby the co-operativesocietiesAct
No.2of 2004, Rulesand Circulars and by-lawsand oJ
,orrri, the decisionsof the DelegatesMeeting through the
Cenral M anagementCommittee'

C.TheSocietyhascomputerizeditsoperationsforfficiency.
'

D.Wehaveasusarcaneprojectandintendtodiversify
processingproiects'
frrther by hc|irtg milk andpoultry

A.O.Chitayi
GENERALMANAGER
December,2005

